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Council Refers Gas Station

Improved

Issue to Planning

Equipment

JHS Program

Purchases

Is

l

Several purchases of equipment
new high school were approved by the Board of Education
for the

Monday night.

Outlined

A new program

for junior high

Saws

Group

City Council Wednesdaynight the other for constructinga ianlreferred to the Planning Commii tary sewer in 18th St. from Diekesion the subject of a new Shell ma to Plasman Aves. No objectservice station at the southeast ions were registeredand resolucorner of College Ave. and Ninth lions were passed unanimously.
St. for study on zoning aspects, i Council approved two moving

The action came after several applicationsfor Don Brink Excacommunicationsprotesting erec- v*,inK Co. one to move the old
tion of a service station on th* WHTt radio building located at
site as well as presentation bv Fourth St. and < entral Ave. to a
representatives of Ninth Street Iw'*,lon north of the city, and the
Christian Reformed Church, the other to move a one-stall garage
historic landmark on the south- from 133 Central Ave to 923 Diwest corner of Ninth and College vision Ave . outside the city. The
About a dozen persons of the latter is subject to approvalby
the park euperintendent.
church were present
Two Traffic and Safety ComThe city manager s recommen
mission recommendations were apdation to Council was that the
proved One ii to eliminate parkapplication for the building permit
ing on the west tide of East End
be tabled until the Dec 6 meeting
Dr for a distance of 220 feet
and requestingthe planning Com
south of the lake, and to put a
j

students, once the present high
school will he availablefor seventh, eighth

On recommendationof the building and grounds committee, the
board approved accordion type
partitions for seminar rooms from
Powell Modernfold of Grand Rapids for M.208; semi-fixed partitions for library study area, offices
of classroom units, visual aids
room and teachersworkroom from
Modem Partitionsof Holland for
$7,376; shelves, cases and cabinet
units from S. and H Manufacturing Co. of Normal. III., for $3,475;
locker room partitions for the
fieldhousefrom Grand Rapids
Screen Co. for $2,828 with the
additionof the towel room cage;

and ninth graders, was

outlinedby Principal Earl Borlace
and AssistantPrincipalTed Bocvi

at

a

meeting of the Board of

Education Monday night.

With a program no longer

of

necessity geared to high school

hours and functions,junior high
will be in a positionto meet the
needs of the students more adequately, and while no sweeping
changes will be made in the junior high philosophy the administrationplans to use the space in
the two buildingsto greatest ad

CENT}

PRICE TEN

Freedom

To
In
21

Way

Allegan
Man

-Year-Old

Uses

Blankets as Rope

|

From Second

Floor

ALLEGAN - A parolee await,
mg arraignmenton a nighttime
breaking and enteringcharge taw

ed his way tn freedom from

-

the

Allegan County jail last wee*

Mid

Sheriff Walter Runkel

21-

year-old Brian Sharp of Doster.
Mich

,

escaped from the jail some-

time after midnight. Sharps
mission to study the zoning angle
and report to Council by that dead-end sign at the entrance to escape was discovered at breakEast End Dr on South Shore Dr
date. A substitute motion by CounThe other it tn place two yield- lest at 8 am. Friday, Sheriff !
cilman Henry Steflens referring
right -of way signs for northboundofficers said.
the matter to the Planning Com
College Ave traftic at 24th
; Officialssaid Sharp tawed
mission hut mentioning no dead
Council approved low bid of Cyline carried.
through four bars in hit escape

St

vantage.
classroom cabinetsfrom Michigan
The t8-page report listed current
clone Fence Co of $4,377 22 for
The city manager s report was the following fencing projects from the second floor of the jail.
Woodwork and Specialties Co. for
curriculums. possiblechanges, enGOVERNOR WELCOMED
Gov. John B.
$?1.440;and movable classroom
cratic Club. Left to right are Gov. Swainson,
rollment figures, guidance infor- accompaniedby reports from po fencing concrete play areas at He sawed hit way out of his cell
partitions with mechanical seal for
Swoinson chats with local Democraticleaders
mation. floor plans of the two lue and fire chiefs,building in- Montello Park and Apple Avenue and then sawed through bars on a
Ralph E. Richmoti of Holland, Club President
$20,600.
during his appearance in Holland Wednesday
buildings, and passible physical spector and city engineer mduat- Schools, fencing east end of 19th window at the rear of the building
Charles Murrell of Holland and Edward Kirby,
mg no objections to a service St playgroundarea, two back- The bars are approximatelyone
The committee also reported a
changes in the buildings
night, sponsored by the South Ottawa DemoGrand Haven attorney. (Sentinel photo)
Contemplated changes lust possi- station on the site, but because stops at Longfellow and Washing inch thick, officerssaid.
reduction of $3,833 for electrical
Officers said Sharp slid down
bilitiesof new groupings of classes of the number of protests the city ,on Schools.Thi a work will leave
work in the shops building, made
as well as television, team teach- manager telt further study was approximately $.300 in the city and two blankets tied together from
possible from the original contract
ing and machine teaching; pos- indicated.
school recreationalfund which is the second-floorwindow.
with Kirkhoff Electric Co. of $22.sible
elimination
of
study
halls
Protests
included
a
letter
from
195 through minor changes in wirenough to meet some miscellan- Officialstheorized that one of
two or three viaitori who saw
which might then allow theater the consistory of Ninth Street eous needs
ing and lighting fixtures.
seating in the assembly room in- Christian Reformed Church a petiCouncil approved a city man- Sharp Thursday afternoon may
Because of a number of comstead
of
desks;
a
new
cafetorium
tion
with
47
signature*
from
the ager's recommendation granting have slipped a saw blade to Sharp
plicationsfor the hydrauliclift
Holland Christian's board of took place in the various schools
and lunch hour program, and a Ladies Aid Society of the church, permission to WillardHoek to erect through a large lock
under tjie forestage in the new
trustees took action on several during American Education Week. revised physical education pro- a petition with 206 signaturesfrom a two-hay addition to a garage
An officer who checked all of the
auditorium, the equipment com- j Michigan’s Governor John B
cells in the jail shortly before midmatters and heard committeere- The board approved a program of j «ra'm'
members
of
the
church,
and
a
building
at
881
Lincoln
Ave
and
mittee and the superintendentwere Swainson issued a general apevaluation of the activities
The administrationwould like to petition with 21 signatures from install pumps. Reports from police night Thursday said everything apgiven power to act with the build- ! peal for increased public support ports on future proposals for
Attentionwas called to the
see
new courses offered on the property owners in the immedi- and fire chiefs, the building in- peared to he alright.
ing consultantin making final de- 1 for programs to aid mentally re- sudy at its regular monthly meetof a
Member s Hand- i
if\P| such as typing ate vicinity requesting Council to spector and eity engineer indicatOnly one man was on duty at the
tarded and mentally ill people in ing Tuesday night. John Kenning, book which had been published by
for ninth graders, a speech and deny the application for a permit ed no objectionsThe engineer jail during the time of the escape,
In general an increase in the Ihe state, before an audience of president of the board, presided. the National Union of Christian
The Rev.
R Witte, pastor of recommendedthat the driveway acting as radio man and turnkey.
tempo of work on the high school 228 Democrats for Ottawa. AlleThe group decided to enclose Schools, ihe local superintendent. dramaticsprogram, home econo
mics
for boys, shop for girls, and the church, spoke on behalf of conlorm to the ordinance code The Sheriff'soffice,where t h e
site has been noted in keeping Ran. Kent and Muskegon Coun- the West Side and South Side John Vander Ark. director of the
expanded language and science Ihe consistory asking Council to and t*11* w** included in the city night man was working, it locatwith plans to occupy the new ft** in Phelps Hall at Hope Col- school playgroundswith fencing NICS, and John Brouwer are the
ed at the front of the jail.
programs.Also listed are a Ian consider the culturaland histori- manager s recommendation
school for the second semester
Wednesday night.
at a cost of $2,730. The project co-authorsof the publication.
The Sheriff's office put out in
guage
laboratory
and
a
remedial
cal
significance
of
the
city
»
approved
was
a
recommend| In an emotional plea. Swainson was awarded to Arthur Streur. The board approved the educareading program with a trained ing
a,,on ,0 8™°* * building permit area hroadcat. today immediately
local
fence
contractor
In
other
Also under buildings-and Puo,wf tbe texts of three letters
tional committee's proposal to consultant.
Mrs. John Bowman, a life long tn Tfn Hav* rumP Service to in after the escape was discovered.
grounds was an item for removal | h* said he had received from action the board continued to en- continue the school’s contribution
Sharp, who was recently parolPhysical changes suggested list member of the church, chose to •'t311 an underground storage tank
u„n
,
of two houses and a gaarage at parents of retarded and mentally list the services of .student aides
speak
as
a
member
of the com
R,v*r Ave.. subject to curb *4 from Southern Michigan Prison
°yS *ym
72 and 74 East 15th St. Winde-'*11 children, who have been un- for elementaryteachers at the Pr
of 80 rents nrr
Pr0JeC,•The Sr0up aUo <il‘cus‘'<,d improvementsin the girls' gym. a munity. She read a lengthy state cu,' according to the ordinance at Jackson, was to have been armuller and Maatman will remove aNe to get proper inpatient or rale
rate ot 80 cents per
Mother'sClubs and School Cir- covered walkway between the two
ranged on the nighttime breaking
ment emphasizingcultural envi- codeSupt. Mark Vander Ark reportthe houses at a cost of $195 each outpatient care for their youngcles project lists.
schools with possibly a new en- ronment and reviewed the history The city manager reported he and entering charge Monday In
ed on a problem concerning the
and Don Brink will pay $57.60 for j ster*sIt was reported that the junior trance in room 103 near the ofof the restraint of trade She con will be absent from the city on Circuit Court.
a garage at 72 West 15th St. The Governorwas sharply criti- junior high school band. He said high school Christian Home and fice of the assistant principal
He was being held in connection
eluded by suggestingthe city pur- vacation and attending a conferthat the transportationfrom the
Another offer of $600 for one of cal of what he called the “indifSchool magazine campaign was a tentatively listed as room 102
chase the site and erect a replica ence the week of Nov. 27. He with a breakm at the Triangle
Maplewood
School
to
the
high
the houses was withdrawn because ference of the majority party in
success with 501 subscriptionsPartitionsthere would provide of the Nan Raalte home for an designated City Engineer Laverne grocery in Doater.
school periodicallywas difficult.
permission was not granted by the the State Senate" toward the
sold.
counseling facilities.
art galleryor other civic use
Serne to act as city manager.
He said that the administration
city to move the house which would problem of mental health.“MichThe report also suggest removal
In connection with the Planning
In other business, Council apand
Band
Director Henry Vander
An inquiry from Councilman
have involved removal of several igan." he said, "cannot afford
Linde
favored the starting of a Committee report, 'the superin- of partitionsin some junior high proved low hid of the Neenah Co Richard Smith on progress on
trees. Action on bids had been the same old excuses from the
rooms to make larger rooms, and of Neenah. Wis., tor 60 heavy manseparate band at this school. He tendent suggested that the hoard
Washington Square lighting revealtaken at a previous special meet- Legislature in the face of rising
installation of more lockers so hole rings and covers at a cost
consider
the
future
possibility
of
reported that the establishmentof
ed
that lights there had been
ing. Final action on the bid in- needs in mental health, or in
such a band would involve the the school operating a shuttle that books need not be kept in of $1,740, by a vole of 8 to I, changed from 4 noo to lO.OOrt lumen*
volving the withdrawal was taken education. ’
I purchase of
non-portable equipbetween the various desks.
with Councilman William De Haan and that other lighting tests were Holland police patrolman GerMonday night.
The Governor introduced 110 ment for the Maplewood location. js, 00 s as a mpans 01 balancing
, , t*'"* inducted downtown Smith aid W. Kok. 29, of 166>, Wes? 17th
The board also approved a de- new programs of his own for
It was decided to approach the 1 a;js •sizes between schools. He Bromine Starts Fire
The manhole rover issue had also was informed that the Fantus 1 St . today received notice of his
tailed contraci with Alvin Bos to meeting the problem, but framed
band parents organization to aid said ,'lat fam|l>es could then be
Holland Township firemen were oeen postponed from last meeting reports are expected around the appointmentas Chief of Police
provide a complete pre-packaged the problems in terms of three
in the raising of funds for part a'sl"ned permanentlyto a par. called to put out a small fire at when Council failed to approve the first of the year,
for the villageof Saugatuck
food program for the new high general needs.
of the cost. The matter was re- ,lcu ar s<?bool and
principals
Ho||and Color and Chemical Co city managers recommendationMayor Nelson Rosman presid
Kok, who had been on the local
school. This will involve 14 vend‘‘First."he said, "urgent at ferred to the finance committee (0, do a better job in public
foi second-low hid
ed at the meeting which lasted .50
on Douglas Ave. shortly after midpolice force tmc« the first of the
ing machines in the two academic tent ion is needed to improve the
relations! if children of an
Two public hearings were held minutes All Councilmen were presfor action.
°'erJ night Saturday when bromine
this year, had applied for the
units providing hot and cold food, levels of patient care in existing
ent The invocationwas given by Chief of Pohce position several
milk, hot coffee and hot choco- institutions. Secondly, comprethe Rev. Paul Row go
.
[weeks ago The appointment
late. ice cream and candy bars
hensive mental health services
also said that the school could
made at a meeting of the SauA committeeinvestigating lunch must be developed at the complanning a" discussionmeeting
C,a” F^1 Marshal fhAlSew,^teS- Grand Haven Youth
gatuck Village Board Wednesday
programs had recommendeda munity level.

—
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;The third prion,
Given Zrobotion
Kok *aid he expects to assume
December in preferenceto the
relatedto the need foi immediate ear|jer been asked to submit que.s- ,
'n denoting the
, GRAND HAVEN— Among cases
Inventive hi* new position within the nex‘
traditionalcafeteria with expenreduction of lengthy waiting lists, tions for discussion.The commitbm!dinK needs ,or lhe
*cho01 department recommendationsfor processed in Ottawa Circuit Court
two weeks
sive kitchen equipment. In seekThis means a program of con- jee jnc|lKje);Kenning and Garrett 'car sa'd *bat ,be ^0fie Park school
Tuesday were dispositionof a SAUGATUCK— It in still passible Kok had also worked on the
ing bids for the service, the school
structionto provide facilities for Pothoven of the board and Hero sch°o1 wil1 nPed °ne additional Vander Ark also reported on the fraiid cave and arraignment on 'o hold a church service, have Holland police force for a period
board emphasized that it wanted housing the mentally
Rratl an<j ^rthur vVyma of the room next •vear He -'a'd ,hal ,he phono-visualsystem of reading a forgery charge.
a luncheon and a meeting with- of nine months prior to moving to
the best food possible at the lowElaborating on the need. Swam2'ade schools will he using all of which has been introduced in the William Rue. 20. Grand Haven, out the use of electricity, mem
ScottsdaleAril., several years
est cost to the students and at
son said. Michigan's hospitals Vander Ark also reported
n?3lllar class rooms while grade schools. He said that the who pleaded guilty Oct. 19 to a hers of the AH Saints' Guild disago He was a member of the
no profit to the district. Any pos- tor the mentally ill were planned
scho01 Planning will de school is strivingtoward the goal charge of conspiracy to defraud, covered Wednesday
the variety of activities which
Scottsdale Police Department for
sible profit should be passed on and built to care for 14 674 perpend upon the Zeeland Christian of having the student* attack all was placed on probation for three Power was shut off about 9am
to the students in the form of re- sons; today 17.400 beds are set
- School society and its building new words phoneticallyand analy- years and ordered to pay $1.50 for the removal of an old elm 18 months
Kok is married to the former
duced food cost, and that quality up — 18 per cent above planned the fact that he was able to make program,
tically, soon enough and well costs and refrain from drinking tree in the church yard at' All
Marilyn Geeflmgs of Zeeland The
food and service was to be pro- capacity.
it from Detroitto Holland by car The board awarded oil heating enough He said, "We will sire** The alleged offense involveda
Saints Episcopal Church.
couple ha.* on* child.
vided at no cost to the district
"For the mentally retarded, we in three hours to "our fine High- contracts to the Boeve Oil Co. vocabulary unlimited rather than situation in which he and his 16corporate communion was
One member commented that have 9.936 beds in use in facilities way Commissioner" -<John C. and Ihe Bussies Oil Co. In other controlled vocabulary
yeur-old girl friend opened an ac- held in the church by the Rev.
under the new porgram, a student planned for *9.014 — 16 per cent
building committee'matters, it
Infant
Dr. Clarence De Boer, presi- count in a local hank by deposit- Verne C. Hohl, completely b>
could obtain a good lunch for 30 above capacity.
The South Ottawa Democraticwas decided to install night lights dent of the National l nion of mg $123 and then writing some candlelight
or 35 cents. It was stated that
"We know .too, that some 90 Club sponsored the Governor's at each o( the schools. A proposal Christian Schools addressed the 13 checks in amounts of $50 to Following the service in the
at Birth
milk would be available at 4 cents wards in our mental institutions appearance here. Club President to revamp the high school office
board briefly and explained the $75. Rue asked the court for pro church, guild member* returnedto
a half-pint, the vending machine go unattended during at least one Charles Murrell presided and m- to provide more work space for
(.RAND HAVEN - Craig AHer
importanceof local school partici-bation and a chance to go out ihe parish hall where dozen* of
making the change. Lunch hours shift each day, because of lack Toduced guests. Long-timelocal high school teachers as well as a pation in NICS work He also and prove, not to society,hut to c*n(Hp-' were burning on the long Hitsman. 218 North De Spelder
will be 30 minutes.
of personnel
Democraticleader Ralph Rich- conference room was also preforesaw the possibility of the em- myself that I can do a good job i«hip **t for lunch Dessert and St . Grand Haven, was dead a’
In his attack on Ihe Republican man introduced Gov. Swainson. sented.
ployment of a national spokes- and be part of society " He had coftee were served by Mrs Sid- birth in Grand Haven Municipa
senators, the Governor cited the Thp Rov ',ohn O Hagans, pastor It was reported that some man for the NUCS to speak for spent 42 days in jail since his
ar- ney Johnson and Mrs M ilord Hale Hof.,pda*
'Project Windmill' action of last year's Legislatureo( First Methodist Church of Hol- changes were made in the chart
Survivingbesides the parents
the Christian schools on various rest
augmented by sandwiches (trough
are two sisters. Martha and Debra
in appropriating $2 million less land- 2ave ,h«* invocation
of accounts to conform to state' problems.
JeffersonDe Moss, 39. Dearborn. ,hp members
[h€ a brother,William. Jr; the grandthan requested in his budget prowho was arrested on a John Doe
f>tp was burning in
posal.
parent* Mrs Guy Hitsman. Sr
warrant on a forgery c h a r g e. RrpPl*cp 10 give warmth ior
Members of the "Project Wind"This cutback was ordered in
pleaded not guilty and furnished *ork Mtsion going on for the o{ Grand Hav*n Townshipand Roy
Davis of New York City.
$.500 bond for trial, date for which annuai and fe.sti.a!on Nov
population,a growing number on
was not set The alleged offense
Sp',>r* oid kerosene
front with an aim of placing a
the waiting list, and increased
involves a $25 check
addpd :!*ht lnr ,np
John Vink; 80,
Dutch windmill east of the River
costs for personnel and facilities.
session
Nov. 17, 19.58
Ave. bridge,were guests of Henry
Dies
in Spring- Lake
By no stretch of the imagination
Steffens at breakfast this morning
can we call this progress'."
GRAND HAVEN - Mr* John
in Phelps Hall on Hope College
He cited three of his menInfant
Daniel
Vmk. nn Spring Lake, died in
campus.
tal health recommendations
her home Wednesday afternoon
Chairman Carter Brown anwhich were turned down by the
2 Days After Birth after a six-year-illneas. an illne*at 72
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“mEXupE
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A

liir

lamps ~

w
dated

sewing

Succumbs

McCarthy

Succumbs

nounced the first cash contribution
for the project. He also announced
dumping is under way at the old
township dump on the north bank
for certain selected wastes 'no
garbage or rubbish* and that the

Legislature: construction of a
100-bed children'sunit at Northville State Hospitalseparate from
the adult section;a similar childrens unit at the Ypsilanti State
Hospital and a 220-bed additional
key for the gate is available at
custodialwilding at the Plymouth
the service station nearby. A list
State Home and Training School.
of persons who have cleared with
He concluded his comments asauthorities for dumping privileges
serting that, "There is no cheap
is kept at the station.
or simple solution. It Is up to all
Attending today's session were
of us to see that the story of our

Steffen*.Brown. Willard C.
Wichtnl William H Vanda Water! nwV"d f8'8
«**
Henry S. Maentz,
A. Butler,’ *pn of Michigan This is the best
way to get the action we need
Marvin C. Uindeman. James
and want."
Brower. Seymour Padno*. Mrs.
In other areas of education,the
Stanton. Cornelia Van
governor called attention to a
Voorst and Herb Holt.
shortage of 7.000 classroomstoday. and -aid that in five years
Dominic Leoci Dies
approximately 3u,ooo more class-

r!*fh

W

I

which in recent year* rented tn
amputation of both legs She u<
horn in Ferry sburg, was a life
long redden' of the tn- '

wa* a member of

Spr

e

ind

ig Lawe

^TcMbytfnan ( burcb
Surviving are the huabiid four
daughters Mrs. CliffordBoorman

of Muskegon

Mn

Clarence

Eshleman and Mrs Herr. Butcher of Spring Lake and Mrs '..eon
rhittenden of Nunica. fre von.'

Herman

J and

Marvin

. w

Un

Mr

Hunters Pay Fines

Home

rooms will be needed
"We have failed to keep up with
SAUGATl CK — Dominic Leoci, the nee<U because despite dear12, of 139 Butler St , Saugatuck, cut ev idence that the problem we
died earl) Wednesday at his lace today would he with ut, the
home Mr Leoci ha* lived in legislatureignored the evidence"
Saugatuckfor the pa«i 46 year*, In his introductorj remark!,
ceming from Chicago He hai been Go* Swam-on <>aid that the
a barker in Naugatuck for Al yean, weather nearly interferedwith hit
retiring m 1*51 He was a ntembff appearancehere amce hi* plans
ot me iMCatUfk tom* -edge to fly io Holland from ihe Whitt
Surviving are Hit wife Mane

(nr (he

Spring Lake. Carl A tnd
Mrs Heinecxe are four brother* Ryan the grandparents Mr* W of Numca. and Leslie of Grand
Robert Jo^eoh Mark and Paul Henry Soule ot Grand Haven Ha\en 2* grandchili-!"'and 24
all of Holland two *i*ter*-in-iaw Township and
and Mrs great grandchildren
Mrs Jobn \U Carthy and Mr* Howard Carlton of (irand Haven
l^ura W’uMink, both of Holland
Car Hits Fawn

F W

In Saugatuck

-

J Me

Carthy. age 72. j MUSKEGON
Deanna Evon
pad eight years made Soule. two-da>-old daughter of
hi* home with hi* sister and Mr and Mr* Ronert Soule 14952
brolher-m iaw, Mr. and Mrs Sharon St . Grand Haven TownRudolph Hemecke of 312 West ship died Wednesday night in
23rd St., died early thus morning Mercy Hmpital. Muskegon where
Mr Me Carthy -va1* in the print- *he wa* taxer Wednesday morn
ing business in Chicago until hi* mg
retirement eight year* ago when
She was oorn in the Grand
he came to Holland to live Me Ha\en Municipal Hospital and
Carthy wa« a Veteran of World had been ill since birth with a
War I He wa* a member of St congenitalheart condition
Francis De Sale* Church
Surviving if side* the parent*
Surviving besides his *i*ier are two brothers Robert Jr and
Darnel

who

NUMCA
j

fine and

BIRTHDAY SURPRISE

-

Hope

:

College

PresidentDr Irwin J Lubbers (right) wos
Honored Wednesdoyafternoon with a surprise
birthday party on Hi* 66th birthday The

was held at the

)

JO

pm

Mrs Lubbers (cutting the birthday coke>, and
the Lubbers son, Arend D Lubbers
president of Central College ot Palla,
Dr lubbers received several
and »ov given a
»he Hope faculty

David K

Muskegon and Henry
Grand Kap«d>. each
VeGon

17

ixnt*

BttidUl

lot having an u<Ka«#d g

isar Stale potiyr made
Wednesday along tutu
Crockery fowiunu rtu
ponce they nad
i

white <*ea huni.ag

COOPERSVILLE - A car driven by George Bouwmar. of Tollmadge Towiuhip ttruri and killDies in Hospital
ed a tmali lawn at 7 40 a m t<w
(IRAND RAPIDS- Klaai H Van day on Linden Dr just jouth <*
Kampen ?9 died Wedneitdayat M St) The fawn waa badly man
fled and wot taken to i *.>ap
Butterworth Hospital
*n.’ IS- 14
Surviving a-r three »on*. Heniy company near
and Jacob ot lem*on and fnno
of ( rami die one daughter Mr* Ship Brings Gravel
(•eorfe fHwenie of Grand Rap.d*
Tha >J8 foot lakea Ire.gftiar John

Klaas Van

Kampen

MM

v

17 grandchildien 13 giea! giand
led tan thiidten

.

S Klmg entered

Holland Harbor
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Dutch Reserves
Finish Unbeaten
GRAND

RAPIDS

-Holland,

High’s reserve football team crush-

ed the Grand Rapids Central r*
aerves, 41*13 in

Houseman Field

Friday afternoon for its

eighth

1

;

Dutch Compile

I

j

2-6 Record

straightwin and second unbeaten
season in a row.
The Little Dutch teams, coached
by Tom Carey and Carl Sclover,
GRAND RAPIDS— Absorbingits
have won 20 straight games including nine straight last season worst defeat of the season. Holand the final three games in 1939. land High's football team was
Holland started fast and on the smashed by Grand Rapids Centhird play of the game linebacker tral, 35-0 here Friday night bePaul Wassenaar intercepteda pass fore less than 1,000 fans in Houseon the Central 35-yard line and man Field.
After a “sloppy" first quarter
three plays later halfback Jim De
Neff circled the end for 20 yards that saw each team fumble and

For

and the

score. Halfback Junior
Ruii ran the extra point.
The Dutch kicked off and Central failed to down the ball and
Bill Beebe of Holland recovered
on the Central 25. After a series
of plays. Ruiz went the final three
yards to score. De Neff ran the
extra point.
Central scored its first touchdown later in the first quarter on
a sustained drive and the period

Season

Zalsman and Terry Edgerly. Second row: Gordon Locatis, Henry Van Kampen, Jerry Van
Den Beldt, Howard Elferdlnk. Bart DeJong
and Arlyo Lohman. Third row: Coach Koski,
Donald McDonald, Bill Bird, Ronald Walters,
Warren Hollehian, Tim Mitchell,Joe Johnson,
Martin Keiman and Coach Bocks. Laverne Van
Qss is missing from the picture.

FIRHT FOOTBALL TEAM —

These freshmen
and sophomores at HamiltonHigh School composed the first footballteam in the school’s
history. The Hawkeyes played six games against
reserve teams and split even. The team was
coached by Principal William Bocks and Ray
Koski. First row are (left to right) Jerry Lugten
Dave Veen, Dale Tanis, Dan Snydef, Mike

lose the ball twice. Central took
over and scored on the second
play of the second period.
This started a touchdown march
that numbered five before it was
finishedand resulted in Holland's
worst defeat of the season.The 35point setback was the worst shutout
shellackingsince Muskegon Catholie’s 42-0 win in 1957.

(Sentinel photo)

RUNS AROUND END - Nancy Bolhuis

moving in on defense while other players are
Betty Veenhoven and Barb Kleis. I-ound’s Louses
defeatedSue Thompson's Touchdowners,20-19
before more than 300 fans. The girls had been
practicing for about three weeks. The official
is Con
(Sentinelphoto)

Heft)
skirted around end for Carol Lound s Louses
Friday afternoon in Riverview Park in a shirttail football game presented by the Girls
Athletic Association.Judy Van Eerden is running
interference.Mary Klaasen and Judy Baker are

Hamilton Had

Football

First

Team

Fennville, Martin and Or-' som out next season after they
get some more experience,”Bocks
chard
View.
bled at every practice session of
Bocks hasn’t decided about hav- said.
the Hamilton High footballteam
ing Hamilton play varsity foot- Koski. a native of Mass, Mich.,
this season and if spirit can build ball next season. "Fennville,Hop- and a Western Michigan Univera winner the Hawkeyes should kins and Gobles have asked to sity graduate, was line coach this
have a pleasant football history. play us on a varsitylevel," Bocks season. He didn't play football in

HAMILTON — Enthusiasmbub- over

Holland fumbled on the second
play of the game and Central reended. 14-7.
covered on the Dutch 29 Central
Holland received the kickoff to got to the nine where the Rams
start the second quarter and after fumbled and Holland took over.
a short series Ruiz cracked over The Dutch fumbled on the next
high school or college but has deIt was the first year for foot- said.
tackle on a trap and raced 43 series and Central recovered on
ball at the new high school which
"We're
not
definitelydecided veloped a fine interest in the
Girls shirttail footballtook the play in the game. She also ran the
yards to score. De Neff ran the the 25. The Rams moved to the
will graduate Its first class in about playing a varsity schedule game. Bocks said. Because of the
extra point and Holland led 21-7 at 16 where Holland recovered a fum- spotlightin Riverview Park Fri- extra point.
1964 and Pincipal William Bocks, next year," Bocks said. "We may pressure of principal duties Bocks
Sue Thompson, captain of the
half.
ble.
day afternoon as more than 300
who served as head coach, and want to play one more season of won't be coaching the Hawkeyes
The Dutch received the second
An eight-yard punt late in the fans watched bound's Louses nip Touchdowners, turned in some
his assistant coach Ray Koski reserve footballto build up ex- next season and will recommend
fine broken field running in the
half kickoff and scored but the first quarter gave Central the ball
were pleased with the overallen- perience. confidence and continue Koski for the post.
Thompson's
Touchdowners,
20-19 final 38 seconds of play as she
play was called back because of on the Dutch 19 and four plays
Besides the fine enthusiasm on
thusiasmand the "vast improve- enthusiasm rather than be humiliin a same sponsored by the Hol- scampered 70 yards with the third
a penalty. Holland started another later Fred Barr threw a 14-yard
the team, the other students have
ated
by
veteran
varsity
teams
"
ment"
made
by
the
team.
land High Girls AthleticAssocia- touchdown.Muss Kouw's run for
In the auction of Open Class
drive, this one 60 yards, and De pass to end Dale Weekley. J i m
Bocks, who formerly played foot- Bocks said. Hamilton's top graders given good support, Bocks said.
tion.
extra point was stopped short and Turkey Show winners at Holland
Neff scored his second touchdown Nixon ran the extra point.
Because of the spirit throughout
ball
at Holland High and Hope will be juniors next fall.
on a 10-yard end run. Quarter- With about four minutes left in The teams were composed of the team captained by Carol Civic Center Thursday night the College, had 22 boys on the squad
Two sophomores receivedspecial the school. Bocks expects “a lot
sophomore, junior and senior girls bound won the game, 20-19.
back Barry Prins passed to end the half, Jim Nixon smashed off
this season and the team was com- mention for their play this season. more boys out next year."
The girls had 11 members on followingprices were paid:
Steve Bronson for tJie extra point tackle and raced 65 yards to the and proceeds from the game total“And we didn't have any in"Jerry Van Den Belt did a fine
Grand Champion Tom, 8 lb. 9 pased of freshmen and sophomores.
and Holland led 28-7 at the third Holland one where he was tackl- ed $65. Miss Maxine Mac Innis, each side and the ends and backs
The
enrollment is about 170 stu- job for us at quarterback. He juries," Bocks said. "Nobody missGAA sponsor reported.Funds will have a tail tucked behind them oz., raised by Janssen Farms
period'sclose.
ed from behind by Chuck De Witt.
dents and is made up of fresh- called plays well and run nicely ed a game because of an injury
Another Holland touchdownwas Barr sneaked over on the next be given to a service project and under their belt. The object is for Hatcheries,$2.25 per lb. paid by men and sophomores. Hamilton is and could have played any posi- and the worst injury was a boy
the
girls will vote next week on the oppositionto pull the tail off
called back in the fourth period play and Jim Otterbridge ran the
cut himself on a soap dish in the
A1 Janssen; Reserve Champion in Class D in state competition. tion." Bocks said.
the funds.
the ballcarrier.
on an 80-yard reverse play. But extra point
“Don
Me
Donald
was
our
top shower room and needed a couple
Hamilton
played
two
scrimmage
The Touchdowners opened the
The tails pre about an inch-and- Tom, 28 lb. 13 oz., Jay Muusse,
the Dutch retaliatedand De Neff
A 30-yard pass play from Barr
games with the Fennvilleand Mar- defensive player. He was a line- switches." Bocks said.
threw a 35-yard cross-countrypass to Weekley with 1:49 left in the scoring on the first series of plays a-half wide and are two feet, six Zeeland. $.75 per lb. paid by Herman Busscherof Busscher Bros. tin reserves and one each with backer and made tackles all over With the combined enthusiasm of
to Bronson, who ran 45 yards to hai^oave the Hilltooers their]
Ka**unanrunnin8 alx,ut inches long. A knot is tied in the
the Muskegon Orchard View and the field."Bocks said. Van Den the team, students and principal
- ......
30
yards
on
a
reverse. Quarter- six-inch portion and the knot is Poultry; Grand Champion Hen. 21
score. Prins then hit Bronson with third touchdown and Otterbridge
West Ottawa reserves and the Sau- Belt is 6T’ and 165 pounds while
lb. 6 oz.. Bill and Marve’s TurHamilton should have a bright
the extra
ran (he extra point. On the play back Barb Kouw ran the extra tucked in.
gatuck varsity. The Hawkeyes Me Donald is 160 and 5’10".
key
Farm,
$1
000
per
lb.
paid
by
point.
Other rules used by the girls
Rich Arenas ran 12 yards around prior t0 the touchdown. Barr rac“Some of the freshmen will blos- football future.
A long drive with Nancy Bolhuis include no rushing of the kicker Cumerford'sRestaurant: Reserve split even in the games with wins
end for Holland's final touchdown cd M yards to score but the play
and he also ran the extra point | wag ca||ed back because of a scoring gave the Louses their first and no returns on intercepted Champion Hen, 12 lb. 15 oz.. Janstouchdown but the try for extra passes. Three passes were inter- sen Farms! Hatcheries,$1.10 per lb.
Central scored on a pass in the penalty.
paid by A| Janssen.
point failed. Miss Kalkman scored cepted in the game.
last quarter for its second tally.
After Nixon returned the kickoff
Busscher directed show officials
Robert Du Bois was coach of the
Carey and Selover were pleas- to the Holland 37. Chuck Holt again on a 40-yard run up the midto donate his purchase to the Childle
for
the
go-ahead
touchdown
winning
team
while
Don
Oostered with the play of the squad Fri- meed eight yards to the Dutch
day and throughout the season. 27 and Otterbridge took off on a but Pat Bouwman retaliatedwith baan coached the losers. Paul dren’s Retreat at Cutlerville. JanAt a special meeting Friday
All 40 members played at least reverse the rest of the way for the go ahead touchdown on a Klomparens and Con Eckstrom ssen also said a charitableorganafternoon,the board of directors
short plunge and ran the extra were officials. Ed Damson was ization. to be determined, would
three minutes in the finale
the fourth tally. Nixon ran the
ZEELAND — Hudsonville'sfoot- cessfullong pass on the last play of Tulip Time approvedplans (or
The running of the backs was extra point with 10:32 left in the point to tie the score 13-13 at half. timer and Ted Boeve, public ad receive both prize-winning birds ball team stopped Zeeland, 21-14 of the game.
attempting to line up the Glenn
Miss Bouwman scored the win- dress announcerwhile Mrs. Bar- he bought.
strong and De Neff's hard running third quarter.
here Friday night in the season's Van Kley stood out for Zeeland
Junior Class Turkey Show winning touchdownon a short plunge bara Ambellas was in charge of
was again singled out. Ruiz, who
Miller orchestra for a Wednesday
Larry Goodson raced 55 yards
finale for both teams at the Zee- with his running and was also
ners brought the followingprices:
night Tulip Time attraction in
along with De Neff, scored two with 3.06 left in the game for with little more than a minute to the refreshments.
strong
on
defense
while
Kroodsma
Grand Champion Tom. 32 lb. 2 land AthleticField.
touchdowns, did his best running the final score. Tackle Charles
led
the
defense
with
17
tackles. Civic Center. Plans call for a comThe victory gave Coach Dave
oz raised by Donald DeWitt. $2.00
of the season. “Ruiz was especial- Matteson. 6'6" and 226 pounds, ran Elenbaas, Collins. Van Fleet. pital for two weeks, is improving.
Me Clow was Hudsonville's top bined program and dance with
per lb. paid by Van Raalte's Res- Kempker’steam a 5-2-2 mark while
ly good on the dive plays," Carey
Kempker, Van Kampen, CornelisPrivate baptism was held Sunrunner
while Ron Luutema and spectators in the balcony.
the extra point.
taurant; Reserve Champion Tom, Coach Jarold Groters of Zeeland
The board also is consideringobsaid. “Fullbacks Walt Van Oostersen.
day
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Jim Walma were tough on deHolland tried 17 passes in the
28 lb. 4 oz.. Jack DeWitt. $1.00 ended with a 5-3 rjecord.The game
hout and Gary Hopkins also ran game and completedtwo. both in
taining a top artist to appear with
Central
and Mrs. T. E. Van Dussen for
fense.
per lb. paid by Steketee'sDrive was a non-league tussle.
the Hope College Symphony Orhard." Carey added.
(startinglineup only)
their grandson. John, infant son
Statistics:
the fourth quarter. The Dutch tried
In; Grand Champion Hen. 18 lb.
Hudsonville scored twice in the
Wassenaar's finebackingwas two aerials in the third period.
H chestra at a Thursdayprogram in
Ends— Simpson.Weekley.
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis VanDusZ
11 oz., Donald DeWitt, $5.00 per first quarter as senior halfback
outstanding.Besides the pass inter- wi(h Vern Plasenhopfdoi„g the
Tackles— Blower. Matteson.
sen. Only the immediate relatives
12 Civic Center.
First downs ........... 7
lb. paid by Marve and Bill's Tur Don Me Clow tallied both touchThe board is encouraging "Proeep ion he recovereda tumble ! ltd)| and bolh wre jnlercepl.
Guards— Graham. Larkin.
were present. The officiating min.....
170
317
key Farm; Reserve Champion downs. The Eagles scored the first Yards rushing ....
Hollands defensive lineplay was
13 ject Windmill.” a program outCenter— McGrath.
ister was the Rev. Donald Rum..... 48
Yards
passing
.
Hen. 19 lb. 14 oz., Ray DeWitt six-pointer on a 10-yard run by Me
strong and was led by Bronson
with its long runi, rU8h.
Backs-Barr, Calloway,Nixon. ery of Lawrence,where the baby
.... 218 330 lined by Carter Brown for estabTotal yards
$1.00 per lb., paid by Steketee's Clow with 5:39. Larry Huyser ran
and Schuurman at the ends with
(or a lota| o(
ds while Otterbridge.
5 lishing a Dutch park with a wind
was born.
Passes attempted ...... 10
Drive-In.
the extra point.
Dan Hill and Tom Shashaguayat the Dutch who wcre a ralmls l6
2 mill on the river area east of the
Officials— A1 Krachunas, Battle
Passes completed .......2
Mr. and Mrs. Heinz Paff and
A dozen eggs entered by HamRiver Ave. bridge. No definite
With 48 seconds left in the first Passes intercepted....... 1
tackles.Greg Visschers at center in ,he (ourth ,iod ewlcd wilh 78 Creek, referee;Bill Behnke. Dowa1
daughter of Kalamazoo were Sun- ilton Poultry Farm and winner of
action was taken.
period. Me Clow raced 25 yards
and Tom Bast at guard
1
..... .......3
yards. including 56 yards in the gic. umpire: Charles Smith. Bat- day guests of Mrs. Julia Barth. Grand Champion honors in the
Mayor Nelson Bosman, Tulip
around end to score. As he started Fumbles lost ..... ...... 2
Daa Williams was injured on third quarter.
0
tle Creek, head linesman and Ed
Russell Stevens, who has been Open Class brought $4.50 from Wil- the run he displayed fine change
the third play of the game and
Punts .......... ... 4-110 2-58 Time president,presided at FriIt w*as a dismaL finish for the Galant, Grand Rapids, field judge. here a month following his sea- liam Emery of the DeKalb Agriof pace and faked out several Penalties
was taken to a Grand Rapids Dutch who couldn't get any offense
.... 60 60 day's meeting. Others present were
son's work at Alaska, left this cultural Association. Scott Bros
hospital for observation and treatwould-be tacklers.
Officials—
Harry
Carlson,
Grand Jacob De Graaf. Mrs. Fred W.
going Holland had one drive alter
week for Florida.
Poultry paid $3.00 for the Grand
As
he
approachedthe goal he Haven: Con Eckstrom and Myles Stanton.William H. Vande Water,
ment of a chest injury.
Central's fourth touchdown and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hicks spent Champion entry of Paul Brower picked up three-maninterference
George Lumsden, Wilbur Cobb, W.
The reserves will have a team- moved to the Rams 15 but a penalRunk, of Holland.
Mrs. Jerome Dykstra was guest the weekend at East Lansing at- in the Junior Class of the egg and was escorted across the goal
A. Butler and Chester Walz.
parents dinner Monday at 6:30 p.m
ty put the ball hack on the Cenby the trio. Me Clow ran the extra ; k
in the First Methodist Church. tral 30 and on the next play the of honor at a surprise pink and tending Dad's Day ceremoniesat show.
Mrs Bernard Shashaguay and Mrs. Rams intercepteda pass Holland blue shower given by Mrs. George the Universitywith their daughter.
point and the Eagles held a 14-0
JCfllllG DGlI
Drivers Issued Tickets
Bruder. with Mrs. Ross Alexander Marlene.
Verlynn Hopkins are generalchairmargin at the
*.
Following 2-Car Crash
Mrs. Dorothy Smith, as adminiman. The reserve
Cc"‘ral
,he «"* as assistanthostess at the Bruder
Zeeland scored with 2:44 left injjUCCUITlDS Ol
home last Wednesday evening.
stratrix of the estate of her late
serve the dinner
the second quarter on a 38-yard
Both drivers involved in a twoThe setback gave Holland a 2-7
Mrs. Jennie Bell, 78. of 610
De Neff ami Shashaguay
d CentralMded wjlh
run by John Van Kley. Rog KroodThe Woman's Society of Chris- husband, CliffordSmith, has sold
car accident at Fairbanks Ave.
sma kicked the extra point to make Riley died Friday night at Holland and Fifth St. at 4:25 p.m. Frielected co-caplams lor the season
mark ,nc|udjnwins in its tian Service -held the November the theater building on Main Street
The Ladies Aid Society of the
by the players.The most valuable
The Rams scor- meeting at the church house Nov. to Aaron Plummer of Ganges. Mr. FourteenthStreet Christian Reday were issued tickets by Holplayer wall be named at the
jn dle lasl thrV 2. There were 34 guests present. Plummer plans extensive remodelTuVonvilV^'Ll touchdown !Ha,pitalwh"e
a
land Police.
formed Church sponsoreda con
for 1'™ days. Mr.v Bell
quet and Carey will present let
Mrs. Lynn Chappell presented the ing before opening for business. gregational hostess supper in the came with 44 seconds left in the
Willie F. Goodman, 30. of 11593
games.
ter awards.
Mrs. Lynn Chappell entertained Fellowship Room of the church third quarter on a six-yard pass j was the widow of Fred Bell who Greenly St., was cited by police
j program on “World Council of
Statistics:
play from quarterback Bob Nyen- 1 djed November 19. 1960.
C Churches"and Mrs. Richard Bar at a 1 o'clock luncheon in her Thursday evening.
11
for interferingwith through trafhome
Tuesday
for
Mrs.
Carl
Wal„
Iluvnowa
FIVJIV1V>11
Vl
filron
had
charge
of
the
worship
West Olive Youth Hurt
Mrs. L. Hoekstra, president of huis to end Terry Gale. It was i Mrs Be|| wa5 born in Holland fic. The second driver, Donald L.
First downs
ter who will spend the winter in the society presided; Dr. C. De
third pass the Eagles threw
Bved here all her lifp. Marline. 20, of Stanton St., ZeeYards rushing ...... .... 78 305 service.Mrs. Wayne Woodby pre
In Intersection Crash
Bradenton,Fla. Guests present
58
sided
at
the
business
meeting.
Re
land. was ticketed for having no
Yards passing ......... 34
Graaf conducted devotions.
to' Me Clow . She was a member of Rose Park
383 freshments were served by Mrs. were Mrs. Walter Hicks. Mrs. the supper a miscellaneous proregistrationplates on the car he
... 112
Total yards
Reformed Church.
H | Coleman Davison and Mrs. Carl Henry Johnson, Mrs. Richard gram was rendered. A short song for the extra point.
was driving.
Passes attempted ..
On the first play after Zeeland Surviving are five sons. Fidel. Police said the Goodman auto
Jonathas.Mrs. Arthur Sanford, service was directed by William
9
4 Walter.
Passes completed
William Shumaker is a patient Mrs. Nelson Warren and Mrs. Brouwer; Mrs. Dick Geenen ac- receivedthe kickoff, Van Kley. who Richard and Louis of Holland; was pulling away from a curb
Passes intercepted ..... i
played his best game, ripped
4
in
Douglas Community hospital John White.
..... 4
companied on the piano.
at 10 05 p.m Friday.
......
Fred of Fond du Lac. Wis.; Don- when it was struck by Marline's
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wadsworth The Calvinettes of the church through the Hudsonvilledefense for
3
with
pneumonia.
car.
Fumbles lost ............ 3
ald of Milwaukee;a daughter-in.j Mr. and Mrs. Ray Modrak have left last Saturdayto spend the sang a song entitled"How Can 70 yards. The tally came with 27
Punts .............., 4-100
law. Mrs. Willis Bell of Grand
60 moved to the second floor apart- weekend with relatives at Batavia, You Say There Is No God?" They seconds left in the third quarter.
Penalties ........... ... 40
Haven: 17 grandchildren:36 great- Marriage Licenses
Kroodsma
converted
to
complete
111.
From
there
they
will
continue
i ment of the Immanuel Church parwere accompaniedby Miss Diane
a passengerin a car driven by
Lineups:
grandchildren; one brother. Dick
Ottawa County
to Melbourne. Fla., to spend the
the scoring.
sonage.
Holland
Ronald Vander Kooi. 16. of route
Van Til.
Van Oort o( Holland: one sister-in- Clark Throop. 20. and Mina
Hudsonville
drove
to
the
Zeeland
Ends—
Mannes.
4 iiti
»*».,,,.v*- Koop.
•wr Baumann Mr and Mrs. John Adams and winter.
The speaker of the evening was
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford. Mrs. R. Muller who gave a re- three-yardline with 11 seconds left. law. Mrs. Sadie Van Oort of Hol- jfoidema, 20, both of CoopersZeeland police said Vander De Vries. Morse. Nyland. Beuke- children of Chicago spent the ucck" 'vi lie.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Atkins. Mr. view of her book. "I Seen Him The Chix held and tried an unsuc- land.
Kooi’s car struck a car driven by ma.
e!"* Nv'1^ her mother. Mrs. Cecil
and
Mrs.
Warren
Duell
and
Leon
Roger Beukema. 18. of 140 Walnut Tackles— Dozeman, Oonk. Reck- Endsley and helped her put her
When He Done It." A women’s
Wright will attend the Recognition
Ave.. Holland Vander Kooi was er. Dorgelo.Terp^ma, Husted. Sag- furniturein
‘
trio composed of Mrs. Arthur
cited by police for failure to yield gers. Coburn,
; Mr and Mrs. Clayton . t <>hn Dinner in Kalamazoo for Consum- Alderink. Mrs. Alan Fuder. and
the right of way to through tralArendshorst. Hosta. |und two children drove to Long ers Power employees. Atkins and Miss Kathryn Fredricks sang. "I
Snider. Gonzales.Spoet, Alfieri. Wand. N. V, Wednesday^aecom- Wright will each receive their 15- Have Found a Hiding Place." the
panying home Mrs. St. John's sis- year service pin
: Vanderkolk. S. De Witt. Van Dyke
words of which were written by
Mr. and Mrs. Carl De Young Mrs. Muller.
Weeping trees is a term applied Centers: Conklin.De Weerd. Bol- ter. Mrs. Hoyden Beckman. Mrs
Beckman had spent several weeks have purchased the. William Bush
Special guests of the evening
to trees whose branches droop 1 huis. Brondyke.
toward the ground, like the weep- Backs — Plagenhoef. Depuydt, here visiting her parents.Mr. and i ee house on Walter Street. The were the former pastor. Dr. Simon
Mrs. E. C. Foster, and other rela ! Bushee'shave moved to their
J. De Vries, and Mrs. De Vries,
ing willow, elm and
Van Howe. C. De Witt, Wiersma.
• new home, the former
Cecil
her mother Mrs. Schouten, and
Mr. and Mrs Nelson Warren ! Endsley home on West Main.
the missionary pastor, Rev. Edspent the weekend in Ann \rtior
ward A. Van Baak. and Mrs. Van
at Dads Day at the University
Baak from Japan.
with their daughter. Barbara
Mrs. Edward Koops and Mrs.
They also attended the MichiganHenry Venhuizen were in charge
Duke footballgame and Men s
of the arrangementsfor the eveConcert.
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Folkert

Dies at
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ning.

Mr. and Mrs Wayne Gooding
Rev. Van Baak made the closMary Lee and William spent tin Benjamin Folkert 91. of route 5, ing remarks and closed the meetI weekend in Ypsilanti attendingthe Holland,died Thursday afternoon
ing with prayer.
cross - country stale finals run (at the home o( his . son. Julius,
i Fennvillecame in fourth place and : also on route 5, after a lingering
Cowboy, Indian Party
William Gooding placed third
Ovensel ami Honors Seven-Yeor-Old
! They also visited Mr. Goding*! | He was bom m
family. Mr and Mrs h\! lived in tins area all his life.
in An \rUn and hb lit* waft a retired farmer and a j Tom V ictor, son o( Mr. and Mrs
Guv Fh
of Die Hamilton Reformed Melvin Vidor of 141 Cambridge
< Myrth
Ave . was honored at a couboy and
IIS .lint
mg are three Mins. Miles, Indian Party Thursday afternoon,
aiut Julius, all of Holland; the occasion being his seventh
Uhildien seven great | birthday anniversary
iMrch a brother. Mannes ' Games were played and a chuck
wagon supper vvas served
o|)«'Mt>im on her tt.uk Mtmii r i ilkert •' Ovensel two sister-'
Guests were Larry Holder. Rug
HuUerworth Hospital Grand Hap Mrs James Koilen of ovensel and
jd- it is expected she will be M:s Jot to Noor ol Holland; two er Hoeksma. Billy and Bobby
.(fib- ic return home in thie* wtvks sidere-tit-lau
Mrs Henry Folkert tiroU. John Kowalski Peter Kunst.
d' • vvhtch s|»e will hr In a v,nt
and Mis Edward Folkert both of .Mark ftosema. Hubert Fetters
Kulnird UiMCWkU*. Craig Mans
it
,tbet ,\e, .* brother -ui law James
•'of Ihi Rromi vO o h.*- i.-ern hkonaeksalol Hamilton several told. Ml «Uier. and Penny
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tUMI'll.F FINK HECOKIK— H'dland Christian'*
or*»,oH,ouinr)ieam won eight at to dual nn*Hs
thi- season, captured twv triangular meets amt
the firm annual Fennville ImiUGupal run The
Mmsuiv (vachod by Phi* Pmenaire, were
second in the Ulvin College InvliutMWl and
tafthod eighth in the Class H nwfcmAl In Uf»n4
p apid* First lAM *re ilfft u> righn C'*:(Dem.
*

Cal Hoer Clare Van Wiereit,Dal* TuM and Cal
IHteiiutveitSiamting Tom I>ykema. Paul Tuk
R*m Lubbers, Hill Muller and Cuneh Petvfnaire
Missing truin the picture are J»*hn Houeugs
Ken Gfunnk. John Vamk*r Veen and Kuan Hiue
kamp. TtU\ pb»uie wn» taken alter Christian*
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T raffic

Engaged

Cases

Hear Talk by

Local Court
A

Trinity Church Scene of Rites

rout

Dr. T

turkey banquet attended by satisfactionThey never hurry,
and they always find some reason
cluded the fifth annual Michigan to inconveniencetheir charges.For
Poultry Days FestivalThursday this we each paid the Russian
night at Holland Civic Center.
governmenta fee of $30 a day.”

large number of persons ap-

ious traffic offenses the last few

Guests heard Dr. G. M. Trout of

In Thursday's egg show. Hamil-

MichiganState University discuss ton Poultry Farm and Hamilton
his recent tour to the principal Farm Bureau took open class

Cases processed were for Jerry

cities of Russia. Later, some 170

L. Luurtsema, of 2761* West 17th

Grand Champion and

Reserve

pounds of prize-winning poultry Champion honors, respectively.
products were auctioned off for a Grand Champion entry in the

Arnold Bran-

derhorst,of 486 Lakewood Blvd.,

total of nearly $300.

stop sign. $17; Delwyn F. Rutgers,

Among special guests were San- Brower. Reserve Champion honors
ford A. Brown, state treasurer, were won by Betty Hovingh. Both

.

Lounge

A

days.

of

Church

in

500 poultry industry members con-

peared in Municipal Court on var-

St., speeding. $10;

Vows Spoken

500 Poultrymen, Guests

Processed in

16, 1961

383 West 17th St., speeding,

Junior Division belonged to Paul

who accepted a turkey presented live in Holland
by the West Michigan Poultry The afternoon businehs session
Associationto Gov. John B. Sawin- was highlighted by a discussionof
son, and George S. McIntyre, marketing procedures. Linley E.
director of the Michigan Depart- Juers, representativeof the U.S.
ment of Agriculture,who also was Departmentof Agriculture,spoke
presented with a turkey.
in favor of proposed government

$12; George Bruischart,Jr., route
I. careless driving, $15 Renzo
Luth, of 205 West 13th St., right
of way, $12.

Howard Douwstra, of 149 West
21«t St., improper backing,$12;
J. Gerald Vanden Bosch, Zeeland,
right of way, $17; Peter M. Smallegan, Hudsonville,interfering with
through traffic,$12; Marjorie Van
Voorst, of 265 West 36th St., assured clear distance, $12: Virginia
K. Smith, of 362 West 24th St.,
assured clear distance,$12.
Wesley Glass, route 2, stop sign,
$7; Bernard D. Payne, of 726
Harrington, speeding, $25: Karen
Lee Herweyer,route 1, speeding,
$.50: John Norman Stovall. Greenville, speeding.$15; Jack E. Dozeman, of 311 West 20th St., speeding, $10; Earl J. Cook, of 84
Spruce Ave., speeding,$10: Blaine
B. Ash. route 1, East Saugatuck,
speeding, $10.

Miss Morio Elaine Ingollinero
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ingallinero of
route 2, Fennville,announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Maria Elaine,to James L. Hutchins, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Hutchins of South Street, Fenn-

Dr. Trout spoke of visiting Russia in an unofficial capacity as a
member of an American touring
party. He singled out for praise
the quality of the theater,ballet,
circus, and other forms of entertainment. Against this he contrasville.
ted the long lines of Russian
A February wedding is being housewives who stand patiently in
planned.
state stores for their turn to buy
shoes, clothing, food, and other

consumer goods.
Although he managed to give hLs
guides the slip occasionally and
get in some private sighLseeing,
Dr. Trout said the visitor to Russia is virtuallya captive of Intourist, the officialtourist agency.
"Actually it's a sort of spy oper-

Dennis L. Heerspink.route 1,
West Olive, speeding,$10; Donald
Edward Lee, of 176 East 16th St.,
driving while under the influence

ation. These government guides
take this opportunity to examine
visitors'personal belongings at
their leisure and to their complete

of intoxicatingliquor, $104.70;
Charles Albert Smith, of 2241 Ottawa Beach Rd., driving while under the influence of intoxicating
liquor, assessed $104.70 or 30 days.
Gilbert Peter Elhart. of 3405
Butternut Dr., expired operator's
license, $2; Dave Keith Nash, of
613 Lugers Rd., speeding, $10;
Geneva Miskotten,of 5546 147th
Ave., speeding, $10; Mary Ann
Essenburg, of 412 West 20th St.,
right of way, $17 suspended after

marketing orders to regulate the
flow of poultry and eggs to retail
counters. Opposinghim was O S.
Green of Spartanburg, S.C., who
argued for independent action and
self -regulationby poultrymen.
Green advocated intensive training in businessmanagement methods for poultrymen to make them
sharper in bookkeeping, accounting. and credit practices, lie also
suggested stepped-up research
programs to develop special poultry produces that are easier for
the housewife to prepare.
Green criticized the poultry industry for its indifferenceto current production and marketing
problems,and cited the empty
seals in the Civic Center as evidence of apathy. Only 200 were
present More than 500 had been
expected.

Holiday Decorations, Tea

Vi
-A.

Mr. ond Mrj. Charles Allen Hav«,
Miss Nancy Lois Morris became
the bride of Charles Allen Hayes
Jr. in a small wedding ceremony
performed Oct. 20. by the Rev. Elton Van Perms in the Beechwood
Reformed Church Lounge.
The 7 30 double ring rites united the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Morns of 611 East Lakewood Blvd.. and the son of Mr

and Mrs. Charles Hayes of

Featured at Garden Club
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Franklin.

Jr.

(Jnel'i photn)
veil of imported illusion fell from

a sequin and pearl crown She
carried a bouquet of pink rases
and white carnations She was given in marriage by her father.

A gown of
tilty

silk

Mr. and Mrs. Wayne HervHel Zserhor
(de Vne* pM.-*)
organ/a and chan- , Dressed identically were the

lace was worn by Miss

i

man‘

'll*

WayW Hershel Zoerhol | Connie Brummel. dressed in
best Thp w^mc took place at 7 30 white nylon with matching head-

was of white carnations tipped with

green. BJ Hendci>on was

a°f

bnde.sma.ds. Miss Janice Dykstrj.

Miss Joyce Robinsona,s maid
of honor *ore a dr«M of yellow j Brerly Jean Fairb.nlu on Oct. *
chiffon over taffeta. Her corsage j when she became the bride ol j,rnom
j

'pm.

in Trinity Reformed Church piece, dropped flower petals as
with the Rev Harland Steele of- .she walked down the aisle with
ficiatmg . at ' the double ring cere- j B0bty Dykstra the ring bearer,
mony. A backdrop of huckleberry Roth arc cousins of the bride .
greens with .seven branch candel- ! Duties of best man were perabra and kissing candles formed 1 formed by Gene Zoerhof the
the setting for the marriage of groom s brother, while Jerome
the daughter of Mr and Mrs. Bouws and Fred Tubhergan servFrank Fairfbanks of 171 East 38th ed as groomsmen Guests were
St and the son of Mr and Mrs sealed by Gene Boerigter and
George Zoerhof of route Holland Earl Zoerhof
Societies in the land
Appropriate wedding music w u

The

Misfits provided music at
a receptionlor 2iH) guests held in
the Moose Lodge.
The new Mrs. Hayes is a Holland High School graduate and is
employed at the Holland Die Casting Co The groom attended Holland High School. He presently
works for \mericanAerosols Inc.

For her wedding.Miss Morris
selected a ballerina length gown
which the decorator made of variof tissue taffeta featuringa scoopous kinds of evergreen with a clused neckline, Venice lace medalter of wicker bells, using gold
lions on the fitted bodice and
sprayed cones for clappers.Some
crushed, bracelet-lengthsleeves
Miss Betty Lou Geurink
her wealth of holiday decorating of the door and wall pieces glitThe bouffant skirt was formed by
ideas.
tered with tinsel and lights and
traffic school.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Geurink
Dior pleats. Her shoulder-length i
Mrs. Schweim of Highland Park others, such as the half bird cage
of route 1, Zeeland, announcethe
engagement of their daughter, gradually filled the stage at the of brown wicker, filled with colorLeague of Men
Woman's LiteraryClub, where the ed balls and pine had a lighter
Betty Lou. to Allyn Kroll. son of
Emmanual Christian Reformed!The gown of the bride who was ; played by Jay Allen Lohman who
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kroll of 25 meeting was held, with decorations touch.
Church of HudsonvilleTuesday | given in marriageby her father, j^iso accompaniedMarvin Padding
which
ranged
from
simplicityto
Various
ideas given by Mrs
North State St., Zeeland.
A chartered bus trip to KalaSchweim for mobiles included a mazoo sponsored by the Mission evening in place ot their own featured a lace Mice with soft when he sang "O Perfect Love"
Mias Geurink,
graduate of sophistication.
j rounded neckline, bracelet-length
and " Wedding Prayer "
The first table arrangementpre- ball of fruit made of pink and Guild was taken by thirty-six
Holland ChristianHigh, is attendThe Rev Neal J Mol of the! sleeves and accentedwith seed Assisting as master and mistress
Fifty persons donated blood at
sented was a one-sided arrange- green candy and a red "kissing
ing Tracy Beauty School in Grand
women of the Christian Reformed
Reformed ( huich chase as his ser- j pearls and iridcscents.The or- of ceremoniesat a reception for
a regular clinic for Holland Com- Rapids. Mr. Kroll. a graduate of ment which was built around ball." complete with mistletoe.
Church last week Tuesday. Bemon subjectsSunday The Trying jganza skirt was accented with a 133 guests held at Cumerford »
munity Blood Bank Monday in Red
graduated brown candles and used
Several
arrangements
using
live
Zeeland High, attends Kendall
fore dinner they visited the art Times of Teenages" and "The
dipped waistline,flat pleats at Restaurant were Mr and Mrs Led
Cross headquarters at 1 West 10th
pink Jackson and Perkins chysan- flowers concluded the program
School of Design in Grand Rapids.
center and after dinner they
St.
themums of the Bird series. Green,
Mrs. Robert De Nooyer . presi- toured the paper mills. Thase Eyes of the Lord." In the morn- the hiplme and a cascade of the Dykstra. aunt and uncle of the
ing the Senior Choir sang "With lace down the front of the skirt- bride Other attendants at the reDonors were Harold Achterhof,
yellow, browu and purple fruits dent of the dub. presided at the
taking the trip were the MesPeter Beckman. Kenneth Beelen,
were also used to make this at- business meeting.She welcomed dames Jay Klaasen. Preston Hey- My Hand in Thine " In the eve- The hack was enhanced with a'ception were Mr and Mrs Herb
ning a duet ‘Tm Not Afraid of redmgote of the organza and a Tucker who served punch. Mr and
Donald Blaauw, Jason Boersen,
tractive arrangement.
Douglas Garden Club members boer. Willis Klmgenberg, Jay
Harold Branderhorst, John De
Among the ideas which Mrs. and other guests. Mrs Donald J. Dykhuls, George Gebben. Roger Tomorrow" was sung by Sheryl wide panel of the lace beneath. Mrs Ronald Dykstra and Mr and
chape! length Mrs Dwayne Teusink who were
Graaf, Lloyd De Jonge, William
Schweim had prepared in advance Jencks. chairman of the Ways and Zoet. William Fredricks. Chester Dennenberg and Marilyn Harm- which fell into
gen.
tram To complementthe gown the in the
id Jud
Doust, Mrs. Clara Dykema, Nicof the program, was that of de- Means committee, reported on the Kuipers. Stanley Lampen, WilThe Rev John L Bull of the bride rhose a finger tip veil of berk and Carolyn Haverd'.nk ’who
olaas Ellerbroek,Charles Francis,
corating a Christmastree using tulip bulb sale. She also extended
liam Dykhuis. James Nyhof. Don- Christian Reformed Church jiad
imported illusion topped with a presided at the guest book.
Marylee Gooding, James Gras,
Plans for establishinga Com- multicoloredfruit on a styrofoam an invitation to everyone to attend ald Kaper. Murton Lankheet.
as his sermon subjects Sunday Victorian caplet of the lace
For her daughter .> wedding Mrs
James Heuvelhorst, Arnold Hoek,
cone.
An
all
white
madonna
ar- the Christmas Workshopwhich will
munity Family Counselihg Agency
Gillls Lankheet. Melvin Nyhof.
Harold and Russell Homkes, Donrangementwas also most striking. be held in the Woman's Literary Roger Stover. Alvin Meiste. Ted "The Proper Celebration of the accented with iridescents and seed Fairbanks chose a fall aqua lace
for the Holland-Zeelandarea went
Lord’s Supper" and "Living a pearls Her bouquet was a ens- ensemble with mink brown acresald Hulst. Ivan D. Jekel. Mrs.
One of the sleigh arrangements Club on Dec. 7 starting at 10 a m. Essink, Kenneth Overway, Wayne
Hopeful and Holy Life "
a
step forward Thursday night presented used a light tan wicker
cade arrangement of feathered .series and a corsage of pink GarJohanna Jekel, Mrs. Alice Kamps,
New members were presented Scholten. Justin Tucker. Marvin
Evangelism workshop of the carnations.while roses and two net roses with white stylizedlace
Gerald Klein, Jerry Kruithof,Al- when a constitution was tentative- sled. Pfitzer juniper, white mums, with corsages and honored with
Wabeke, Ronald De Vries. John Zeeland Classiswill be held in the
vin Laarman.
large hybrid orchids which she loaves. The mother of the groom
ly approved. John Galien. chair- pink reindeer with aqua harnesses a tea which followedthe program. Bull. Gerald Ryzenga. George
Reformed Church Saturday with also wore as her going away cor- wore a two-piece beige brocaded
Mrs. Doris L. Lasiter. Harvey
and
a red Santa. The unique touch The new members who were honman of the constitutioncommitLampen. Harold Michmerhuizen. meetings in the morning and afterLoedeman, Clarence Maatman,
dress with matching brown acresin the second was a "mama” ored were Mrs. Arthur J. Alder- Joe Boers, Ben Brmkhuis, John
tee
explained
aspects
of
the
connoon. The Rev. Herman Ridder
James MacKechnie, Leon R.
Mrs Donald Kane as matron of soncs and a corsage of yellow
Santa Claus, and the arranger used ink. Mrs.
A. Boersma. Mrs. Steenwyk, Elmer Zoet. Jarvis
Marsh, Cornelius Meeuwsen, stitution.Others on the committee holly to call attention to her and Richard Bouws. Mrs. Judson Brad- Zoel, Jay Hop, Kenneth Vork. will he in charge of both meetings honor was attired in a ballerina rases with velvet green leaves of
Mrs Justin Schipper is ill at length dress of taffeta in fall blue * brown heautyberry
James Dale Meyer. Daryl New- were Kenneth Weller. Rev. Henry suggested that small suckers be ford. Mrs. Huger Burnham. Mrs.
Richard Wolters and George her home and plans to enter the
house, Robert Oosterbaan, Jerry Mouw, Hannes Meyers and Mrs. used around the base so that the- Herbert E. Cook. Mrs. Henry
Style features were the overskirt! The bride changed to a beige
Lohman
hospital lor x-rays and observation of silk organza topped by a jacket | two-piece dress with brown ac
Schipper,William N. Shappee, Bryan Athey.
children would not overlook this Godshalk,Mrs. James Jellison,
The Mission Guild of the ChrisMr. and Mrs. Edward Lampen Her matching headpiece released cessones for the honeymoon to the
A working arrangement with the clever addition.
Levi Smitters.John Spykman, Ken
Mrs. John Kittredge.Mrs. Leroy
tian Reformed Church with the of Hamiltonwho celebrated their a veil and she carried a basket southern states She is employed
Siam, Andries Steketee. William F. Michigan Children's Aid Society
Mrs. Schweim reminded her Rediger.Mrs Harold Thornhill.
members of the Ladies Aid as 39th wedding anniversary and Mr with pink Garnet rases white by Holland Furnace Co. and the
whereby the audience. "Some of the simplest
Stille. Mrs. Henry Terpstra, Mrs. is under consideration
Mrs. Stephen Sanger and Mrs.
their guests met last Thursday and Mrs Gerrit J .Lampen of Pompons and lace net and pink groom works for Konmg Tool and
Richard S. Tobias, Mrs. Mildred new agency would use office facil- ideas are the most effective." and David White.
evening.
The opening prayer and Overisel ’vho celebratedtheir 51st
ities
of
the
Society.
Tripp, Robert I'nger, John Van
' Die Co
the gasp which greeted the large
Tea arrangements were made by
Bible study were in charge of the wedding anniversaryheld a
Next step will be appointment pine cones which she used for
Den Elst. A. W. Vanderbush. Earle
Mrs. Ward R. Hansen Pouring at
Vander Kolk, James Vander Wal. of a board of trustees.Nomina- bookends, proved her point. The the attractive tea table were Mrs. Rev. J. Bull. After some group gathering of their familiesat the
singing Mrs. Donald Kaper pre- former couples home last Friday
tions will be consideredat a meetJacob Van Voorst.
clever basket, with a few attracP Harms. Mrs.
A. Boersided at the program that follow- evening Others present were Mr.
Physicians present were Dr. ing Nov. 30.
tive bronze and green ribbons, sma. Mrs. Leonard Zick and Mrs.
ed. The first number was a duet and Mrs. Donald Hulst. Debbie
The Rev. J. Herbert Brink, which she used for displaying Kenneth Peirce.
John K. Winter and Dr. A. J.
and
Vande Waa. Nurses were Mrs. chairman of working committee, Christmascards was also effec- Mrs. James Lugers was chair- by Judy Urn and Darlene Staat and Kathy of Zeeland,
of Holland They were accompan- Mrs. Arnold Baker and Mr and
Olen Anderson, Mrs. Marcia Arm- presided at Thursday's meeting in tive.
man for the program. Assisting ied by Marilyn Ten Clay and they Mrs Donald Knoll and Johnnie of Presidentsand representatives of committee will report to the Counthe conference room of Holland
strong, Mrs. Janet Helder.
Among the swag and wreath also were Mrs. Frank Fleischer
sang "I’m Not Afraid of To- Holland Linda and (iary Knoll several women s clubs met Thur*- 1 cil on Thursday. Feh 8 at the home
Nurses aides were Effie Kamps, Hospital. Others attending were
group displayed was a wreath and Mrs. Robert Snyder.
day morning at the home of Mrs of Mrs William Winter.
morrow." The guest speaker. Mrs were not able to he present.
Mrs. H. T. Stanaway,Mrs. Janet John Galien, Mrs. Athey, Mrs.
Christmas came early for members of the Holland Garden Club
on Thursday afternoon,as arranger. Mrs. Charles Schweim.shared

Donor Clinic

Attracts

Overisel

50

meeting

a

Constitution

Drawn Up For
Family

a

gift

Agency

and

R

streamers

H

R

Council of

Mr

Christensen and Lois Sinke. Gray
Ladies were Jean Altena, Jeannette Cranmer and Bina Nead.
Historians were Mrs, Anne
Beeuwkesand ElizabethBrummel.
In charge of the canteen were
Ihrma Knapp and Ruby Winstrom.
Nancy Van Slooten was Junior

Vernon Boersma, Mrs.

W.

C.

Kools, Mrs. James K. Ward. Mrs.

Glenn Mannes. Mrs.

'Medea' Now

Robert

Horner. Cornelia Van Voorst and
Earl Borlace.

j

irorc

MLcfS

Assistantchairmen and secretaries of guilds were named at
meetings of the various guilds at
L.
Grace Church on Tuesday. Chairmen were previously named by
at
the executiveboard and the rector,
GRAND HAVEN - Alfred L. the Rev. William C. Warner.
Nilsson. 75. of 1236 Sheldon Rd..
Included were St. Elisabeth's
Grand Haven's first building in- j Guild, Mrs. Willard Hopkins, chairspector. died shortly after noon man, Mrs. Charles Madison, assisThursday in Grand Haven Muni- tant, Mrs. Agnes Cailan. secrecipal Hospital after being hospi- tary; St. Anne's, Mrs. John Snive-

Nilsson

Succumbs

John Winter

showed slides and told about her

tion of a Councilof

Admitted tc Holland Hospital
Thursday were Shelly Walters. 736
Myrtle \ve ; Mrs Burley Borton.
route 2. Hamilton, Mary Sue
Clemens,519 West 21st St : Gary
Bame 200 West 14th St.; Debra
Van Den Berg, route 4' discharged
same day*.
Discharged Thursday were Mary
Ann Leep. 750 East Eighth St;
Mrs Leon Hardy. 259,i West 19th
St ; Debra Blakely, 140 hast 15th
St ; Susan Jepma. route 1, West
Olive Mrs. Joseph Duron and
baby, route 2. South Haven Mrs
Russell Kalmback. 2043 South

75

trip.

committee were Mrs. George
Uhman. Mrs Elmer Zoet, Mrs.

fers adaptation of the

Jarvis Zoet. Mrs, John Steenwyk.
Mrs. Donald Wolters and Mrs.
Roger Zoet The program committee consistedof Mrs Donald
Kaper. Mrs. Marvin Wabeke and
Mrs Lyle Broekhuis

original

Mishap
Injures Youth
Freak

Curtain time will be 8:30 p.m.
HUDSONVILLE - A 16-year-old
Appearing in the title role of
Medea will be Donna Davis, junior Jenison youth was injured at
speech and drama student from 10 a m Saturday while helping to
Catskill, N Y. The part of Jason, wash cars to obtain funds for his
husband of Medea, will be played high school Bible Club
Edward Brazeau of 6372 Orchid
by B. J. Berghorst. Zeeland junDr., Jenison. suffered several
ior.
Nancy Rees. Brooklyn N Y. jun- broken fingers and severe laceraior. will take the role of the nurse. tions of the hands when a 500-

in

Holland

diacuw the forma- Attending Thursday morning s
Women s Clubs1 meeting were Mrs William Jo
in Holland Mrs Robert Sessions. I lema. Holland Hospital Auxiliapresidentof American Association hoard; Mrs. Ronald Robes anil
of UniversityWomen, presided Mrs Ralph Stolp. Eta Gamm
Discussed were passible functions , Chapter.Beta Sigma -Phi M
of such a councilas becoming ac- Roy Rediger and Mrs. P H Frans
quainted with aims and projects Opti-Mrs.;Mrs. Fred Buiford and
ol other clubs, assisting one Mrs Daniel Vander Werf !another in community projects.Kiwanis Queens. Mrs. James Wh e
serving as a clearing house of in- and Mrs G. E. Stephen/ PKO
formation and making a calendar Mrs. De! Van Tongeren" Jir
of dates (or special projects to pre
Welfare League; Mrs. Paul
vent competition between groups Uwain, Holland Garden Club
Richard Hofferbert.secretaryof
Also attending were Mrs Her
the YMCA, spoke briefly on how {Brower and Mrs. Marvin
a council could assist or setting Hoef. American Legion \
up recreationalactivities for van-! Mrs James
Ward an<!

Hospital Notes

experience in the Netherlands and
Switzerland,two of the countries
she visited on her recent European

technicaldirectorfor the produclege. The play is Robinson Jef- tion.

Greek drama by Euripides.
The play will be given on Dec.
7. 8 and 9 in the Music Building
Auditorium on the Hope Campus.

ToBeOrganized

J. Kenbeek of Drenthe. then

Miss Lam and Miss Staat
then sang "The Farther I Walk ”
Rehearsals are now in progress play, assisted by Mary Jane Veur- A hymn was sung and the closing
for ‘ Medea." the next play to be ink, a Grant, Mich , senior as as- prayer was offered by the Rev.
sistant director James De Young, John L. Bull A social hour was
presented by Paletteand Masque,
of the Hope speech faculty, is held and those on the refreshment
the drama Society at Hope Col-

plies.

Alfred

Rehearsal

Masque

By Palette and

Guilds at Grace

Red Cross aide and Donald Cran- i p|pr4. Off
mer was in charge of blood sup- LlcLl VJI

in

Women's Clubs

to

.

K

oils age group:-.

Walter Scott. Council 0! C
Mrs John Winter.
Roy .Women; Mrs Preston Lu
Rediger. Mrs William Winter and Mrs Robert Sessions M

The Sandy View girls 4-H Club
Shore Dr : Mrs Alice Gile, route
met on Oct. 24 and 31. On the
1, Pullman. Patricia el) Feyter.
Mrs John Bender were chosen by liam Hdlegonds, Mrs J,
24th the vice president. Karen
1. Pullman Patricia De Feyter.
the group to appoint a chairman. , and Mrs John Bender Ul
Lankheet. presided at the business
224 Sanford Ct Zeeland, Mrs decide on structure, time of meet- Mrs William Winter
talized since July
ly. chairman, Mrs. Willis Welling.
meeting and refreshmentswere
He was a member of the Second assistant. Mrs. Lambert Van Dis.
Merrill Sheckler.route 3. Allegan j ing and to draft a constitution This Literary Club
served by Mrs Justin Lampen
Forrest McClaskey,145 East 35th 1 —
y U 0
Reformed Church which he had secretary; St. Teresa’s, Mrs.
and Anna On the 31st the presiaerved as a
Merrill Miner, chairman,Mrs.
dent. Ruth Klingenberg. presided
A daughter Kristi
Various Diet
Funprnl
Surviving besides his wife. Eskill Corneliussen,assistant. Mrs.
at the business meeting and reHilda, are two sons. Walter of Steven Kuna, secretary.
born
in
Holland Hospital Thurs To Be Made
••CIO
Other cast members include Carl gallon fuel oil tank he and sev- freshments were served by Mrs
day to Mr and Mrs Gillis Sale.
Whittier,Calif., and George of Also named were St. Agnes',
Benes, Mohawk. N.Y. senior, as eral other young people were try- Cecil Naber and Peggy Both
\ sene* of weight control md F°r H.
Jr.. 3284 146th Ave
Fresno. Calif.; two daughters. Mrs. Roger Brower, chairman, Creon; Ken Baron. Hudsonville ing to right came down on his
eveningswere spent in working
j nutrition programs sponsored by
Mrs. John Henry of Montrose, Mrs. Walter McNeal. assistant! freshman as Aegeus, Karl Jicha. hands.
the Michigan Heart Association are 1 DO P E R S VI LLE— Fu
on their
• r
i nr a
Calif., and Mrs. Richard L. Hunt Mrs. Edith Peterson, secretary;
Brazeau was taken to Zeeland
A ConsecrationMeeting wis Maplewood bchool PI A,
Holland junior as Tutor. Douglas
now available to all interested *ces for Henry Van K
of Rockford: a sister in Sweden; St. Martha's. Mrs. William LawMcCullough. Port Jervis, N.Y. Hospital for treatment and was held by the Senior CE in the Re Mothers' Club Meet
groups in the area
route 2. Coopers vil!
10 grandchildren;five great grand- son. chairman. Mrs Kenneth Kadlater released
sophomoreas Jason s slave.
formed Church Sunday evening
At tne executive committee fauiiv In,ur^
children.
well, assistant. Mrs. Harold Moor,
HudsonvillePolice Chief Wil- They had as their theme "Para- A combined meeting of the meeting of the Ottawa
Appearing as the chorus of wo° * car
secretary; St. Monica's, Mrs.
men will be Edith Prince, Grand lard Ten Have said the youth was graph on What We Are Thankful ^aPle'*,M>dSchool PTA <md Moth- Heart Unit held Wednesday eve- 1 nt "^towday mor:
Lewie Kadwell, chairman. Mrs. Rapids junior; Virginia Mortensen, working with several other young
Planning Commission
For" Devotions were in charge of er s Club was he'd Tuesday c\c nmg Laurel Kenney western
Saturdayat 2 p n
Earl Barkel. assistant and Mrs. Wayne. New York, junior and people at Altena s service station Larry Rigtennk Beverly Krone- "ing * 'hurt .busmen meeting
Discusses Subdividing
gional director, announced that the ersviiie C h r i 1 1 i a r
Gerald Sova. secretary
Leanne Ridderhoff,Chicago sopho- on Chicago Dr One of the youths meyer was the pianist. Last Wed- ! immediatelyfollowed .1 45 minute programs will be conducted by Church with burial m Co
The guilds will meet again on
Subdivisionprocedures occupied
backed a car out of the wash nesday evening the intermediate penod tor teacher Visitations
Miss Elsie Watt. Heart .Association Cemetery
Tuesday, Nov 21 to continue their
Jean Louret, Htngham. Wis . stall and hit the fuel tank knock- and junior CE held their Come- Howard Hammer a ad, president consultant on nutrition Some of Mr Van Kampen wathe Holland Planning Commission
discussion study series on the
junior. and Mary Ten Pas. a jun- mg it over The youths were try- cration Meeting on the theme conducted the busim-ss meeting the topics covered by the Gflks
at -its regularmeeting in City Hall
stantly when his ear
Church
ior from Cedar Grove. Wis.. will; ing to right the tank to keep fuel "Thanksgiving Thoughts In iht? :
oard men
Tuesday.
are shopping meal planning,body a cement truck as he
Discussioncentered on property
appear as attendants.Mark Van- from spilimg when the mishap oc- intermediates,the president Ken-i**^ arnwru-d questionsregarding chemistry and healthfulmacking way to work m Md
owned by Vein Reidsma on the Man Found Guilty
derMeer and Charles Vanderbeek curred. Ten Have said
neth Nienhum presidedScripture j *C^00 district tioundarvpjobien^
Dr George Smit, chairman an- had been employed at
west side of GraatschapRd
GRAND HAVEN— Edward Mun- take the role# of cnildren in the Brazeau i* a junior at Hudson- iwas read by Peggy Naber prayer! 1 hc! Houma n w,i> auctioneer.»
nt ed mat a
>w M
ental Motors Co for
tween 26th and 28th Sts . property ger, 21. Coopersville.was found
i ville High School The Bible Club : wa* olfertd by Glenn Kookier ' lh,‘ aui tion su e sponsored 1
diet classes
He was born in Holi
owned by C Schaap and H Holt guilty at a non- jury trial in CirThe drama revolves around the (at the high school was sponsoring Shirley Koopman was the piMilt MoU#i
5, 1907 and in 1939 w
geerts in the Apple Ave area aadjeuit Court Friday of a charge of | plot of Medea to avenge the be- the fund ra.smg car wash
; and ipeciil music was by Norman
tu Gertrude WesUield
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:wi the \mi 13 year* pi
ington
slructed him to return Nov 22 not by death, but by taking from! GRAND HAVEN - 4 car driven was read by Wanda Kuop.- and Stegmk “ ot *-» L.‘>1 -fltn St
they resided m Holla;.
Others present ChairminilordispositionHi* bond was con- j him everything he love* leaving by William Duse Hard 35 Grand ; prayer wa» ottered by Ihiugla# with impai: < fa.»ckin;lo lowing a
Grand Rapids and At
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Holland City News

Sunday School Pledge $3,000

Veterans Day

In Drive for

Lesson
Sunday. November 19
Growth Through Self-Discipline

Talk Centers

Goyim Mission

16, 1961

Allegan Blood

Bank
In

Set Friday

Overisel Hall

On Peace

-

More than $3,000 has been pledgOVERISEL
The Allegan*
ed
so far by students and faculty
County
Blood
Bank
will be held
"War
as
it
is
waged
today
has
By C. P. Dame
One of the best known charac- of Western Theological Seminary little ol the glamor of yesteryear, Friday at the Overisel Communin the Goyim Missionary Fellow- and rather than review the her- ity hall. Appointment cards for
ters of the New Testament is
ship Drive Thursday.The money oics of war, let us confcentrate on the blood bank were processed last
Simon Peter He had his weak
will be used for student dormi- peace and what we can do to Friday at a meeting held at the
points just like we all have. We
tories in Adoni, South India.
maintain it,” George Lumsden of home of Mrs. James A. Kleinhekare apt to put Paul far above us
The drive was started Thursday Holland told students of Holland sel.
in spirituality but it is not hard
with a Corning prayer breakfast High School at the annual Veter- "Walk-ins." those without time
to place Peter in our class. He
The Home of The
at 6:30 a m. in the Commons room ans Day assemblyFriday.
scheduled, are welcome at anyneeded self-discipline as much as
Holland City New*
for all studentsand faculty, follow"What is so glamorous about time from 12 noon to 6 p.m. The
P u b 1 • h e d every we do.
ed by the meditation by Robert war which brings more privations blood which is donated is taken to
T h u » d a y by the
I. It is important to remember
Sentinel Printing Co.
De Bruin, Zeeland businessman on civilians than on armies?
Lansing the same evening for proOffice M •
Weit God's promises. The word "grace"
and a prayer period.
Eighth Street. Holland.
"What
is so glamorous about an cessing.
is a typical biblical word which is
Michigan.
The Rev. John Buteyn of the atomic or hydrogen bomb, or bio- Any residentof Allegan County
Second class pottage paid at the undeservedfavor of God to
board of World Missions address- logical warfare?
in need of blood transfusionscan
Holland, Michigan.
sinners who do not merit it. We
ed tha group at 10 o'clock and
"What
is
glamorous
about
a have the blood replaced by calling
W. A. BUTLER
read the word "peace" every day
from 1:30 to 4 p.m. there were bomb shelter or a fallout ahelter?" the Allegan County Red Cross
Editor and Publisher
in our newspapers. Peter refers
informal chats with Rev. Buteyn
To maintain peace, Lumsden Chapter and informing them as to
Telephone — News Items EX 2-2314 to peace of heart and mind. It
regarding the Adoni Project and recommended a study of history who received the blood transfuAllegan attorneyLeo W. Hoffman, substiDEDICATION CEREMONY — Allegan CounAdvertising-Subscriptions
EX 2-2311 was his desire that the believers
work of the World Missions Board. with a view to the problemsthat sions, in what hospital the patient
ty's
new
million-dollor
courthouse
was
dedituting for his father, Fourth District ConThe publishershall not be liable to whom he wrote might enjoy a
The drive concluded with an all- cause wars, a study of the econ- is, and how many pints were refor any error or errors In printing larger measure of grace and peace
cated Saturday.Shown here is part of the
gressman Clare E. Hoffman, who was hospitseminary fellowshipat 6 o’clock in omic system and aq appreciation ceived in transfusion.
any advertisingunless a proof of
alized
Thursday. Over 1,000 persons toured
through
the
knowledge
of
God
and
crowd
of
1,500
persons
who
attended
the
such advertisementstiall have been
the Commons room featuring a of freedom and free enterprise,
This free blood replacement has
obtained by advertiser and returned of Jesus.
dedication
ceremony
along
with
five
high
the
new
county building during open house
potluck dinner for entire families and a study of fundamental Chris- proved a convenient service for
by him in time for corrections with
The more knowledge of God we planned by Adelphia. Guest speaksuch errors or corrections noted
school
bands
from
throughout
Allegan
held
Saturdaymany Allegan County familiesas
tian beliefs.
plainly thereon; and In such case If gain the more grace and peace
er was the Rev. Chester Droog.
(Joe Armstrong photo)
county. The dedicatory address was given by
He likened American democracy the result of the numerous donors
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publisher*liabilityshall not exceed will become meaningful to us. And pastor of Fifth Reformed Church to the building of a house. The in Overisel Township.
such a proportion of the entire that will lead to a finer Christian of Grand Rapids, and special musfoundations,framework and roof
it
it
cost of such advertisement as the life. We all ought to want to
ic was provided by Mr. and Mrs. progress rapidly but the interior
space occupied by the error bears
J.
know
God
better
and
become
to the whole space occupiedby
Richard Hunt. Slides on Adoni also finishing, painting and the other
such advertisement
more conscious of the truth that were shown.
things that make a house a home
He is the fount of the Christian
TEEMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
take
much longer.He said Amer- Admitted to Holland Hospital
One year, J3.00; six months. life and sustains it.
Monday were Richard and William
Trinity Reformed Church Guild
*2 00; three months, $1.00; single
ican democracy is built on the
Peter writes about "exceeding
De Witt, 254 East 11th St. 'discopy. 10c. Subscriptionspayable In
strong foundationof freedom, and
for Christian Service members
advance and will be promptly great and preciouspromises. “The
charged same day); Michael 5i onthe people are responsiblefor the
discontinuedif not renewed.
were challenged to pray incessantvalue
of
a
promise
depends
upon
son.
1412
Ottawa
Beach
Rd.:
Mrs.
ALLEGAN
—
Substituting
for
his
Subscribers will confer a favor
finishing touches that maintain
by reportingpromptly any irregu- the person who makes it. A holy
Dessie Harper, 259 East llth St
ly for all people by Mrs. Joseph
hospitalized
father. Allegan Alter- r-v
freedom.
larity In delivery. Write or Phone
God cannot violateHis promises.
Esther, a missionary home on furEX 2-2311.
He pointed to the need of Mrs. Ray DeWar. 2241 First St.: ney Leo W. Hoffman Saturday
He keeps His promises. God has GRAND HAVEN - The body
i.
J
changes in a changing world but Mrs. Albert Mannes. 2093 104th urged a crowd of 1.500 to dedicate
lough from the Philippines,who
V
.a plan for His people. Through of Mrs. Maude Nygren, 69. Grand
Ave.; Joe Alverez. 376 East Fifth the county's new . million-dollarrQ
emphasized the fundamental tenets
UTILITIES AND TAXES
spoke at a regular meeting MonHis promises we may become Haven resident who was killed of freedom in maintaining peace St.; Jack Mouw, 799 East Eighth court house to "fulfillperformance 7
A short time ago the investor- "partakers of the divine nature.
day
evening in the church.
St.; Mrs. Jesus Garcia. 13684 New of the functions of liberty....
in a car crash Saturday at Pagewith honor and justice
owned electriccompanies of this
“The Lord purposes to restore land, N.C., arrived in Grand
Holland
Rd.;
Mrs.
Stanley
De
illustrated so well by local, selfHer dress, given to her by the
Mayor Barbara Kouw introduced
country announceda 10-year prothe marred divine image in us. Haven Wednesday for services
Plans were initiated Friday eve- datighlerof. one of the first conthe speaker and Clerk Jeanne Vries. 254 West 13th St.; Mrs. government."
gram of expansion.They will spend
The more Christlikebelieversbe- here Thursday.
Joe De Weerd. route 1, West Olive;
The son of veteran 4th district ning at the Erutha Rebekah Lodge verts. was in shades of night with
Frissel read the list of names of
tens of billions to meet our anticicome, the more they will reveal Mrs. Nygren, who lived at war dead. Music was provided by Bonnie Conrad, 782 Pioneer.
Cong. Clare E. Hoffman, hospitaltiny stars sewn on to represent
pated power needs.
that (hey have escaped the cor- 19251 North Shore Rd., was inDischargedMonday were Mrs ized Thursday after a slight stroke, meeting for a pre-Christmas din- the many missionarieswho have
the Holland High School Band and
This caused the Poughkeepsie,
ner and card party for members
ruption that is in the world. It stantly killed Saturday afternoon
brought light to the islands.
the A Capella Choir. Several Henrietta Doornbos. 265 West 12th told his audience that "no strucN Y.. Journal to say, “Private
takes self-discipline to avoid the when her car struck a bridge patriotic organizationswere repre- St.; Mrs. Robert Sparks and baby. ture better exemplifiesour repub- and their husbands, the date to
Mrs. Esther told of some of her
industry does hate the potential
747 Azalea St.; Mrs. James Joost- lic than this county building."
corrupting influenceof the world. abutment while en route to Flori- sented at the assembly.
be announcedlater.
experiences as a missionary and
and has equipped itself and is daily
berns. route 2, Hamilton; Sandra
II. The Christian life calls for da. She had left Grand Haven
"Allegan is not a rich county..
Mrs. William Orr read the con- also stressed,with examples, the
equippingitself further with the
Gruppen. route 3; Arcadia Vas- and not a poor county, but we have
diligence. Christians should do Wednesday and was traveling
use to which the aid from various
tools of power productionand
firmation
of her appointment and
quez, local hotel address.
their very best with what they alone.
always been able to perform the
churches is being put to work.
transmissionto ensure a full
Hospital births list twin boys functions of government without duties as Lodge Deputy for 1962
She was born in Whitehall and
have where they are. Peter uses
Miss Ann Gardner, student at
meeting of the demands for elecborn Monday to Mr. and Mrs. outside help and can continue to as receivedfrom the Michigan Hope College, sang "Oh Divine
the little word “add." Jvery Chris- lived in Grand Haven area for
tric service.
Allan Fischer. 263 Beech St.; a do so in the future,"he said.
tian has a measure of faith. He 35 years, coming from Detroit.
Redeemer" and was accompanied
Assembly President.
“The importance of this possibly
daughter. Nancy Claire, born Monis called upon to add to his faith. Her husband, Harold H.. who orPointing out that the new buildA
visitation meeting will be held by Miss Roberta Bronkman.
could be lost to the public,if the
day to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon ing was erected for less than oriFirst Peter mentions "virtue" ganized the Ottawa Steel ProMrs. Ken Vender Brock gave deunderlying difference between pri
Grevengoed.85 East 16th St.; a ginal estimates — a thing unheard at the Wayland Lodge on Monday, votional thoughts after which each
that is moral excellence,“know- ducts Co., died in 1943. The comvate and public power were left
ledge" follows which is a practi- pany is still operated by the
GRAND HAVEN - Arlene vS son. Brenton Boyd, born Monday of in Washington — he reminded honoring right and left supporters. circle treasurer presented the
unreporled. The difference is, of
cal understanding of what God’s family with a son. H. Leigh Brower, 28. and Dana W Kline. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Moomey. his audience that "the only threat Those wishing transportationare group's BlessingBoxes at the worcourse, that private utilities pay
will is for daily life; “self-control" Nygren. as president and another both of route 1. West Olive, who route 1, Dorr: a son, Gerald Lee. to a balanced budget in Allegan to contact either Mrs Max Welton ship center arranged by Mrs.
huge amounts in local, state and
or temperance is enjoined which son. Glen V.. as vice president. pleaded guilty Oct. 19 to night- born today to Mr. and Mrs. Theo- county comes from rising wel- or Mrs. Albert Marlink.
Henry Dirksen.
federal taxes: Public power, conmeans the ability to master one's Mrs. Nygren was serving as sec- time breaking and enteringin con- dore Renkema. 511 Jacob Ave.
fare, resulting from the dictates of
Nominationof officersfor 1962
A list of five new books to be
trary-wise.imposes a tax burden
passions and appetites. Self-control retary-treasurer.
welfare staters in Lansing and was a feature of the businessmeet- read by all Reformed Chugch wonection with obtaining furnishings
generally to ensure cheaper power
Mrs. Nygren was a member of for their home after their marshould be followed by steadfastWashington."
ing conducted by Mrs. Renald A1I- men in 1962 was given by Mrs.
to a chosen few "
ness which is needed to resist First Presbyterian Church, t h e riage. were both put on probation
"We owe it to our children to | bee. Noble Grand.
Kenneth Van Wyke. Mrs. Lincoln
The Journal then cited the examLadies Social Society and the by Circuit Judge Raymond L.
At the request of Gray Lady. Sennett presided at the business
temptations
preserve the libertyand freedom
ple of the utility serving its own
for which Americans have fought Mrs. Cameron Cranmer. members meeting and closed with a poem,
Godliness implies the possession Woman’s Club.
Smith today.
area. Last year it paid S6.258.902
Surviving are the two sons and
of a reverence for God which exand died." Hoffman said, pointing will contribute cookies to distri- "At End of Day."
Kline was put on probation for
in taxes, of which $2,350,600 went
out that it was appropriate that bute at the Grand Rapids Veterans Announcement was made of a
presses itself in godly living. seven grandchildren.
two years, the first 30 days of
to local government, to help Brotherly affectionis also comVeterans Day had been chosen for Facilities on Nov. 27. Mrs. coffee to be held Thursday mornwhich are to be spent in the county
finance the schools, the fire disWilliam F. Winstrom and wife to the dedicatory program.
Cranmer also reported that a hos- ing from 9:30 to 11:30 in Ter
mended. Christians are members
jail. He also must pay $100 costs
tricts. the sewer and water sysB.
Slik
John H. Brouwer and wife. Lot
Five county bands marched in a pital bed and wheel chair are Keurst auditorium. The 85 memof one family, the household of
and make restitution when damtems, and all the other municipal
77 Pine Hills Add. No. 1 Twp. Park. parade which preceded the pro- being returned to the hall.
bers and guests were served harfaith, and they should show it. All
age to cottages entered is deterservices. And what is true there
Dies
in
Henry Piers and wife to Bert gram. and five persons who were A free-will offeringtaken is be- vest dessertsfrom a tea table arof these graces need much cultimined. probably a c o u p 1 e of
is true everywhere in the country
L. Dekker et al Lot 9 & pt. 10 Blk en hand for the cornerstone lay- ing sent to the Odd Fellow-Re- ranged with fruits, vegetablesand
vation.
ZEELAND —Bert Vender Slik. months hence.
where private enterpriseprovides
2 Southwest Add City of Holland. ing of the old court house in 1899. bekah Home at Jackson for pine cones by Mrs. Jacob WesterIII. The possession of these
“Because
of the way you han69. of 20 South Park St., Zeeland,
our electricity.
Henry Piers and wife to Joanna attendedthe ceremonies. This Thanksgiving cheer.
hoff.
graces leads to fruitful Christian
dled the support order in your diThe Journal also adds. “There living. The person who does not died Monday at his home
Van
Dyke. Pt. Lots 10. 11 Blk 2 group included Mrs. C. F. Peck.
Miss
Esther
Cranmer.
who
is
Pouring were Mrs. Dan Vander
vorce case and because of the
is no such thing as government reveal these graces has forgotten followinga lingeringillness.
Southwest Add. City of Holland. Mrs. Jennie Gillette and Charles leaving to make her home in San Werf. Jr., and Mrs. Garry Vanextensiveness of your activities,
He formerJy lived in Forest
producingelectricity at less cost
Exec. Est. Herman B Bonzelaar. Burdick, all of Allegan, and Mr. Diego. Calif., was honored with den Berg. The Ron Korver Circle,
that he was cleansed from these
Grove and moved to Zeeland 13 you ought to have some jail time Dec. to Mamie Den Bleyker. Pt.
than private industry: the contrary
and Mrs. Stephen Drury of Otsego. farewell gifts and cards. She has with Mrs. Eldert Bos. chairman,
sins which corrupt life Peter says
to
think
it over," Judge Smith
years ago Hr was a member of
is usually found to be the case."
Lot 9 Blk 54 City of Holland.
Clem Rewa, chairman of the occupiedthe conductor chair in preparedand served the refreshthat people who do not have the Forest Grove Reformed said.
"Cheap" public power is a phony,
Adm. Est. Alice Bonzelaar.Dec Board of Supervisors, served as the lodge and is a Past Noble ments. Program arrangements
these Christian graces are blind,
Mrs. Brouwer,mother of seven
Church.
attributable to tax subsidies and/or
etal to Mamie Den Bleyker. Pt. presiding officerfor the program Grand.
were in charge of the Jay Kapenshortsightedand forgetful. The exSurviving are his wife, Gertie; children,was placed on probation Lot 9 Blk 54 City of Holland.
tax evasion.
ga Circle. Miss Helen Kuite, eduin
which
four
Allegan
ministers
Refreshments
were
served
by
ercise of these Christian graces
a daughter. Jean, at home; three for 18 months. Because there was
Marion J. Tamminga and wife to
participated.Circuit Judge Mrs. John Serier and Mrs. Rex cation chairman, introduced the
leads to furtherenlightment while
no
one
else
to
take
care
of
her
brothers.Henry and Thomas, both
W. Herbert Scott and wife. Pt. Raymond L. Smith introduced Webbert. The mystery prize was speaker and soloist.
their neglect causes blindness to
of Atwood, and John of Zeeland. children, she was given no jail E'i NEV« 21-5-16 Twp. Park.
guests from counties as far away awarded Mrs. Cranmer.
divine truth and a blotting out of
sentence although Judge Smith felt
Lucille Jane Schregardus to Ed- as Escanaba.State officials were
the memory of spiritual expershe should spend some time in
Mrs. Kruithof Gives
DAR Chapter Hears
ward J. Zaagman. Pt. SW>4 NW1-* represented by Billie S. Farnum,
iences.
jail. Costs also were waived beMiss Shirley Van Eyk
Book Review at Meet
31-5-15 City of Holland.
Michigan’s new auditor general.
In view of this danger Peter Conservation Speaker
cause of family obligations.
Wed
to Paul Walters
Nicholas Stielstraand wife to
Tours
of
the
new
building
folGRAND HAVEN
Two per- summons all Christiansto make
Although they admitted to sherMore than 75 members and
Waller Van Dien of Lansing iffs officers entering about a doz- John Kortman Sr. and wife. Lot 2 lowed. Open house also was held
Mr.
and
Mrs. Ray Van Eyk Sr. guests attended the November
sons were killed and 28 injured in tjieir calling and election sure. God
Stielstra's Sub Twp. Park.
Sunday afternoon with refresh- of 99 Clover Ave., announce the meeting of the Women's Guild for
has called Christiansand now they spoke on "Birds and Their Migra- en summer homes in the Port
27 accidents investigatedby
Nicholas Stielstra and wife too ments and guided tours by county
are surtimoned to give proof of tory and Nesting Habits" at
1 Sheldon area, the couple was
marriage of their daughter. Shir- ChristianService at Central Park
Leslie Wiersma and wife. Lot 6 officials and their staffs.
Ottawa County Sheriff s Depart- I what God has done. It stands to
ley Ann. to Paul Bruce Walters, Reformed Church Tuesday evemeeting of the ElizabethSchuyler charged specifically with entering Stielstra's Sub. Twp. Park.
ment during October.
' reason that the more Christians
the Edward Hondelink cottage in
son of Mr. and Mrs. L. Walters of ning.
Hamilton Chapter. DAR, Thursday
Nicholas Stielstraand wife to
Sheriff Bernard Grysen, in a ! practice the Christian graces the
Port Sheldon Townshipand taking
An inspirational book review on
Johnson City. Tenn.
Pledge Ritual Held
Chester H. Wiegel and wife. Lot
afternoon
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
a tv set.
monthly report of activities, said more free they will become of
The wedding took place in the “The Night They Burned the
45 Stielstra’s Sub. Twp. Park.
At
Chapter
Meeting
deputies investigated27 state re- faults and failings which mar the Martha Robbins
Bernard Evink, 43. of 43 East
Presbyterian Church in Wilmette, Mountain"writtenby Dr. Thomas
Allen F. Teall etal to Paul Veele
He also described bird banding 27th St., Holland, was given a
port accidents and 15 minor acci- lives of believers A glorious onA
pledge
ritual was held for a 111., on Oct 8 with Mrs. D. Miller Dooley was presentedby Mrs.
and wife. Pt E4 SE1* SEU 14-5| trance into God's kingdom awaits and “word" banding, using the
dents last month.
year's probation on each of two
Bastian Kruithof.guest speaker.
new member of Theta Alpha Chap- of Arlington Heights, HI., as maword “swamp'' with the first let- counts of issuinga check without 16 Twp. Park.
In addition, deputies investiga- all believers.
Devotions were conducted by
tron of honor and Miss Karen
ters of the word indicatingthe sufficient funds and for unlawfully Paul Klomparens and wife to ter of Beta Sigma Phi. Mrs. Lee Faultersoek of Holland serving as Mrs. Tom Van Eyck and Mrs.
ted 325 complaints last month and
importance of conservation “Con- driving away a motor vehicle.He Clarence R. Olin
i Murray, at the home of Mrs. Her- junior bridesmaid Attending the
closed Aai- Complaints ^investiDon Van Huis. Specialmusic was
204, 205 Harrington & Vandenberg
servation’’ is using wisely nature's also must pay $50 costs out of his
gated as of Oct. 31 totaled 4.943.
l bert Johnson Monday night. As- groom were D. Miller and Robert provided by Mrs. Leonard Geerresources for man's benefit,"he earnings and must refrain from Bros Sub. Twp. Park.
compared to 3.993 at the same
Van Eyk with Wayne and Ray ling accompanied by her sister,
Andrew Bouma and wife to Mat- sisting with the ritual were Mrs.
For
said North America has four fly- drinking, The check charge intime last year.
Van Eyk. brothers of the bride, Mrs. Walt Kroll at the piano.
ways for birds which help to regu- volved a $100 check in Holland last thew W. Pate and wife. Lot 29 j Paul Divida, Mrs. Roy Arterburn serving as ushers. Elder Clarence
Deputies made 31 traffic arrests
Mrs. G. Van Putten. president,
A March for Muscular Dystro* ! late hunting season,he said. Michi- June 12 and the auto theft case McBride's Add. City of Holland. and Mrs. Ed Falberg.
during October, warned eight
Gruesbeck performed the cere- conducted the businesssession and
Reuben Carr and wife to ThomA Christmas bazaar for chapter mony.
drivers and referred two juvenile phy has been set for Monday. Nov gan is in the Mississippiflyway. j involved a stationwagon belongMrs. Jack Zwiers of the spiritual
as R. Bossardet and wife. Lot 20
traffic offenders to probate au- 20. it was announcedat a meeting Miss
The bride, a graduate of Holland life committee closed with thi
members
and their guests and a
gave a re' mg to Elmer Kamphuis last July
and Pt. !9 Stewart's Add. City of
thorities. Criminal arrests by dep Monday with Warren Johnson of l!)orI on national defense Mrs 20 in Holland.
High School was graduatedfrom reading of a poem "He Overcome!
rummage sale were discussed.
Holland.
Larry
Gender,
ways
and
means
uties totaled 18, Grysen said
Donald Pastoor. 28, of 74 West
Others present were the Mes- Hinsdale. 111. School of Nursing Who Knows How to Pray."
Grand Rapids, executive secretary
Katie Bakker lo Eugene S.
County cruiserspatrolled 35.366 of the MichiganMuscularDystro- chairman, reminded members lo 32nd St., who pleaded guilty Oct.
Hostesses were the Mesdames C
dames Dick Brown. Paul Boven, and now is a nurse at Evanston
Batema.
Pt. N4 NEfrl1* 2-5-16
turn
in
coupons
for
various
DAR
miles in October. The department phy Association.
Maatman, M. Van Huis, John Var
19 to desertion and abandonment
Gordon Cunningham.Earl Hughes. Hospital.
Twp. Park.
issued 643 drivers licenses and
of his wife and son. was put on
Connie Ketchum, Floyd Kimple The couple residesat 2001 Pratt Wieren, K. Matchinsky,L. Doo
David L. Gordon was named projects.
Donald E. Bridges and wife to
booked 60 prisoners at the county chairman for the March Most of
little.B. Nyland and H. Driscoll
probation for three years and orand Bob Long.
Court, Evanston, III.
Elmo A McHargue and wife. Lot
jail.
dered to pay $150 costs on a monthHolland's fraternal orders and Holland Policemen End
9 Lakewood Heights Sub. Twp.
ly basis out of his earnings. He
their auxiliaries will be represent- Week's Training at MSI)
Park.
must obtain employment and coned in the drive. In addition, about
Jamestown Man Slightly
Ike Koeman and wife to Glenn
120 students from Hope
Hope College EAST LANSING — Sgt Ike
Ike Do tribute lo the support of his wife
J Bou wens and wife. Pt. lx)t 6 Blk
Hurt in Car-Truck Crash
fraternitieshave volunteered to Kraker and Cpl. Richard Bonge of and child and the court cautioned
C West Add. City of Holland.
help
in canvassing the city The the Holland Police Department him not to be choosy about the
ZEELAND - An elderlyJamesReka Koetsieret al to Gerrit M.
town man was injured when the march is set for Monday starting Friday completed a week • long type of work available bui to take Van Kampen and wife. Pt. W'j
Command Officers TrainingCourse ! the first honest job that comes W'j NW'4 16-5-15 Twp. Holland.
car he was driving was struck by at 6:30 pm
Canisters have been placed in at Michigan State University along.
a semi truck at the intersection of
F rancis C. Kanera and wife to
— Cr
M-21 and Byron Rd . just east oi most ot the businessestablishments De Kraker and Bonge. along
Lois E. Cartwright.Pt S‘jS4
in Holland as part fit the tund 20 other officers of supemsorv Gmn J Rapids Mon Cited,
Zeeland, at 7 23 p m Thursday
SKl4 SE'4 35-5 16 City of Holland.
r,
1
Gerrit Hi boer. 78. was re- raising campaign The Eagles level from departmentsin Michi- c ..
Adm. Est. Anna T. De Boer to
Lrash
leased from Z inland Hospital after Auxiliary plans to solicit funds on gan and Ohio, were awarded cer
Henry Piers. Lot 9, 10 and pt. 11
treatmentfor a lacerationof the the downtown streets Friday and tificates of achievement at a clos- Ottawa County deputiescited Blk 2 Southwest Add. City of Holmg luncheon in the Kellogg Center Louis Threats. 45. of Grand Rap*41
nose and hr iiisc* of the legs, Saturday. Nov 17 and 18
land.
ids for interferingwith through
Muscular dystrophystrikes for Continuing
Heyboer a car wa* struck by a
Marion G. Gosselink to George
Topics studied by the group in- tratfic followinga three-car mistruck driven by Vern G. Farley. largely at children. As yet no
J. Moes and wife. Lot 31, 32 Plasknown cure has been found Re- eluded police organization,per'on- hap at 120th Ave. and Port Shel30, of Bell vi. i , Mich.
man's Sub. City of Holland.
Ottawa Co nty deputiessaid search centers have been set up nel evaluation and rating, disci- don Rd al 4 05 pm. Monday.
Deputies said Threats' auto colHeyboer w.v h e fed west on in the l; S and other countries pline. ethics, juvenile problems
Vickie Ver Hoef Feted
he pjilledinto the through funds contributed in the public and press relations and lided with a car driven by WilByron Rd w
civil
defense
procedures.
national
march
lard Wolters. 40. of route 2. 120th On Birthday Anniversary
headed southpath of the
\ve , Holland, forcing Wolters'
west on M- 2 Deputies ud Hey
A birthday party was given on
car into a parked auto owned by
interfer- Margaret Hummer Guild Birthday Party Given
boer was ben
Saturday
in honor of Miss Vicki
Howard
Lankheet
also
of
route
2.
ing with thru
Gives Scales to Hospital \For Karen Van Voorst
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Wolters car continued after hitKaren Van Voorst who observed
Margaret Hummer Hospi
birthday anniversary Sunday The
ting
i he
parked car and struck
tal Guild held its November meet- her 7t!i birthday anniversary on
party was given hj her mother,
Attend Conferences
Thursday, was honored at a party the ironl porch ot the John \ieni im: Thursday e\emng at the home
huts home at 6414 120th Ave , Mrs George Ver Hoef. assisted
West Ottn* High School repoirt | of Mrs Donald Udewtg Mrs Saturday afternoon given by her
by her older sister, Terri
Howard
Van
Vi
molt
served
41&
coed a *ucc<-' lul lurno.itfor t lie Donald Van H>
Games wer replayed and prizes
147 West 13th
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car, which he wav driving,

a semi truck ot Chicago
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John Von Houten,

17, ot 554 East Eighth St, eicuped
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Hospital today with a tiactured leg. broken
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Perkmv, 54, ot 730 South Wavhmgton Ave.
Ottawa County deputies said the car wav
wedged under the truck v trailer, and Van
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Hope Opens

Zeeland

Basketball

will review tbe book 'Buy,

J-7

IB, 1961

Hilbrands-LeFebre Vows Spoken

Mrs. Edward Don! van of Holland

Now and

Pay

Chalk Up

Oilers

Play Dec.

1

Later,” by Hillel Black, at
the Ladies Literary Club meeting
Tuesday afternoonin tbe club room
at City Hall. Mrs. Donivan is

Cook’s Oileri, opening up in tht
second half, rolled U> a 90-M win

After bolding night workouts librarianat Holland High school,
unct Nov. 1, Coach Russ Dt Vette and is a former speech and

over Chicago Kimes for its first

will havt his

victory in three starts in a basketball game before 1,100 persons
in the Civic Center Saturday night.
At one point in the second half
the Oilers led by 20 points and
this brought

on some

dribbling

West Ottawa

Hop# College varsity dramatics teacher.Mrs. Donivsn's

basketball team begin afternoon
drills

Monday in

preparation for

review will be given it 2:15 p.m.

Her appearance at the

literary

club was arranged by Mrs. William

School Plans

a 22-game schedule.

Open House

Music at Tuesday's meeting will
be
by the "Harmony Three,'’ all
urday and during the past two
members of the local club.
weeks has been coaching the footDe Vette concluded

and passing antics by Gary Lee,
George Duncanand newly acquirAn informal open house of the
ed Webster Kirksey.
new West Ottawa Senior and Jun-

Baron
football Sat-

Hostesses for the afternoon are

ball

team

in the afternoonand the

Mrs. Corey Van Koevering and
Mrs. Nelson Van Koevering.

basketballteam at night.
A total of 11 players are present- A step was taken toward the
day. Dec. 9, it was determined by
ly on the Hope varsity and this utilization of the S1.000 teacher
the Board of Education which
group is expocted to constitute the travel scholarshipoffered to Zeetoured the new building with the
team. The Flying Dutchmen will be land public schoolsby the Herman
board work of newly acquired Mike contractorfollowing cornerstone
led by senior Capt. Ekdal Buys, Miller Furniture Co. las! spring
Graney, along with Ron Robinson, laying ceremonies Saturday afterwho missed most of last season when a scholarshipcommittee subnoon.
Henryp Hughes and Paul Benes
because of injuries.
mitted a proposal for the scholarMore than 200 attended the cerrepeatedly set up the Oilers fait
Other seniors on the club are Jim ship's administrationat the school
emony in which Dr. J. Dyke Van
break.
and Jerry Hesslink while J i m board meeting Tuesday night. The
At one point in the third quar- Putten, presidentof the Board of Vander Hill, the MIAA’s scoring manner of selectionof a scholarEducation emphasized the confiter the Oilers had a lineup averleader and all-MlAA selection, ship recipientand rules for the
dence
the community has placed
age of 6'5” and compeltely conGary Nederveld and Dale Scheer- use of the scholarshipmoney were
in the children and challenged the
trolledthe play and worked the
horen are the juniors.
outlined in a proposal submitted
children of the community to fullscore to 69-57 at the end of the
Glen Van Wieren, former Holland by a committee of two Board
fill this confidence. Whether they
period after leading by only two
High player, and Ron Venhuizen. members,
representative of
fulfillthis confidencewill be
points.45-43 at half.
ex-Grand Rapids Christian player, Herman Miller and a faculty memknown by the people who open this
Graney hooked three straight
are the two sophomoresreturning ber
cornerstone,Dr. Van Putten said.
shots in the third quarter and in
who lettered last season.
The Herman Miller Co. offers
After Dr. Van Putten placed the
the final period Bill Fox canned
lip from the junior varsity squad 11,000. tax-free, yearly for one
first trowel of mortar, Floyd
five long toms from the corners.
will be sophomoresRon Te Beest, Zeeland public school teacher to
Kraai . a mason and active memMr». Willi* Hilbfond*
Although the second half wasn't
ber of the building committee, Art Cramer and Gailerd Korver. travel abroad in the summer. The
Uo^l'i photo)
close, the first period s action inHope
opens
on
Dec.
1 at Con- proposalsby the committee as subcompleted the laying of the stone.
A double ling ceremony per- matching headdress with veil and
dicated a tough contest as the
cordia Teachers College in River mitted Tuesday set up rules of
Supt. Lloyd H. Van Raalte preformed Oct. 21 at 3 p m. in Mon- carried rust colored mums In a
Oilers took a 23-22 lead. 'Both
eligibility,criteria for selection,
sided and introduced members of Forest, 111.,and the following night.
tello Park ChristianReformed gown of green .satin similarly
clubs were rebounding, especially
and a selection committee.
the board, the general contractor, Dec. 2, the Dutchmen will play
Church united in marriage Miss fashioned with the bridesmaid,
the Jamison twins, Scottie and
Complete information and appliA. J. Alstrom, and clerk-of-the- Carroll College in Waukesha, Wis.
Janice Kay LeFebre and Willis Miss Denyce Wynveen Her flowMax. for Chicago.
The homes opener will be Dec. cation blanks are being distribut- Hilbranda.
words Ernest Capron. The Rev.
ers also were rust colored mums
Wearing a street-lengthgown of ranf in Zeeland immediatelyfnlPobinson led the Oilers with 17
Elton Van Pernis of Beechwood 6 against Wheaton College follow- ed to all Zeeland public schools The wedding took place in a
Ron Hilbrands brother of the pink chiffon over pink taffeta fea- lowing the ceremony.
and
points while Duncan followed with
teachers. Applicationsmust be in
ed
by
the
MIAA
opener
against
Reformed Church gave the invocasetting of ferns, bouquets of large groom, served as best man and turing short sleeves and a fitted Mrs. Lloyd Borgman attended the
14. Lee had 12 and Fox and Hughes
by Jan. 3. 1962. and the first
tion and the Rev. Charles Vander- Adrian College, Dec. 9
bronze mums, daisies and snap- Mel Baas was groomsman Jim bodice, Mill Shirley Jean Ten gift room Miss Bottle Westfield
each made 10. Benes added nine
beek of Rose Park Reformed Concordia. Carrol, Taylor Uni- scholarshiprecipient, for the sum- dragons lollowing appropriate Le Fehre. brother of the bride, Broeke became the bride of Vernon and Harvey Ten brink presided at
and Graney and Pete Tillotson
versity of Upland. Ind., and Aqui- mer of 1962, will he named Jan 31.
Church gave the benediction.
wedding music played by Miss and Gerrit Groen seated the Dale Borgman on Friday. Oct 20 the punch bowl.
sank eight while Kerksey added
The selection committeeis to be
nas
College of Grand Rapids are
One of the first activities folMarilyn Boersen. Gary Warmink guests.
The 6 o'clock double ring rites Master and mistress of ceretwo.
composed of one Herman Miller
lowing open house will be presen- the new basketball foes. Taylor
sang "God Gave Me You” and
The bride's mother selected an were performed in Borculo Chris- monies were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Melvin Mathis led Chicago with
representative;two Hope College
tation of the play. "Our Town.” will play in Holland, Jan. 1 and
The Imrd's Prayer ” The vows avocado green sheath dress with tian Reformed Church parsonage Geurink. Miss Vicky De Jong and
18 while Mac Cowsen had 17.
Faculty members, one who has
scheduled tentativelyfor Dec. 14, Aquinas will play here Feb. 21.
were spoken to the Rev. F. Hand- matching accessoriesfor the occa- by the Rev. ClarenceDe Haan Ricky Borgman passed the guest
Scottie Jamison added 15 and his
An added feature this season is been identified with Hope Vienna logten who performed the cere- sion while the mother of the groom
15 and 16. Gene Rucker is the
Mr. and Mrs Gerrit Ten Broeke book "Wedding Prayer" and
brother had 10. ClarenceWardthe alumni-varsitygame on Dec. Summer school and one from the mony.
director.
was attired in brown with match- of route 1. Zeeland, and Mrs. "Preciousl«ord" were sunz by
low made nine while Vern McNiel
30. Members of De Vette s cham- Counselling and Guidance Dept.;
Parent! of the couple are Mr. ing accessories.
Henrietta Borgman of 240 's West Mrs. Harold De Jong with Linda
added six. Curley Johnson made
pionship teams from 1956 through the Zeeland Board of Education and Mrs. Gerald LeFebre of 557
Followinga reception for 100 Ninth St., Holland, are the par- De Jong at the piano Mrs Adrian
four and Larry Hawkins, one.
President
or
his
appointee;
and
the
1960 will compose the alumni
West 19th St. and Mr. and Mrs. guests at Van Ra.ille's in Zeeland ents of the couple.
Geurink gave a reading on "The
The Oilers will play the Terre
Zeeland Superintendentof Schools.
team.
Martin Hilbrands of Grandville. the newlyweds left on a wedding The bride, who was given in Mail Order Lady."
Haute All-Starsnext Saturday in
A
committee
composed
of
Supt.
The complete schedule: Dec. 1.
For the occasion the bride ch<w.e trip to Niagara Falls.
wedding trip to the
marriage by her father, carried For
Zeeland High gym. Terre Haute
at Concordia Teachers; Dec. 2, at J. F. Schipper. Board member
floor-lengthgown of nylon orAssisting at the reception were white carnations with white Mackinac bridge the bride wore a
edge the Oilers, 100-98 in the first
E.
E.
Hartgerink,
faculty
member
Carroll:Dec. 6. Wheaton; Dec. 9.
green box suit with black and
GRAND HAVEN-Lubert Her- Adrian; Dec. 13. at Olivet; Dec. 14. Roger Garvelink, and Hugh De ganza featuringa modified scoop- Mr. and Mrs Charles Anderhon as streamer* on a White Bible
game.
ed neckline,embroidered with master and mistress of ceremonMrs
Roger
Tanis served a> her white accessories complemented
man
Spoelma.
75.
of
819
Grant
In the prelim, Van Wieren and
at Valparaiso; Dec 15. at Central Free of the Herman Miller Co white flowers and long sleeves. ies; Miss Clara Visscher and Bill
sister's matron of honor. She was by a black patent leather purse
Veen Real Estate of Holland de- St., died Sunday morning in the State. Ohio; Dec 30. Alumni- Var- developed the plan submittedto
The elbow-lengthveil was held by Goodyke who served punch and attiredin a street-lengthgown of
The new Mrs. Borgman attendfeated KalamazooSavings and Howard Nursing Home.
sity game: Jan. 1, Taylor; Jan. 6. the Board Tuesday.
a crown of pearls. Her flowers in- Mr. and Mrs Bill Hiemstra who beige with a scoop neck and car- cd Zeeland High School and is emHe retired in 1955 after 49 years Albion; Jan. 8. Alma: Jan. 10, at
Loan, 85-73. Ron Maat led the
Jim Frans, a Holland coin col
cluded ellow roses and baby mums presided in the gift room.
ried a white carnationaccented ployed at
I. Fnedlm and Co,
lector, returned to the Zeeland
Realtors with 25. 22 in the first as a finisher at the Story and Calvin: Jan. 13. at Kalamazoo.
yith streamers of ivy. She was
The bride, a graduate of Calvin by beige netting.
The groom, a Holland High School
Clark
Piano
Co.
He
was
a
memRotary
Club
Tuesday
noon
and
half and Ray Ritsema had 24 for
Jan. 27, Lake Forest: Jan. 29. at
given in marriage by her father. college is a senior in Blodgett Kenneth Borgman. brother of the graduate, works at the General
ber of the First Christian Re- Wheaton: Feb. 3, at Adrian: Feb. spoke to the members about makKalamazoo.
The bride's sister.Mrs. Gene School of Nursing in Grand Rapids. groom, was best man.
Electric Co
formed Church, a past deacon and 7, Olivet: Feb. 10. Kalamazoo: Feb. ing money with coins. Introduced
Schra, wore a rust color princess The groom is employed in landThe couple is at home at 131
The newlywedsgreeted 62 guest*
Sunday School teacher and a mem- 14 .Calvin: Feb. 17, at Albion:Feb. by program chairman, Bob Den
style satin gown in her role as scaping The couple resides in at a reception in Bosch's Reatau- 1 West 19th St.
Rifle
ber of the Men’s Bible class.
Herder, Frans stated that in his
21, Aquinas and Feb. 24. at Alma.
matron of honor. She woie
Grand Rapids.
Surviving besidesthe wife, Dora,
opinion there is no better investare two daughters, Mrs. George
ment than collecting coins. Frans
Denise, born Saturday to Mr and
Westerhouaeof Spring Lake and
had a few weeks earlier spoken
KALAMAZOO - Holland's rifle Mrs. Basil Williams of Grand
Mrs. Robert Arends, 361 Marto the Zeeland Rotary Club about
club lost its opening match here Haven: a son. Robert of Grand
at
quette; a daughter. Janet l.ee.
rare and old coins and their hisAdmitted to Holland Hospital
Saturday night as Kalamazooscor- Haven: a sister, Mrs. Abe Palmborn Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
tory. At Tuesday's luncheon meetFriday were Mrs. June Von Ins. Darrell Day. 242 Franklin; a
GRAND H
- Mrs. Viola
ed a 1.945-1,851win in St. Joseph bos of Holland; 13 grandchildren;
ing, his talk concerned only AmerWILL YOUR
649
Tennis; Maria Alvarez. 376
Valley Associationaction.
daughter,
Susan
Jane,
born
SaturYoung,
'55.
who
had
been making
eight great grandchildren.
ican
coins
and
their
investment
ZEELAND - John H. Dt Free.
East Fifth St.; Stanley Van OtterShooting withoutsix of its reguINSURANCE PAY
83. of 350 East Central Ave., potentialities. In supportinghis loo. 163 East 25th St.; Lawrence day to Mr. and Mrs Bruce Pear- her home with her daughter in
lar shooters, Holland compiled 498,
son, 115 East 34th St.
argument
that
there
is
no
finer
former Zeeland mayor and longSpring Lake for the last year,
Van Noord. 601 Midway; Fred
THE
prone: 489. sitting; 465, kneeling
A son. Carl Nickolas.born Saturtime church leader, died Sunday investment fo the world today Veldhuis, 532 East Main St., Zeedied Friday afternoon in Municipal
and 429, standing.Kalamazoo had
day
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Wassink,
night in Zeeland Community Hos- than an investment in American land; Terri Harbin, route 5. South
500, 498. 83 and 64.
1710 Waukazoo Dr.: a daughter. Hospital after a two-year illness.
at
coins, he cited numerous examples
pital after a long illness.
Haven. HendrickTer Brake. 141
She was born
Cotonsville.
Vern Avery led Holland with
Robin Renee, born Sunday to Mr.
He was a charter member of of the tremendous increase in val386 while Roy Avery had 382. William Buursma, 86. died Sun- Second Reformed Church, a mem- ue of uncirculatedAmerican coins North St., Saugatuck; Curtis Witte, and Mrs. Howard Perry, 292 Md . and lived in Baltimorefor
135 East 10th St.
Howard Working had 372 and Terry day afternoon at the home of his ber of the Greater Consistoryand from 1932 on.
Fourth Ave.; a son, Scott Alan, a time before coming to Spring
DischargedFriday were Mrs. born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs Bob- Lake Her husband, Charles, died
Handwerg, 370. Other shooters son and daughter-in-law,Mr. and
A
miscellaneous
shower
was
giva long-time Sunday School teachwere: Chuck Klungle. 363 Bruce Mrs. Albert Buursma, 1130 Hazel er. He was active in the manage- en in honor of Miss Mary Lou William Warren. 327 Lakeshore bit Keller. 403 West 22nd St . a in 1950.
Ming, 362; Louis Van Ingen, 346 Dr.; Waukazoo, where he had made ment of the William De Free Co. Meeuwsen, Oct. 26, at the home Dr.; Victor ScheLske.75 East son, Robert Wayne. Jr . horn Sun- Surviving are the daughter, Mrs.
Yvonne Farley of Spring Lake;
and Fred Handwerg, 346 Rich his home for the past 13 years. and was a son of its founder.
of Mrs. William De Witt. Hostesses Ninth St.; Mrs Grace Menken, day to Mr. and Mrs. Robert King,
her 9^year-old mother, Mrs. LuGoorman led Kalamazoo with 389. He was a member of the Central Surviving are the wife. Anna: a were Mrs. J. Morrisonand Miss route 6; Craig Hill. 697 Ruth Ave 290'i Van Raalte Ave.
cretia Isaac of Spring Lake a
Mrs. Edders Franklin. 372 East
Holland will host Battle Creek Avenue Christian Reformed
Eliabeth
Postma
z
Games
were
son. Stanleyof Holland; two grandChurch.
son.
Airman 1-C Charles Young of
Fifth
St.;
Mrs.
John
Bronson.
585
in the Armory on Dec. 9. Holchildren: a brother, James C. of played and duplicate prizes were
Otis Air Force base in Massalands scheduledopening match Mr. Buursma came to Holland Zeeland: two sisters, Mrs. Anthony awarded. A two course lunch was West 23rd St ; Mrs John Breuker.
chusetts, and four grandchildren.
route 1; Charlee Kennedy, 8446
wuth Blue Water last week was from The Netherlands in 1927 and Luidens of Holland and Mrs. Wyn- served.
Hiawatha
Dr.
Dies
at
71
postponed and will be held later was a gardener for Marigold
Invited guests were the Mesand Wichers of Kalamazoo.
Lodge.
It (Kokablywon't. State Finn wriil
this season.
dames Jennie Postma. Gerrit Pet- Admitted Saturday were PatMrs. Burley
Borton. 71, of
F.
Surviving art two sons. Martin
Most rar insurance pays only t
roelje. Preston Petroelje, Glen ricia Qe Feyter, 224 Sanlord St ; Fort Laramie,Wyo . died Sunday
and Albert, both of Holland; 10 Summon Firemen
limited amount for emergency road
Petroelje,Martin Nagelkirk. Sher- Zeeland: Mark Breaker, route 1: evening in Holland Hospital after
at
Holland firemen were summoned
grandchildren; 22 great grandchilservice. But State Farm Mutual
win Nagelkerk, Melvin Nagelkerk, Mrs. Charles H. Hamm. Jr . 205 being hospitalizedsince Thursday.
pays the whole bill for *uch thingn
dren. Funeral services will be to Willow Park trailer court at Robert Meeuwsen, George Lub- Pine Ave : Mrs Josephine Sosa, Mr and Mrs Borton had been
GRAND HAVEN-Larry F. Stor- «*» delivery of gasohne,mechanical
held Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the M-40 and the US-31 bypass at bers, Harold Steketee, John Vug152 East 17th St ; Mrs. Aggie visiting their son and daughter-in kan. 54. of 17059 168th Ave.
The second annual Missionaryfirst aid at the place of dfaablement,
Ver Lee-Geenen Funeral Home 9:30 p.m. Saturday after an oil teveen, John Morrison. Ronald De ^Kellar. 705 Maple Ave : Mrs. law.
and Mrs Albert W. Spring Lake, died early Sunday and towing to the nearest place
EvangelisticConference was held
with Dr. Edward Masselink offici- heater in a trailer overheated. Does. Oliver Meeuwsen, Marvin
Donald Roiem, 193 West 15th St ; Borton, in Hamilton since Septem- morning in Grand Haven Munici- where repairs can be done-no dolat the AllendaleReformedChurch.
ating. Burial will be in Lakewood Firemen said the overheated stove De Witt. Misses Elizabeth Postma.
lar limit! Yet, State farm road
Lloyd Scholten. route 1; Willie ber.
Services took place on Oct. 31,
pal Hospital following a long illcaused no damage.
Cemetery.
eervice coverage coats only |2 a year
Marcia Negelkerk, Arduth Nagel- Ranken. 2038 Lakeway Dr.
Surviving besides the husband
Nov. 2. Nov. 5, Nov. 8 and Nov.
ness.
or If at That’s lesa than most other
kerk. Phylis Vugteveen, Marilyn
12, with various missionariesand
DischargedSaturday were Hen- are a daughter, Mr*. Doris Gheen
He was employed at the Story companies charge. Yen, you’re betDe Witt.
others as speakers.
drick Ter Brake. 141 North St.; of Anaheim, Calif : three sons. and Clark Piano Co and retired ter (iB with State Finn— the comMiss Meeuwsen was honored Mrs. Edward Copier, 114 East 13th Albert
of Hamilton,Lee W. about seven weeks ago because of pany that's famoun for low rates
Congressman Gerald R. Ford
with a luncheon on Oct. 28 at the
of
Littleton.
Colo . and George F.
received a welcome from the many
for carefuldriver*.And it’a tbe
St.; Stanley Kleeves, 167‘i East
illness
home of Mrs. Ronald De Does. 17th St.: Mary Sue Clemens. 519 of Wyoming: seven grandchildren; He is aurvived by hi* wife world’s largest. Cell me today.
Allendale residentswho called on
Kalamazoo.Games were played West 21s| St.: James Essenburg, three great grandchildren;four Mary: four daughters. Mrs Wilhim Nov. 3, when he paid a visit
and duplicate prizes awarded In- 72 West 30th St.; Mrs. Peter Kalk- brothers and two sisters living in
to this community.
liam Deakm of Stanton. < alif
vited guests were: Mrs. Oliver
ter.
Mam
sesaions
start
at
8
p.m.
Approximately
200
gathered
in
Mrs. K. Scholma has now reman. 392 West 18th St ; Martin Nebraska.
Mrs. Roger Bloemers of Grand
turned to her home here where the VFW clubhouse Saturday night Monday with sessions at 2 p m. Meeuwsen, Mrs. William De Witt. Kunen. 307 East Sixth St : Mrs.
Haven. Frances and Janice, both
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs- Mrs. Chris Postma. Mrs. Peter
friendsmay call on her.
Malcolm Rudolph.526 Riley St.; West Ottawa Association at home: three grandchildren his
for a Veterans Day dinner sponday, and a 10 a m. session on Postma. Mrs. Franklin Postma,
Mrs. Roger Marsman and Mrs.
mother, Mrs Jame* Storkan of
Mr. Donald Slekelw and baby,
Meeting, Election
sored by the VFW post and auxFriday. Committees meet in the Mrs. Kenneth Postma, Mrs. RobTed Walvoord opened their homes
772 136th Ave.; Lawrence \an
Middleville;two sisters; five broert Wiessner, Mrs. Jennie Postma,
morning
for Stanley demonstrationsre- iliary.
Noord. 601 Midway: Vera Vande
West
Ottawa
Band
and
Orches- ther!.
Robert J. Danhof of Muskegon,
All sessions are open to the Mrs. Jobe Morrison. Misses Elizacently.
Bunte. 298 West 22nd St.; Mrs. tra Associationmet Thursday eveCon-Con
delegate
for
the
23rdJliS'
public
and the press unless specif- beth Postma, Beverly Wiessner,
Mrs. 'Nelson Gemmen and Mrs.
Norman Bruursema and baby, ning in Beechwood School gym. Elementary School Pupils
Keith Baker were hostessesat trict t Muskegon and Ottawa coun- ically closed by special vote of Dona Postma
route 4: Mrs. Duke Van Kammen, Robert King led in prayer.
Miss Meeuwsen will become the
Get Reading Certificates
Tupperware demonstrations which ties reviewed functions of the delegatesDonhof is chairman of
516 West 21st St.; Thomas RadCalvin Langeians directed the
ConstitutionalConvention in Lan- the judicial committeeand Henrik 17, from 6:45 to 9 p.m., a spokeswere sponsored by Circles No. 1
cliff, 1144 East High St., Lansing; Junior High Band in playing The
A total of 1.<HH youngstersin the
Stafseth of Grand Haven. Ottawa man for the Zeeland Kiwanis Club
and No. 8 of the ChristianSchool sing, now in its sixth week.
Mrs. Robert Rhoda and baby, Aquanauts.” "The Battle Hymn of Holland elementaryschools com
“I have never worked with a county'srepresentative,is a mem- said. The Kiwanis Club is publicizAid.
route 4; Mrs. William Haverdmk. the Republic” and "The Snappy pleted the summer reading proAGENT
AGENT
Mr. and Mrs. Garold Dyke ac- more dedicated group of public ber of the finance and taxation ing and helping to organize tbe route 2. Hamilton: Mrs. Margaret Snares March.”
gram and were presented certificitizensbefore in my life. Even committee.
tests here
companiedby Mr. and Mrs. Daane
Sytsma. 22 East Ninth St ; Mrs.
Announcement was made by Mr cates last week by Junior Welfare
Your fomily insurance men
the newspaperreportershave been
The tests, to be made in the
"The eyes of the nation are on
Potgeter enjoyed the "Rebels" at
Glenn Ruucher and baby, route 3; Langejans that the junior and sen- League members
impressed, and the Lansing bars the state of Michigan and its con- basement at City Hall are open
PHONES
Byron Center last week Thursday
Mrs. Ray Gourley. route 1. East ior bands will enter contest* this
The children,vs ere required to
and restaurants have complained stitution.” Danhof said. "Your 14 to everyone and are given at
evening.
Saugatuck: Larry Albers, route 3; year in the unclassified and classi- read 10 hooks to receive certifiEX 6 8294 and EX 4 8133
that there is no socializing in their delegates are working hard to do absolutelyno charge or fee. There
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Morrow are
Curtis Witte. 135 East 10th St ; fied divisions.
cates
and
a
total
of
1.570
enrolled
places. The delegates are too busy the right thing, yet basically a is no fund raising drive connected
the parents of their first son. born
25 West 9th St.
Mr*. Frances Zuidema. 461 West
Officers elected at the meeting m the program. The summer readwith their work.” he -said.
constitution can be no better and with the tests
Oct. 29. at Butterworth Hospital.
17th St ; Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis. were Wesley Van Til, president; ing program wa.s arranged by the
Danhof explained that delegates no worse than the people of bride of William De Witt Jr., in
Authorised Representotivei
Mrs. John Horlings spent Mon238 West 33rd St
Mrs. Henry Derksen, secretary; Herrick Public Library
in drawing up a new constitution Michigandesire since all political January.
day at the home of Mrs. Ben
National Book Week opened toAdmitted Sunday were Dan Mrs. Way Henson, treasurer. Mrs
to replace one passed in 1908 are power is inherent in the people.” The Zeeland, Home Extension
Lemmen of Coopersville?
MutualAutomobileIftitf*'*C*
working with the basic framework Past Commander Ben Cuperus Club met in Holland Oct. 27 at Blakely, 140 East 15th St.; Alida Marvin Rotman, social committee day and the theme will be "HurClarence Mulder was the speakHorn* Office ; Bfoominiton. IWaois
! ray for Books " School classes are
of American freedom, a frame- served as master of ceremonies. the home of Mr*. Walter Wierenga. Niviion.240 East 12th St.: Michael chairman and publicity
NI2IU
er Thursday evening at the County
Refreshments
were
served
by]
encouraged
to
tour
the
library
Overbeek.
route
5;
Sandra
Grupwork into which all governmentis Five-minute patriotictalks were Eleven members were present.
Farm service.The quartet sang
Mrs
Van
Til.
Mrs
Rotman.
Joe
woven. He said Michigan's present given by five high school students, The chairman Mrs John C. pen. route 3: Mrs Romeo Alfieri,
and was accompanied by Mrs. Don
constitution covers some 70 pages Gary Bolte and Judy Vande Wege Bouwens, presented the lesson on 336 West 15th St ; Clara Chapman Slagh and Mrs. Derksen
Venhuizen.
in the Michigan handbook, but of ChristianHigh School. Orla "Scandinavian Foods.” and nearly 145 West 24th St : Clayton De Fey. The First Christian Reformed
there are 25 volumes of laws, some Ortel of West Ottawa High School, all of their various recipes con ter. 15 River HilU Dr
Mrs. Cory Dykwell
Mens Society attended the Fall
amending the constitution such as Debbie Klomparens and Carol tamed some kind of fish as ooe
mass meeting of the Zeeland gas tax monies for roads and a
THE IIC DUTCHMAN SAIUTIS
Martini* 471 East Eighth
!Su«umb$ ot a9* 80
Osiermk of Holland High School. of the ingredients.
League, which was held at the
share of the sale* tax for schools Commander Bernard Smolen pr*
Shelley
Walter!.
736
Myrtle
Ave
Free tests for diabetes will be
ZEELAND
Mrs. Kathryn
Immanuel Christian Reformed
and municipalities.
sented four copies of the book. offered at Zee. and City Hall, Nov. Michael Gonzalez.,route 1. Pull- Dykwell. Do, wife of Cory Dykwell
Church of Hudson ville Tuesday
He *aid the contention probably "The History of the U. S Flag." • Mr. and Mrs H C. Dickman at- man: Mrs loe Kramer. 65 Cherry; of 115 We*t Cherry A e Zeeland
evening
p
^r9 i will conclude its work in April and to each school for their libraries tended a cooterence of Veterans Charles Buurwma, 136 East 20th died at her home early Sunday
Mrs Cornell V;in
in all likelihood the voters of and odc for Herrick Fublie Li- of World War 1 in Lansing Satur- St; Mri Wayne Nienhuis and morning following
lingering
Peter West veer, Mrs Gerrit Bour
Michigan will vote on a new con- brary
day They also visitedwith rela- baby. 781 Paw Paw Dr Mis < oy illness
ver. Mrs Bert Kraker and Mrs
stitutionin November. 19*2. He
Mitt*, route 1. Fean villa Mu
Mrs Cuperus, auxiliary presi- 1 live*
Site was
memoei of the
Herman Rroen* visited with Mrs suggested that organzatioas such
Mr and Mis Julius F Ni nipper, June Aon Ini, 649 Team* Mr*, Second Htlurined Church and
mtroduetd
Geld
Star Moth
Holland Had a quiet and orderly
Jrhn Klomp of Grand Rapids a
as Holland a VFW atari an educa-|«ra who were gueati and thanked aaendeu toe aoouai Harem a Day George M or den and baby, 71 Mett formei inemori of the l^uiea Aid
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s Thursday
former neighboi
tional program te inform the pee j auxiliary nwmbtra who prepared celebration at Wheatoo college
13th St Mrs ( Imn Morgan and Society and chon I nit. her ie
afternoon
Thty
treated voungsttrs end vung odu.’
pie on t’ea-Ce* laiuti, pointingte and atrved the dinntr
Nov. 4 They aero the gueati of baby W7 Meal ]Ut St , Fred tiremen! »r.eial years a.o sue
tHe
community
to a party and Spook • (
tiw public apathy that axistad toe , The Rev. WiUiam l\ Warner of their too David, a freahruae alia \eidhui*. 532 East Ma.n St. Zee opeiated a bea-it) shop * Zeeland
Bucs Beat South
the
Civic
Ciottf
Our ttmnto too to
paat summer whee three put of Grace Epiacvpai (hutch paid tnb dent at the count
land Mi* Duneid Kojem, MU Vt«»t
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GHANA)
Giand four voters »ta>ed home it the,ule le all eerwemen *he have
Police who Jdve tn«ir h*ip to this proiea.
Mr and Mrs Urry D.cMnaa am si
•If several a,fcee led **mew*
Haven a
team dtfaatad alwUMM in name de if a alee
and u
Jwetn hittf
The Oilers dominated play in the
second half and didn't give the
Chicago team a basket until 5:30
of the third period remained. The
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Vande Water and Donze Hope Places
Honored at West Ottawa VanderWoude

Kalamazoo
Hands Hope

Marty

Van*

Water. West

Ot-

On All-MIAA

tawa senior Uillback,was named
most valuable player and junior
halfback Geotge Donze was elected 1962 captain Tuesday night at
the team-parents banquet in Lake-

42-12 Loss

OLIVET — Sherwood (Sharky)
Vander Woude, Hope College senior and team captain, Tuesday
was named to a defensive linebacker spot on the 21-member
All-MIAA footballteam.

For the first wood School.
Coach Ron Weatherbeerevealtime in history, Hope College s
football team went through an ed the selectionsand announced

KALAMAZOO

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER

—

varsity letter winners. “Vande

entire season without a victory as
the Flying Dutchmen were crushed
by Kalamazoo College, 42-12 here
Saturday before 500 fans in Angell

The team was picked by league
coaches at the fall meeting here.
The offensive and defensive selectionscomprise one first team
selectionand there is no second
team.

Water was pretty much the workhorse of the ball club both offensivelyand defensively. He was
susceptible to coaching and a hard
worker.” Weatherbee said.

Field.

It was Hope's seventh straight
loss, fifth in the MIAA and the
' Donze has come along way.”
worst defeat any MIAA team has Weatherbeesaid, “and is getting
received from another league team to the point where ha looked like
this season. It marked Kalama- a football player.” Donze carried
zoo's first win over Hope since the ball 46 times for 391 yards
1050 in the battle for the wooden and an eight-yard plus average.
shoes and was the first non-losing He punted 31 times for a 305
season for the Hornets since 1956. average.

Albion's Joe Shurmur, a guard,
the offensive and
defensive team. He was selected

was named on

League champion Albion placed
men on the team. Gary
Methner of Albion was named an
offensive end while other Briton
offensive picks were quarterback
Frank Gould and fullback J. B.
Elzy and Kay Hoag.
Terry Methner of Albion was

«***.>

30 points and caught 11 passes
for 239 yards. He was on the receiving end of the 67yard pass,
the longest of the season and returned a punt 69 yards, tops on
the club. His 54-yard run from
scrimmage was also the longest
on the team. Donze played only

Marty Vande Water
. . . moat \aluable

named a

defensive tackle while
was selectedas a defensive halfback and Milt Moore
at guard. The Methners are brothers. The other offensiverunning
back was Tom Nesbitt of Olivet
and Nesbitt. Elzy am Schurmur

Bob

offense and ii 165 pounds.
with a back injury.
Vande Water carried the ball
With Kalamazoo leading 14-0.
Hope scored its first touchdownon almost twice as many limes as

a 29-yardaerial from freshman Cal Donze or any other Panther back.
Poppink to Schoon with 9:46 left He had 91 tries and gained 378
in the first half. Neil Goodrich, yards for a 4.15 pe. earry aver-

who had

injured his leg on the
kickoff, reinjured as he tried the
extra point and the kick failed.
Hopes initial tally climaxed a
73-yard 12-play drive. With 7:44
left in the third quarter. Schoon
caught his second touchdown pass,
this one a four-yarder from Jim
Bultman to culminatea 64-yard

He scored two touchdownsand
a stand out on defense
Weatherbeeused Vande Water at
defensive end for the first four
games and the 180 pound Vande
Water played defensive tackle in
the final four gam.s.
Spark Overtyw was captain of
march in seven plays and high- the Panthers this season. West
lighted by Jim Shuck's 19-yard run. Ottawa compiled a 3-5 record and
15 yards by Jim Bekkenng and Peter Boon assisted Weatherbee.
Varsity letters were awarded
another 11 by Poppink. Bultman's
pass attempt to Jerry Nieusma Larry Schaftenaar.Marinus Donze.
Max Dalman, David Vanden
for the extra point failed.
Don Le Due took a pitchout from Bosch. Bill D* Graaf. Adrian
Jim Harkema with 11:55 to go in Merryman, John Hudzik, George
the first quarter for Kalamazoo^ Donze/ Dan Lepo. Robert De Ridfirst touchdown and this was fol- der. Llewellyn De Vries, Richard
lowed with 1:10 left by a five Faber, Bruce Johns, Patrick Donyard pass from Harkema to John nelly and Vern Steinfort.
Persons Jim Sm i t h converted Roger Solomon. Robert Kelava,
twice and the Hornets held a 14-0 David Piet. Vande Water. Ernest
Overkamp, Glenn Bareman. Ed
quarter margin.
Shuck fumbled a Kalamazoo Terpstra,William Overkamp. Dale
punt on the Dutch 10 and the ball Overway. Harry Knipe, Craig Ny^
skirted into the end zone where kamp and Steve Piersma.
Eglis Lode fell on it for the HorGordon Brewer, Hope athletic
nets third score with 6:49 left in director, spoke to the group. He

Porritt

were unanimous choices.
Jim Harkema of Kalamazoo was
a unanimous choice on the defensive team at halfback. Van
Mulligan of Alma was the other

age.

was

of Adrian

were

1

Shaffer Cops

Changes

Made

In

gram while coaching at Byron

of a leg injury.

-

Center. Brewer said there were
five real opponents a player does
battle with in a football game.
They are <1> temptationto make
somethingless than an allout effort: (2', anger: <3L temptation
to be small, selfish and intolerant;
'4', fear of making mistakes, losing and physical contact and <5)
temptation of making unreal excuse when you lose. Brewer concluded with a poem about a footfor some time.
ball player.
The special music at the evening
About 85 persons attended the
banquet. Frank Duffy was master service was a vocal solo by Miss
of ceremonies and Dr. John Piet I/orri Roberts of Allendale, accomgave the invocation.Weatherbee panied on the piano by her mothpresented each of th 15 seniors er. Mrs. Allen Roberts.

MIAA

Hope Takes 4th

Document

OLIVET— Members of the MIAA
OLIVET
Sheridan (Sherri)
adopted a new constitutionTues- Shaffer of Holland and Hope Colwere the Kalamazoo offensive
day at the annual fall meeting lege senior won the MIAA individchoices while guard Gil Nanney of
here and it marked the first time ual cross • country •championship
Adrian, tackle Bill Feddeler of Oliin the 74-year MIAA history that here Tuesday as Calvin College
vet round out the offensiveteam
Halfback Jim Shuck and end a new constitution has been writ- ran off with its fourth straight
ten.
MIAA team title.
Jon Schoon of Hope receivedhonorAny previous changes in the The 23-year-oldShaffer covered
able mention. A total of 30 players
league constitution were made by the Olivet course in 22:50.3 to bewere given honorable mention.
amendment but this was the ini- come the third Hope runner in histial revision of the complete con- tory to win the MIAA title. The
stitutionThe league was founded Rev. Joe Esther won the race in
in March. 1888 and will celebrate 1932 and Bob Boos was first in
Duane Hall, son of Mr. and its 75th anniversaryduring the 1951.
Shaffer will next try for national
Mrs. C. Hall, who is in military 1962-63 school year.
Hope College officials reported cross country honors Saturday
service, is home for a month's
furlough, after which he will go “the new constitution is essentially when he competes in the NCAA
as it was before” but a few sigto Germany. He has been in Texas

962 captain

Mike Laughlin. Larry Calfee and Doug Hartgerink. Standing: Bruce Welmers, Al Hoffman,
Dirck de Velder, Sherri Shaffer and Vern Sterk.
Hope had new uniforms and sweatsuit* this
season. De Velder missed the league because of
(Penna-Sas photo)

the

Tackle Dave Wrend. end John
Persons and center Ken Bartley

George Donze

of

Hope College cross-countryteam took fourth
place in the MIAA meet Tuesday in Olivet and
Sheridan Shaffer. Hope senior, won the individual
title. Daryle Siedentop is the Hope coach. Kneeling are (left to right) Dave Maris, A] Osman,
the

Some Major

other defensivepicks.

. . .

HOPE CROSS COUNTRY TEAM - Member*

tion.”

defensive back while the defensive
ends were Ken Renaud of Alma
and Larry Spencer of Olivet. Tackle Doug Brumbaugl and guard

Duane Kaiser

Bar-

bara Holmquest, internationally-knownpianist,who performed on the Hope College
campus in March, I960, is
returning'by popular request
to play a program of Mendelssohn. Beethoven, Dag
Wiren, Debussy and Samuel
Barber Thursday at 8:15 p m.
in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
Since her last performance
Mrs. Holmquest has performed in Italy, Germany, France,
England and Sweden. She will
return to Europe next February for a second tour. She
has been acclaimedby critics
as “one of the few pianists
who can play Debussy's music
with this manner of percep-

eight

Donze scored five touchdowns for

The victorj* was the most decisive ever recorded by a Holla
Anderson coached team and gave
the Hornets a 4-4 record and 3-2
in the MIAA.
Dale Schoon. closing out his
Hope career, scored both of Hope s
touchdowns as he took over for his
brother. .Ion. who was sidelined

PIANO RECITALIST -

with Vander Woude as a defensive
linebacker.

Jamestown

in

Title;

Race

Holland American Legion Memor- stacle courses in the conference.
Most of the other courses are on
ial Park course on Oct. 3.

Hommes maintained the lead
during the first three-and-a-half
miles of the race with Shaffer
about a step behind. Using a
"kick” familiar to Holland track
fans when he won the state Class
A mile in 1955, Shaffer passed

golf courses.

Sophomore Bruce Welmers of
Hope finished13th to be the second Dutch runner home. Siedentop
lauded Welmers’ performanceas
the best of the season and he was
followed by Holland freshman Al
Hommes with about a half-mile to Hoffman, who was 20th. Another
freshman Mike Laughlin finished
go
He then turned on his “kick" and 24th. "Hoffman and Laughlin ran
won the race by almost a min- well for their first big meet,"
ute. Hommes’ time was 23:41. It Siedentop said.
Vern Sterk, Holland sophomore,
was Hommes’ first loss in MIAA
came in 30th while Holland senior
competition this season.
Camper. Zietsma and Boersma Dave Maris was 33rd and sophoof Calvin took second, third and more Al Osman finished44th to
fourth and Mensonidesof Calvin complete the Hope scoring.
was 10th to give the Knights 24 Hope finishedfourth in overall
points and the league crown. MIAA competitionwith a 3-3 mark
Coach Dave Tuuk's consecutive in dual meet action and fourth in
MIAA title string started in 1958. the league meet. Calvin was unKalamazoo was second in the beaten in the dual meets while
meet with 47 points while Albion Albion and Kalamazoo tied for
took third with 78. Hope had 88 second in the combined dual meet-

changes were made. The college-division meet at Wheaton
composed of Hope. Alma, College in Wheaton.III.
Albion. Adrian, Calvin,Kalamazoo The MIAA sanctioned Shaffer’s
the second period. Smith converted listed the benefits of losing as (1),
and Olivet.
participationin the NCAA meet
to give Kalamazooa 21-6 halftime all things desirableare not attainOne of the changes concerns a at a meeting Tuesday. The meet
margin
able, '2*. you must meet losing in
governing board. The governing begins at 11 a m. Saturday and
Kalamazoos fourth touchdown a socially acceptable manner and
came on a 20-yard pass play from '3' costliness of mistakes.
Sunday evening Miss Pauline board, under the new constitution, Shaffer will be accompanied by
with a team picture and the
shall consistof the athletic direc- Hope Coach Daryl Siedentop.
Harkema to Dan Pell with 10:53
He related some of his experi- coaches were presenteda gift Hall entertainedMr. and Mrs. H.
tor, student representative and
Shafferand Ray Hommes, Calvin for fourth spot followedby Adrian. league meet standings.Adrian was
left in the third period. Smith con- ences of starting a football pro- from the team.
Vruggink and Miss Helen Vruggink
faculty representative of each College sophomore, staged the ex- 141: Alma. 154 and Olivet, 181.
at
her
home
after
attending
the
verted Lode climaxed a 50-yard
fifth overall followedby Alma anu
member school.
The Olivet four - mile is over
pected dual for the individual
evening service.
drive with a two-yard sm^h for
and Gary Teall had 34 yards in
In addition to the trio from crown Hommes handed Shaffer his farm land and is regarded as one Olivet.It was the 27th annual
Mr. and Mrs. B Scott and chilthe next Hornet tally with 2 44
six attempts. Young had 92 in 12
each school, one of the presidents lone loss in a dual meet at the of the most difficult natural ob- MIAA cross-countrymeet.
dren of Grand Rapids were supper
left in the third quarter. Harkewhile Le Due had 62 in 11 aid
of a league school shall serve as
ma passed to Bob Sbilisky for the
The Christian Reformed Church guests of their mother and sister.
Lode 53 in 15.
chairman of the governing board.
two extra points and the score
Mrs.
L.
De
Kleine
and
Miss
tic services were held at the eve- Evelyn Hoeve: recording secrewill hold their annual congregaStatistics: ..
Foriherly only the faculty repreFannie.
stood 34-12 at the third period's
ning session.
tary. Gloria Vruggink: correspondK tional meeting Monday night for
H
sentativesand student representadose.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Bronsink
Zeeland
High
School
Athletic
Diing secretary,Ruth Vander Laan;
the
purpose
of
electing
an
elder
19
First downs ........ .... 17
Norm Young drove five yards Yards rushing .......... 180 283 and a deacon from the proposed and children of Chicago visited tives were on the governing board. At the Sunday morning worship rector Melvin Bouma and the Zee- treasurer.Bruce Everts; assistThe presidents named Dr. Gorfor the final Kalamazoo touchwith the Herm Van Klompenberg
service in Second Reformed land High School coachingstaff ant secretary-treasurer, Faith
Yards passing ...... . 62 143 nomination and for coasideration
don Riehmiller of Olivet to serve
down with 9:03 left in the game.
family
Sunday.
Also
present
were
will attend the annual Coaches- Dalman: devotionalsuperinten426 of the proposed budget for 1962.
... 242
Total vards
as chairman until June. 1962. Hope Church, the pastor, Rev. Raymond
Smith missed the extra point. The
Miss Ada Bronsink of Grand RapOfficials banquet Tuesday evening? dent. Earl Helder: extension superThe
meeting
begias
8
00
pm.
19
Passes attempted .... 12
athleticdirector Gordon Brewer, Beckenng. preached the sermon
drive covered 79 yards and came
9
The Dorcas Aid and Dorcas ids and Mr. and Mrs. G. Mast faculty representativeA1 Vander- “What The Heart Says.” The an- Nov. 21, at the Pantlind Hotel in intendent.Bob Schwander:regisPasses completed ... ... 6
and Gwen.
after Tom De Vries had recovered
Grand Rapids. Attendingfrom Zee- tration, Gloria Keizer; music,
2
Passes intercepted ...
bush and -student representativethems were “Hallelujah, Amen”
a Hope fumble on the Hornet 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Takken and
land with Bouma will be coaches Arlene Tigelaar; recreational, Ron
Fumbles ......... .... 4
1
Sherwood Vander Woude are
The fumble stopped Hope's drive
children of Hudsonvillevisited with
and "O Lord of Heav'n.’ His eve- Jarold Groters, Paul Van Dort, Zylstra; outdoor poster. Jim
0
Fumbles lost ............. 3
Hope's representatives.
A new stuthat started on the Hornet 38 after
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
ning topic was “How We Limit Jack Rumohr, Bob Hoover, Cal Moored: publicity. Ann Essenburg:
Punts ................ 1-47 1-39 paring for Thanksgiving Some
dent representativewill be selectTakken. Sunday
Shuck had returned the kickoff 43
God” and the anthem was “Sing Fleser. Tom Pratt, Earl Siems unified finance, Evonne Taylor and
were
present
to
tell
of
their
work
150
....
55
Penalties ......
ed next year since Vander W'oude
«
Mr.
and
Mrs
W,
Hendrickson
of
pastor counsellors, the Rev. Alfred
to the Lord."
and Norman Schut.
in Terre Haute.
is a senior.
; The Dutch aided by 30 yards Ends. D
Mansen and the Rev. Harry Buis.
The Sacrament of Baptism was
Mr .na
Granrf RaPi(ls guests of their
Another one of the points of the
Miss Eve Travest and Doug
in personal
Penalties dot to A|| Quakke|aar.
administered at the morning sernew constitution concerns financial
Nederveid
of the Byron Center
Die Ka amazoo 1! late to he game TackJ(; Slam i)ackson Norlon
vice
to
Deborah
Lee.
daughter
of
Mdond^t^
Jd6death
th
^MMrs.
^ Post- 1 noon an(j evening.
family Sunday^after- aid. The document states that the
.
ay by the
of
society were in charge of the debut failed to come up w,th a first shan|holtje|.Burnelt str>nyak.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubble Vander Velde,
amount w‘,
of aid that is ?*'
given to
mas sister in Grand Rapids. j
elderly Mrs A Nederveid‘'IT,"1
at
down. Hope marched to the Kalavotional program Ron Nederveid
and Jan Marie, daughter of Mr.
Guards: Buckley. Van Genderen.
The Rev. J. Blaauws’ sermon is
•- —
— 1
athletes overallshall be the same
confined to her bed at home
of Jamestown, former presidentof
and Mrs. Fred Veldhuis.Jr.
as that given to non-athletesproByrne. Zwemer. Goodrich. Meengs. I subjects Sunday were 'The FatherA miscellaneousshower was the Golden Chain Union served as
for several days
Final MIAA Standings
Next
Sunday. Nov. 19. Mr. and
Centers; Vande Weg.
given last Thursday at the home
hood of God” and "Growth The local C E attendeda Union portionately.
*)orllonalel-vsong leader and also was the soloMIAA Games
Mrs. Laverne Sikkema from the
Backs: Bultman. Hill. Shuck.
of Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel of Fillist. Sheryl Wyngarden was the orW
American
Missioi Station in the
L
Slagh. Abel. Van Noord. Teall.
year
all
of
the
aid
that
is
given
more in honor of Miss Lu Anne ganist and Ruth Vander Laan
*"•
church Sunday afternoon
Albion ...........
Sudan
will be guests at the morn0
Bekkering. Hyink. Poppink.
Kleinheksel who will become the
served as pianist. Sharon MeeuwMrs. Margaret Oppenhuizenis I Mr. and Mrs. Lucas Van Rheeijn !hp'ef!fi
ing worship service in Second ReOlivet ...........
Kalamazoo
bride of David Lamberts in
sen presided.
Kalamazoo ......
doing fairly well alter surgery in visited their brother and wife. Dr a rota|1 commiuee <5 faculty formed Church. They will bring
3
2
.starting lineup only
December.
Ann
Arbor last week Monday. | and Mrs. George Van Rhee,
* messages concerning their work.
The Jamestown society was
Alma ............
3
. 2
Ends: Persons, Pell.
representatives,appointed by the
Hostesses were Mr*. Glenn
Bernie Knoper returned Saturday Port Huron recently.
awarded a picture for having the
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The
Rev. Adrian Newhouse.pas4
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‘ Tackles: Lindenburg. De Vries.
governing board chairman,will
Geerts, Mrs., Ted Kleinheksel and
from Zeeland Hospital with
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highest percentage of its membertor of First Reformed Church,
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study the financialaid reports.
Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel. Games ship in attendance at union meettrouble and reports improvement. \
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All Games
chose for his Sunday morning worOn the committee are the faculty
Centers: Bartley.
were played and duplicate prizes
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Backs Harkema. Young. Le On Tuesday night, the annual /l08p(C(Z/ l\Ot€S representativesfrom Alma. Adri- ship topic "Convertedto God.” awarded. A two course lunch was ings during the past year.
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Gray Ladies Entertain
A committeewas also appointed over Jordon." His evening topic
Officials: John Vydarney, A1
Invited were the Mesdames AlJager,
formerly
of
the
Kentucky
Tuesday
were
Lisa
Nan
Dyke.
177
Alma ..........
6
. 2
Krachunas.Eldon Draime. all of
to look into the obtaining of an was “I'm Always Being Watched” bert Lamberts. J. Mickowski, Veterans With Party
mission, will be the speaker.
*)|ane .Centeno,, 176
6
Adrian ..........
MIAA commissioner. The new con- and the anthem was ' Beyond the George Greene, Kenneth Karsten.
Battle Creek and Joe Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van FarWilliam Beckman.
Hope ......
7
stitution
states that the commis- Sunset.”
A group of Red Cross Gray
Marshall.
Jerrold Kleinheksel, Jerrold FolmiP vnpnt Thnrsdnv in Kalams- hr, 60 West 18th St.; Mrs. Phil-,
Next Sunday the Rev. and Mrs.
°
I
,
3
III) Pezzuto route
Kennvillesloner Wl1*
for 8 three
kert. Jarvis Zoet. Elmer Zoet, Ger- Ladies entertained the veterans
mazoo 18 in the firstiquarter but
Harvey Hoekstra, missionaries at
rit Zoet, Jay Hop. Gerrit Schier- of ward 82 at the VA hospitalin
Loren Campbell intercepted a pass
ment by the governing board and First Reformed Church, will be at beek. Ed Nyhof, Kenneth York, Fort Custer Monday. A party was
ebrale
the
birthday
of
Milton
Sik-!^rsBorman
Lam,
1682
South
to start a drive that gave the
the morning service and Sunday
Shore Dr.: Charles Crouse. 118 his duties will be to secure offiGerald Kleinheksel,Norman Klein- held in the evening with dancing
Hornets their second touchdow n.
cials and handle general supervi- School to tell about their work. heksel. Rudy Kleinheksel. Milton and games.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Herman
Berens
"esl
t'th
St.:
Mrs.
Hilda
HavALLEGAN
Members of the
A total of 205 yards were marked
The Thanksgiving Day offering will
sion over league activities.
Timmerman.Bernard Timmer- Refreshments were provided by
and Cheryl were supper guests *nKa' ^est -l-s* St.: Marilyn
off in penalties. 1.50 against the
Vanderbush, John Tills of Calvin be for the work of the Hoekstras. man. George Lehman. George Loh- the Gray Ladies. Those who atwith Mr and Mrs. Milton Hall Gushen- East 15th St.: Mrs.
Hornets. Four players were ejectThe
topic
of
the
Rev.
Henry
and formerly of Holland, and Dr.
man Jr., Earl Albers, Marinus tended were Lillian Swiftney,
Sunday. They also attended the Don Herzig. 2.8 ^ ( ambridge:
ed. two from each team for fight- . A, .
_
Bast, D. D. Radio Minister for
mark their 8,th anniversary Fn- worship service in Garfield Park August Manche. 46 East 18th St.: Richard Stavig of Kalamazoo are
Oetman. Gillis Vander Kamp and Francis Sieford, Eleanor Bigler,
mg.
next
Sunday
will
be
"A
ThanksMrs. Gary Boeve, 283 Howard on this committeeThe group plans
Harm Ryzenga.
and Marie Connors from Grand
Hope captain Sh a r k ' Vander ^ay al 8 smorgasbordserved by Reformed Church
to first ask the other schools if giving Monument.”
Ave.
Others
present were the Mes- Haven. Daisy Teusink. Lorraine
Woude wasn't able to play in the thi ladies of Immanuel Lutheran Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Huyser will
The Guild for Christian Service
they have any suggestions as to
game because of a leg infectionIt Church, in the Swedish commu- mark their 60th wedding anniver- DischargedTuesday were Mrs. a possiblecommissioner. Vander- of First Reformed Church met dames Justin Oetman, Elmer Broker, Jean Altana, Shirley Ter
Becksfort, Harry Bleeker. Harold Haar. Belle Ketchum, Mildred
sary on Monday \'ov . 27. Open Christian L. Lamberts. 2951 Lakemarred the climax to Vander nity of Kellogg.
bush said it is hoped to have a Tuesday evening. The program inWoude's fine tootball career. j The Rev. Andrew Lemke. pas- house will be held in the chapel shore Dr.: Robert Boersen, 176 commissioner selected by next cluded a panel from Grand Rap- Koops. George Kleinheksel. Wil- Barnes, Pat Gebraad, Lee Bouliam Kleinheksel. Harvey Boer- man, Dorothy Phillips. Sue Sandy.
Shuck led Hope s runners with tor of the Allegan Congregational of the ReformedChurch from 2 30 East 37th St.: Mark Breuker. route spring.
ids on personal devotions entitled
man, Bernard Lehman. William Martha Vanden Burg. P. Dryer
73 yards in 16 tries while Bill Church, will give a book review till 4 pm. Relatives and friends 1: Mrs. Albert Mannes. 2093 104th
“The
Quiet
Time."
Members
of
Formerlythe MIAA commissionAve
: Michael Overbeek. route 5;
Burd. John Vander Kooi. Harold and JeanetteColton were the Gray
are
invited
to
call
on
them
there.
Hill had 33 yard* in nine carries followingthe dinner meeting.
er was appointed lor an indefinite the panel were Mrs. Ruth Gezon,
Mrs. David Yereeke. who has Harvey W'olters. 267 May Rose: term. DeGay Ernst, who served Mrs. Margaret Dornbas. Mrs. Ed- Kronemeyer,Harold Kleinheksel, Ladies from Holland.
Karl Kleinheksel,George Haverbeen staying with her children Marlain Rademaker. 2601 Lilac:
as commissionerfor 28 years, re- na Johnson. Mrs. Marthene Dykdink.
Mr. and Mrs Arend Vereeke. for Mrs. Maurice Raffenaud, 870
Rev. Dolfin Speaks
sirs. Miss Klva Van Haitsma and
signed last spring.
Also present were the Misses
the past eight months, returned W'oodbndge: DelbertVan Leeuwen.
Mrs.
A.
Evenhuis.
On the matter of post season
To Beechwood Guild
last week to the home of her route 1; Erwin Knoth. route 5:
The Rev. John M. Hains. pas- Della Agteres. Belle Kleinheksel,
games, the new constitution states
Mrs.
Gillis
Sale
and
baby.
3284
Marian
and
Ruth
Ann
Nyhof,
June
daughter and husband. Mr. and
A program on church extension
that MIAA teams are barred from tor of Faith Reformed Church,
Vander Kamp. Beverly Kronemey- was presented at a meeting of the
Mrs. John Kruizenga. in lenison. 146th Ave ; Mrs. John Meier and
competition in post season games. used for his Sunday worship topics
er. Lots and Ruth Kleinheksel, Guild for Christian Service in
it
i -u'j Mr. and Mrs Albert Van Farowe baby, 128 East 16th St.; Mark
Individual competitionin post “Genuine Comfort" and “The PriJunior We, fare League wel- strings on their hand# and feet.
.
HAnrv v»n Miles, 521 East Eighth St.
Wanda and Verna Zoet. Wanda Beechwood Reformed Church
soner
s
Sermon.”
eomed 16 new members Tuesday and acted out skits showing the Farowe attended the hoiwe warm
A son, David Thomas, was born season activities must be apKoops. Carol Burd. Marlene. Tuesday evening Guest speaker
proved by the MIAA governing The Rev. J. Medendorp was
night in tn* dn.Ud. .
n-v ‘various projects and activities mp of John Beltman and daughter, in Holland Hospital Tuesday to
Nancy. Lois, Carol and Kathy was the Rev. FrederickDolfin.
guest
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at
the
First
Chrisboard. The board, acting under the
Kleinheksel.
' stabbed, this ye.r by ,h« Jumor Shirley. W Friday night. They bubt Mr. and Mrs. Warren Diekema, new constitution, approved Hope* tian Reformed Church.
pastor of Eighth Reformed Church
a new home on ihe Harold Bellman Glendale Ave.
Edwin
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Calvin
Seminary,
of Grand Rapids who had for his
Sheridan Shaffer and two Calvin
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topic "New Churches for New
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__
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his first bite to eat in 1< days.
He had not eaten since breakfast
prior to leaving Port Moresby,

on Nov.

Local

16, 1961

Guard

10.

By

this time, the four men in
Holleman's party had lost 40 to SO
pounds, and. looking thin and haggard. could barely walk 50 feet
without stopping to rest.

Unit Fought

New Guinea

In

Holland's National Guard unit.
The group was slowed down and Company D. has been found to
delayed for a period of four days have had a direct link to the mosswhen Mobley came down with covered wreckageof a World War
malaria.

II C-47 transport plane found last

The men were given food, most- week high in the mountainous junly yams grown by natives, and j gies 0f New Guinea
were escorted from one small na
The aircraft crashei while .novtive villageto another by groups ing troops, includingHollands
of friendlynatives
guard unit, from Port Moresby in
Finally they arrived at an Aus- southern New Guinea, to Popontralian army post some 60 miles delta and Pongani, a pair of junfrom Port Moresby.The Austra- gle airstripsto the north.
The Buna Campaign, of which
lians radioed officialsat Port
Moresby informing them of the the airliftwas the first step, was
crash. The four men rode on the initial combat in World \Sar
trucks the remainderof the dis- II for local guardsmen.
Company D had been activated
tance to Port Moresby.

f

Holleman arrivedat Port Mores- and entered federal service on Oct.
by shortlyafter midnight on Dec 15, 1940 The unit moved from
21, and was hospitalized immedi- Holland to Camp Beauregard. La.,
ately, after spending over 40 days on Oct. 25. with a complement of
battling the rigors of the New 77 enlisted men and three officers.
Company D spent the winter at
Guinea jungle

LONG WALK

—

Ed word
Hollemon (right) of Hudsonville, one of six
men who surviveda World War II plane crash
m the New Guinea jungles, relates the story
of his ordeal to William A- Sikkel of Holland,

compass he took from the instrumentpanel
of the wrecked C-47 transport plane. Without
the compass, Holleman said he doubted that
he would be alive today. Sikkel missed riding
with Holleman on the unlucky plane simply

Holleman'scommanding officer at the time
of the crash. Here Holleman shows Sikkel the

on the toss of a

DESCRIBES

coin.

(Sentinel photo)

it it

it

Survivor Tells of 40
In

Days

New Guinea After Crash

Editor’s note: A reference to second hair.
the 126th Infantry.32nd Division
A chaplain. Capt. Theodore W.
in a UPI story Tuesday describing
Barron of Wenatchee, Wash., was
the survival of two men in a 1942
to go along with the platoon.Lt.
crash of a C47 in the New Guinea
jungle led The Sentinel to Lt. Col. Sikkel told the chaplain that since
William Sikkel of Holland, who he was from Holland and was used
commanded the missing platoon, to Dutch hospitality, he would let
and another survivor Sgt. Edward the chaplain fly aboaru "The FlyHolleman of Hudsonville.The fol- ing Dutchman."
lowing story pieces together the
The chaplain apparentlywas not
story of the crash of “The Flying convinced, but a flip of a coin
Dutchman" in New Guinea on decided the issue. Chaplaii. Barron
Nov. 10. 1942.
was to fly aboard "The Flying
Dutchman."along with Sgt. HolleBy Al Bransdorfer
man and the rest of Sikkel's plaand Roger Snow
toon.
HUDSONVILLE - One of SIX The flight from Port Moresby to

that the four men in best physical
conditionshould set out in search
of help.

Pvt. Frank Thomas. 22. of Petersburg. Neb.; Pvt. Duane Butler.
23. of Homer. Mich.; Pvt. Carlos
Failing, 22, of Big Rapids. Mich.,
and Pvt. Gerald Grove, 22, of
Scranton, Iowa, set off for help.
Hollemantold Thomas to fire "a
couple shots" if the group found
water. The four men had been gone
only about a half-hourwhen their
shots were heard by those left in
the plane.

A trip that had originally taken
only 30 minutes by air had taken
the four men over 35 days to
complete on foot.
Experienced Australianbushmen immediately began a search
for the downed aircraft and the
eight injuredand hungry men left
aboard.
on the plane with the chaplain. Capt. Barron, were Pvt. Marvin Patton, 22. of Dayton. Wash.;
Corp. Lawrence Peterson of Chicago: Pvt. Theodore Romero of
Brush, Colo.; Pvt. William Smith
of Shaw. Colo.; Pvt. John Bellus
of Omaha. Neb.; Pvt. Martin
Brandon of Hart. Mich., and Pvt.
Antonio Montez of La Union. N. M.

Camp Beauregard,moving to
Camp Livingston. La., on Feb.

27. 1941.
After the start of World War
11, the unit was moved to Fort
Devens, Mass , in February of
1942. In April of that year, the
local guardsmen were moved to

ARRANGE PAINTINGS Mrs
(left' program chairman of the

attaches
a tag to a painting by Mrs. William Porter
(right I in the show being set up at Herrick

San Francisco.

On

Still

April 22. 1942. Company

John Bender

AAUW.

AAUW

hours.

Night' Exhibit Set

'First

D

Library for the art show which opens Thursdaj
night for thee
meeting and continues
through Nov. 27 at the library during regular
library
(Sentinelphofoi

Trial Scheduled

left San Francisco aboard the S.S.

Lurline and landed at Port Adelaide, Australia, on May 14, setting

For

AAUW

Meet

at

Library

In Letter

Case

up camp at Camp Sandy Creek,

Paul Brinkman. 49. oi 544 GraafAn exhibition of water color She has exhibitedat the Hoosier schap Kd , pleaded not guilty in
near Adelaide.
On July 18. the unit moved to paintings and pastels by Mary Salon in Indianaand for two years Municipal Court to a charge of
Camp Cable near Brisbane Two Porter, local .artist, will highlight in the Michigan Water Color So- writing letters with obscene lanmonths later, on Sept. 18, 1942, a Thursday’s meeting of the Holland ciety show She received the Pur- guage and trial has been set Nov.
liberty ship carried Company I) to Branch of the American Associ- chase Award m the Michiana Re- 21 at 1 30 p.m.
Port Moresby.New Guinea. The ation of University Women in the gional Show in South Bend. !nd„
Cornelius Ten Voorde. 22, of 289
The Australian searchers unit arrived at Port Moresby on Herrick Public Library auditorium and last month was the recipient
Fourth Ave . was found guilty at
scoured the mountainous terrain
at 8 p m
of the Hefner Award in the West a non-jury trial on a disorderly
Sept 23
and failed to turn up a trace of
Following the “first night" show- Michigan Art Exhibitionin Grand
Company D was part of the aircharge and was sentenced to pay
the missing aircraft or its cargo
borne assaulton Bun: which left ing of Mrs Porter s paintings to Rapids
fine and costs of $3230. The alof wounded men. Holleman learned
the AAUW. the exhibit will be
In addition to water color and leged offense involved damaging
Port Moresby on Nov. 10. It was
later that the search party had
on this short flight over rugged open to the public at the library casein. Mrs. Porter does pastel a television set of a relative
probably come to within one day's
during regular library hours portraits.
mountain jungle that The Flying
Henry Kragt. Jr , of 7C West
journey from the wrecked plane
Thursday'sAAUW meeting will 13th St., was placed on probaiion
Dutchman" crashed into a peak in through Nov. 27 The AAUW is
but failed to find it.
sponsoring the art show.
also feature Jamas Loveless of for a year after pleading guilty to
the Owen Stanley mountain range
Mrs. Porter was graduated from Hope College who will speak on
Patrol searches for the downed
Following the Buna Campaign,
a disorderly-drunkcharge He
aircraftcame to an end in Jan- which ended in late January of Purdue Universityand studied at “Twentieth Century Painting and must pay $9 70 costs. $3 a month
uary. 1943. about two months after 1943. troops of the Holland unit the CincinnatiArt Academy. She the Cultural Lag ' “ Co-chairmen supervisionfees and refrain from
the plane crashed, and hope for were sent to Australia for rest is currently studying with Harry for the meeting are Mrs Daniel drinking or frequenting places
Brorby in Holland.
Boone and Mrs H M. Hakkon.
the eight men still aboard her and additionaltraining in April
where sold or served.
faded.
Company D went back to New
Others appearing in court were
Wheaton Henry Speer, of 37 James
Lt. Sikkel,who had been en- Guinea for the second time on
Youngster Slightly Hurt
St . speeding.$10; Robert C. Long,
gaged in the Buna campaign,be- Sept. 4. 1943. landing at Milne Bay
When Hit by Automobil
of 361 Fourth Ave . speeding. $10.
came a casualtyand was returned on the southeastern tip of the
Peter Ten Kley of 33 East 16th
to Port Moresby where he was island.
Fight-year-oldMichael Westratr,
Late in 1943. the local guard unit
St., assured clear distance. $12;
hospitalized during the time Holleson of Dr and Mm William WesJ.
Michael F. Wenzel, route 5. asman and his three companions moved from Milne Bay to Goodirate Jr of 55 West 14th St .
sured clear distance. $12; Raywere hacking their way through enough Island, and preceded from
Th» Rev. James Schut. field
at Holland Hospital
there to make a beach landing inmond V. Johnson, of 394 Fifth
the jungle.
secretary of the expansion com- lor bruises and abrasions suffered
Ave. speeding. $5.
As commanding officer of the vasion at Saidor, New Guinea, on
mittee of the ParticularSynod of "*,en *lc wa-s st'uek by a car on
John A. Weller, of 138 Scotts
platoon, Sikkel was responsiblefor Jan. 2. 1944.
Michigan,Reformed Church in *3th St., near River Ave at 3:41
Dr., speeding.$15; Wade Cox. Jr.,
The company was moved from
mail sent to his men. During the
America, traced the growth of Pm Friday. He was releasedfrom
of 411 West 22nd St . right of way
month of December, 1942. Sikkel Saidor to Aitape. New Guinea in
church extension work at a
hospital after treatment
to pedestrian.$20 suspended after
April
and
participated
in
an
invamarked Holleman's mail and the
ing of the Guild for Christian Holland police identified the driv- traffic school. Donald Lee Martmmail of the other nu.t who went sion of Morotai Island on Sept 15.
Service in Sixth Reformed Church (er of the auto as 18-year old Frank
ic, Zeeland, no licenseplates $5;
down with "The Flying Dutch- The unit landed at Leyte. Philiplounge Tuesday night.
F.spmaoz of 3911 136th Ave
Dale Bekms. route 2. West Olive,
man." with an MIA 'missing in pine Islands, on Nov. 16. a fi d
He
showed slides of new Police said Espinaoz was drivmoved on to Luzon on Jan. 27.
expired operators license, $4.
action'.
churches and fields and explained ing west on 13th SI when (he
-v
On Jan. 1. 1943. Holleman was 1945.
how the committee i.s I manual- Westrate youngster, crossing 13th
Company D was deactivatedFeb
Maor construction work on the
released from the hospital at Port
ly assisting 25 churches at present
St from south fo north, darted Great Wall of China was started
Moresby,and on that day Sikkel 28. 1946. at Kukura. Japan. During
He was introducedby Mrs Henry into Ihe path of (he car.
alter 228 B C.
saw Holleman. "lookinglike a bag the period of federal service the

Extension

Work

Explained by

Taking a compass bearing on the
sound of the shots. Holleman and
a couple of his men went in
survivorsof a military C47 crash Popendeta was only a 30 to 45
search of water. The half-hour walk
in the New Guinea jungle,in 1942 minute flight covering approxito a mountain stream took two
today recounted details of a har- mately 90 to 100 miles.
hours on the return up the steep
rowing 40 days spent wandering
"The Flying Dutchman" as- mountainside.
th.ough a tangled mass of moun- sumed its takeoff position, followThe water bearers crawled and
tain jungle to get help for injuretL)e(j by the "Eightball," and left
hacked their way through the
survivors of the crash.
Port Moresby in clear weather.
tangled jungle growth, carefully
Edward Holleman. now 47. and Flying in a sort of follow-the-Ieadmarking trees as they went. Soon
living at 3509 Barker Ave., Hud- er fashionthe eight or ten planes
the men had enough water to send
sonville, was a 28-year-old platoon in the first recorded airborneinfanaloft their second balloon signal.
sergeant of the Headquarters Com- try assault in history headed for
Holleman waited until they could
pany of the 126th Infantryof the Popendeta.
The planes left in clear weath- hear planes flying overhead before
32nd Division on Nov. 10, 1942.
sending up the balloon.One C47
On that day he and half of his er. but flying at tree • top level transport flew directly over the
A. Mouw.
through
rugged
New
Guinea
mounof bones," walk past the hospital. men of Company D saw a total of
platoon crashed in the northeastern
downed
plane and failed to see the
Special music was provided by
Sikkel ran from the hospital, 654 days of combat.
New Guinea jungle aboard the tains. they encountered cloudy and balloon.
Mrs. Jack Essenburg and Mrs
rainy
conditions.
Of the original Company D leavcollared Holleman and told him
to
J.
military transport.
On the fourth day after their to send a telegramto his wife, ing Holland in 1940. nine n.en were Willis Van Vuren who sang two
"The Flying Dutchman" hit a
The wreckage of the ill-fated
downdraft, and although the pilot plane went down, the men found explaining that he was alright. killed in action, one was killed in numbers accompaniedby Mrs Alplane, dubbed "The Flying Dutchvin Dirkse. Devotions were congunned the enginesto gain altitude, the plane's instrument panel along The telegram was sent to Mrs. a militaryaccident, or. became a
man." was found by a group of
ducted
by Mrs, I>eonard Fought.
with
the
body
of
the
co-pilot.
Both
the plane came crashing down into
Holleman in Hudsonville on Jan. prisonerof war, and 11 men were
American and AustralianresearchMrs. Boyd I)e Boer presided at
the trees and thick jungle at the had been thrown into the dense 1. and on Jan. 5 she gave birth wounded in action.
ers last week. 19 years to the day
the business meeting at which
peak of Mount Brown in the Owen undergrowthsome 20 to 30 feet to the Hollemans’ first child, a
from the time of the crash. There
time new secretariesand repreStanley mountain range of Central ahead of the plane.
son. Robert.
were no bodies aboard.
sentativeswere announced. They
New Guinea.
The bodies of the co-pilot and
It was at Port Moresby that
are as follows: Education. Mrs.
Six of 23 men aboard the plane
"The Flying Dutchman" hit the Padilla,who died the first night, Holleman discovered what had beKeith Hoskins; spiritual life. Mrs.
were killed in the crash, a seventh mountain' peak at an altitude of were covered with a heavy layer
come of the two missing members
Richard Bouws; organization.
Mrs
died of injuries the first night, and about 12.000 feet. Another 30 feet, of moss. Sticks bearing the men’s
of the first four-mau party sent
H. J. Hegger addressed faculty, Bert Kortermg; service, Mrs.
two men from a party of four sent and the plane might possibly have dog tags were placed at the heads
out from the wrecked airplane.
students and guests of Western George Steggerda:music, Mrs
for help drowned in a swift moun- cleared the mountain.
of the simple graves. These two
Thomas explained that his group
Fought and Mrs. Gary Overway;
tain river.
Four members of Sgt. Holleman’s were the only men who had not had come upon a river a short Theological Seminary in the seminary Commons Tuesday morning, j rcprespntatiu*to the Hope ColThe two men left from one party group were killed in the crash been burned in the crash.
time after leaving the plane and
Hegger is working with converted| lege Women's League. Mrs Richand another party of four men who along with the plane's pilot and
Burying the crash victims could had decided to follow the river, Catholic priests in Belgium and i ard Van Wyk; United Council of
co-pilot. Killed were Sgt. James
went for help survived.
not be accomplished. The heavy hoping it would lead them out of the Netherlands.
! Church Women. Mrs Hen Ter
The fateful flight of "The Flying Verstay. 23. of Grand Rapids; mat of roots made digging im- the mountains.
He
discussed
the
crossroads
in j Haar; I*.per board. Mrs. Vern
Dutchman" started at Port Mores- Pvt. Vernon Moak of Grants Pass, possible, and the men had nothing The men had followed the river
the theology of the Homar. Cath- Van Langeveldc.Pine Rest Cirby on the southern coast of New Ore.; Pvt. Charles Raddatz. 22, of with which to dig.
through gorges and over rapids.
olic church and its insight into the 1 cle. Mrs. Gordon De Waard: RestLincoln, Neb., and Pvt. Charles
Guinea on Nov. 10, 1942.
It was the plane'* instrument They had tried to make a raft of
A platoon commanded by then Stokes. 25. of Petersburg. Neb. panel, however,which eventually logs to shoot the turbulentrapids, use of the Bible in Catholic homes, haven Guild. Mrs. Robert Newhouse; Christiancitizenship, Mrs.
One badly injured soldier, Pvt. saved the lives of Holleman and but the raft did not support the as opposed to the increased im2nd Lt. William Sikkel of Holland,
James Barkel Members of the
portance
given
to
the
role
of
was split into two groups, half of Margarito Padilla.24. of Trujillo. his three companions after they combined weight of all four men.
finance committeeare Mrs Bart
Mary.
He
told
the
group
about
the
the men flying on the "The Flying N. M„ died of injuries before the
Each of the men then grabbed
left the plane in search of help.
influences
which
caused
him
to Mulder. Mrs. Berme Vender MeuDutchman" and half aboard a first night was over.
Holleman tore the compass from a single log and floated downlen and Mrs Robert Overway.
The plane started burning after the instrument panel and later us- stream. In the course of riding become a Protestant Christian,
plane christened"Eightball.
Mrs Hoskins gave a synopsis
Sikkel today is an insurance the crash. A large fuel reserve ed it to chart a southwest course their logs through rapids and into chief of which was the continued
of each of the five new books
and
diligent
study
of
the
Bible
agent living at 47 East 29th St. burned furiously. Ammunitioncar- out of the mountainjungle.
a log jam. Failing and Grove
chosen for l%2 to be read by Reand a lieutenantcolonel in the ried in the plane began to explode. Six days after the crash, had gone down. Thomas and But- His earliest experiences with Protformed Church women The closestant
Methodists
in
Sao
Paulo.
Holleman led his' men to safety the men decided they had better ler. battered and nearly drowned
MichiganNational Guard.
ing moments were presented by
Brazil,
was
an
inspiration
to
him
The platoon took off early on a through the clearingin the under- send out another four-manparty themselves, nad never seen their
in the early days of his life as Mrs Van Langevelde who read a
clear morning with instructions to growth, made by the plane, to the to get help. This time, with the two companionsagain
poem and offeredprayer.
a Protestant,he said.
be “prepared to fight on landing. relative safety of thick cover about men in the best physicalcondition
Holleman has what he believes
His address was deliveredin the Dessert wa1* served from a harThe two planes carrying Lt. Sik- 100 yards away from the burning already gone, it was decided to to be evidence that the plane
Dutch language and was interpret^rs Mouw and;
kel's platoon, along with some six aircraft.
send the men who, although in- may have been located He had
ed
by
the
Rev.
G.
J.
Ten
Zythoff.
Mrs
D<‘
Boor
Pol,r'ng
Hostesses
or eight other planes,were sched- The plane burned most of the jured. could still walk
received a telegram from the
instructor of Greek and New Test-i werp ,he Mesdames Ben Ter!
uled to land at Popendeta in north- first day and night with small
Holleman. although he had been mother of Patton, one of the
-Haar. Jacob Van Dyke. Herbert
fires occasionally starting up. When
eastern New Guinea.
burned in the crash, was chosen. eight men left aboard "The FlyRev. Ten Zythoffpresided at the Zander Ploeg and B \ander MeuAboard some of the other planes the plane finally stopped burning, Along with Holleman were Pvt ing Dutchman." that the body of
were members of Holland s Co. D, only about one-thirdof the cratt Floyd August. 29. of Dorchester. her son had been sent home, and meeting and conducted devotions ! le°Htfschet J. Lubbers
^ Wl"
remained,the forward two-thirds Neb.; Pvt. John Mobley, 22, of inviting Holleman to attend the and Dr. H. Englund spoke
1st Battalion.
Bulford pbctoi
feature Miss l^ura Boyd as guest
in
behalf
of
the
seminary.
The 2nd Battalion, from the 126th of the plane having been destroy- Oakland. Calif., and Corp George funeral.
Ferns, candelabra,and bouquets overskirt, edged ui scallops, flowed
speaker.
Arrangements
for
the
lecture
Infantry,commanded by Col. ed.
Holleman received the telegram
Kershner,of Dayton. Ohio, the
of white gladioli, and chrysanthe- into a chapel tram She wore an
BoltLost in the fire were three days’ plane's radio operator and only about 1950, but was unable to at- were made by William
Henry Geerds of Holland,had been
mums were used for the setting elbow-lengthveil of imported illuschafer. Reformed church layman Condition Satisfactory
sent as an advance party to clear rations and three days’ emergency survivorof the plane's crew.
tend the funeral services.
Friday, Oct. 27. when Him Mad- sion. which fell from a headpiece
from Grand Rapids.
areas of operationfror . which sup- rations. All the food that remained
For Steven Thorpe, 9
The four men on the mission The plane probably has been
elyn Sharon Visser became the of pearlizedorange blossoms, She
porting troops would assume the for the 16 survivors,most of them had a miserable time of it. For found. Holleman reasons, because
bride of Herschel J. Lubbers
carried a white orchid with stephThe condition of Steven Thorpe. The double ring ceremony was anotis and ivy on a white Bible.
offensive.Popendetawas one of injuredand some badly hurt, was the first seven days after leaving the eight men left aboard were too Answer False Alarms
these locationscleared by the a survival kit consisting of K ra- the plane it rained steadily. And badly injured,and too hungry to
The Holland Fire Department 9- year-old son of Mr and Mrs. performed at 8 o'clock in the
The bridal attendantswore gold
tions and tomato juice.
advance detachment.
high in the mountains it was bit- have walked very far away.
answeredtwo false alarms at the James Thorpe of 655 Steketee Sixteenth Street ChristianRe- crystal charm sheath's with matchFrom Popendeta. troops flown in
Holleman tried to fashion a terly cold.
However, if the plane was found, PePree Co. at Sixth St. and Cen- Ave , who underwentopen heart formed Church by the Rev. Ed- ing overskirts and headpieces,and
departed on an 11-day mountain small stove for his men out of the
Holleman had taken along half Holleman cannot recall , having tral Ave. Tuesday within two hours surgery Tuesday is satisfactory, ward F. Visser. uncle of the bride. carried straw baskets with gold
climbing expeditionwhich culmin- wreckage to protectagainst bitter of a pair of field glasses,hoping heard about it. It is also possible when the automatic warning sys- according to a report receivedthis
Parents of the couple are Mr. and rust chrysanthemums and
ated in contact with the Japanese mountaincold. His attempts fail- to use the lenses to light fires. that the men or their bodies may tem sounded. Fire InspectorMar- noon from Blodgett Hospital. Grand and Mrs. Russell Visser of 308 sprays of wheat
southeast of Buna in northern ed
The group never saw the sun have been discovered a short dis- vin Mokma said automatic sprink- Rapids
West 18th St. and Mr. and Mrs.
The reception was held m the
Holleman and his men spread through the heavy jungle growth tance from the plane without the ler heads at the company were Surgery for the boy was sched- Henry Hoitgeertsof 578 East itth Woman's LiteraryClub where Mr.
New Guinea. This marked the start
of the long Buna campaign from large maps over the drab-colored until they reached a small path plane itselfhaving been found.
being changed and the low water j uled for Nov 9 but was post- St
and Mrs. LaVern Scheerhorn were
Thanksgivingof 1942 until heb. airplane in an effort to make it and clearing on their lOtb day Nineteen years ago today. Holle- pressure set off the alarms The i poned because of illness contractWedding attendants were Miss j master and mistress of ceremomore easily visible from the air. away from the plane.
man himself was still among the alarms were answered at jj.jjied by him last week, He entered Donna Visser. the bride's sister,i nies Mr. and Mrs. Steven Veldheer
1943.
i the Hospitalon Nov.
On Nov. 25 and 26. at the begin- The men never gave up hope, feelsurvivors
in the wrecked airplane,
a< maid of honor; Miss Frieda I served punch while Mrs Calvin
Followingtheir southwest course.
and 1:25 p.m
ning of the Buna campaign, a total ing that somebody would begin [ tne group labored down steep in- and had not yet begun the 35Hoitgeerts.the groom's sister, as Klaasen and Mr' Fred Tubbergen
| dines one day and up almost j day trek which he would probably
of 13 Holland men lost their lives lookingfor
Zeeland Community Chest bridesmaid. Miss Sally Visser,the ! arranged the gifts Miss Mary
Several times .other C-47s would vertical cliffs the next One night, just as soon
j found last week by searchers
^ many serving tfith Co D.
At 55 Per Cent of Quota J bride s cousin, as junior brides- Visser presided at the guest book.
maid. Louis Hoitgeerts. brother of
The aircraft which left Port fly over. Holleman tried to attract it got dark before they could reach Today he lives with his attrac- ; Among the entries in the diary
For her daughter'swedding,
ZEELAND LateM reports on
groom, as best man Franklin Mrs. Visser chose a brown brocade
Moresby on Nov. 10 flew low attentionby waving white cloth the top of a steep mountainand tive wife, Gertrude, looking much were
Nov 27— "We've still got our the Zeeland ' ommumty l best yiss(.- brother of the bride, as dress with brown accessoic s, and
through mountaingaps to escape or paper or by lighting flares. the four men had to spend the younger than the mother of a
fund raising campaign show a • groomsman; Fred Tubbergen and the mother of the groom v
The
men
tad
salvaged
two
balnight
perched
on
a
small
ledge
year-old
college
student,
and
his
|
chins
up ’’
detectionpnd attack by Japanese
atthree children.Robert, a student | Dec 10— “It s just 30 days ago | total og $7 293, or 1 per cent of CaivlD Kiaa>eo as
tired in a beige brocade dre s with
Zeros The use of passes was lim- loons which inflated upon being overlookinga vast
Since the ledge was too small .at Grand Rapids Junior College. We can take it. but it would be the $i3.3oo goal, has been collec-l \fjvs Marjorie Wedeven played j brown accessories.
ited due to a consistant cloud cover immersed in water and were used
ted
traditional wedding music on the The new Mrs. Lubbers is a
which limited visibilityevery after- to bout radio antenna aloft In (or all (our to lie down, the men I Barbara. 9. and Nancy 2. n a nice if someone came "
I he uuliistnal di\:.'ionleads the
an etioil to get one of the balloons j slept in shifts with two standing comfortable white frame home in
organ and also was accompanist I graduate of Grand Rapid' 1 vision
Dec 23— "We are still hoping "
noon
For llua reason the C-47 tronv aloft for a signal. Holleman s met and two sleeping throughout the a quie' Hudsonvilleresidential Dec 24-"Tonightt> Christmas live dnisioivsin collectionswith tor Gerald Kuiper when he sang ; of Practical Nursing and ls env
night.
Hospv
area Hollemanworks in a Grand Eve God make them happy at $4,912 ui '*4 i pei cent oi its goal "O Perfect Love " ‘The Wedding ployed by the Holland Ci
port plane* carry mg Lt Sikkel' »
ol IVJOo Ihe retail divisionhas Pra>er‘ and Together With tal. Her husband is employed bj
Hapidi Food warehouse as a gro home "
10th
day
out.
the
men
putoon left Pori Moresby in the
Dec lO-’Johnov 'Pvt John collected 83 7 per cent ot iti quota I jV8m
Roger Maal Electric.
upon
small path
early moinmg
oi $: Ml w
• bride, escorted to ihe altar
Perhaps the best due ai to what Rtilus Omaha Neb .
today
Following a honeymoon :o the
the
nouse-to- 1 and given m marnato by her fa- Western States the couple will
happened »o the other eight
Jan I-" New Year » Day '*
hiH.se can. as which concludedj trier, wore a gown of delivered make tiieir nome at 312 , West
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Double Ring Rites Unite Couple

Dutch Reserve
Football Team

Holds Banquet
Holland High’s unbeaten reserve
football
dinner

A

new text
junior and senior

detailed report on

books sold to

at its monthly

held its team-parents

-Monday night in the

First

Methodist Church and a total of

150 parents and team members

high students was presented to the

Board of Education

team

attended.

Coach Tom Carey presided and
announced that halfback Jim De
Neff was elected by his team-

j

meeting Monday night by Edward;
Donivan. administrative assistant!

mates as the most valuable player

toSupt. Walter W. Scott, who sub

on the team.
Vern Kupelian, Holland High
history instructor,spoke to the
group. He pointed to certain reasons for the team’s success this
year as "unity and spirit, willingness to learn, pride and confi-

mitted a seven-page report on text
books, cost to retailers, markup*,
«tc.

The study, the result ot a criticism on prices a month or so ago.
was referred to the schools com-

VETERAN EMPLOYES HONORED - New

dence and devotion to your team.”
"But the next nine to 12 months
will determinefailure or success

mittee.
Donivan s report revealedthat
all ichool text book publishersare
under a $500 state bon-1 no to sell
to one school for less than another.
In general, the suggested markup
is 25 per cent, and prices listed
by two local suppliers generally
were below this markup Publishers also were willing to sell to
schools at the same price as re-

in football." Kupelian warned.

"There will be natural pitfalls
each person will be faced with
such as automobiles,girls, nothing
else to learn because we won last
year and new freedoms. You must
learn how to accept these freedoms," Kupelian said.

"Coaches Carey

tail suppliers.

and

members of the Hart
and Cooley 25-Year Club were presented watches and pins at a
dinner mbeting in the American legion Memorial Park Clubhouse
on Oct. 26. Shown in the front row (left to right) are Peter Lamer,
John Bouwman, Marvin Essenburg, Isaac Meyer, Cornelius Smits,
Alvin Potter.Donald Rice, Jowan Ter Horst, Bernard Ende and
James Barkel. Second row, (left to right) Walter Coster, Neal

Hospital

Nyhoff, Stanley Hart, Bemie Vander Meulen, John Dokler, Neil
Bontekoe Judge Cornelius Vander Meulen, George Heeringa,
George Copeland,Earl Bouwens, William De Neff, Walter DeWaard and Martin Van Dyke. Also receiving watches, not
shown in the photo, were Mark McCarthy, John Garvelink, Paul

McCarthy, Russel Morris and Russel Bomers. Judge Vander
Meulen was speaker for the evening.

Hospital Receives

Hope Names

Guilds Busy

Gift From Estate

VanderWoude

(Carl)

A

GRAND HAVEN-Grand

Haven

Selover have given you the opporSeveral hospital guilds are planCity Council Monday night acktunity to learn, to experience, to
ning or working on various Christnowledged with gratitude a gift of
achieve. Unless you develop upon
$24,290in capital stock and cash
mas
projects, the hoard of directhese in your varsity year, their
from the estate of the late J.
Sherwood 'Sharky) Vander
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Goylc Groenheide
effort s would have been in vain." tors of Holland Hospital Auxiliary
Edgar Lee to be used for special
<Hol!ond Illustrative)
Kupelian concluded.
was informed at its monthly meet- Woude. captain of the Hope Colsons believe,but store* generally
equipment
for a future expansion
The Rev. C. Vander Plaats perThe flower girl wore a dress of
lege football team, today was
Carey and Selover received tro- ing Monday.
are willing to put up with the atprogram of Grand Haven Muniformed i the wedding ceremony white Taffeta with a matching : phies from the team engraved
named Hope's most valuable foottendant troublesfor the additional
cipal Haspital. In order to comply
The auxiliarywill provide ushwhich united Miss Shirley Ann
ball player and enters competition
overskirt and a while leaf head- LMAG champs and a large cake
sales school traffic may bring.
with the bequest, the city has set
ers and ticket takers at a floral for the Randall C. Bosch of HolVanden Brink and Chester Gayle
In another report. Donivan anup a new account called gifts and
"I" a11 0,1 ,he na^. ^ ,he P'8*’
Groenheide in Central Avenue band. She scatteredpompons petals ers
served as a table decoration. design showing by Dick Zwiep land trophy awarded annually to
nounced that the Holland and
bequests in which the amount will
Christian Reformed Church Thurs- as she approached the altar. j \ (00tball field with stick figures
Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Wo- the MIA As mast valuable player.
Inter-CityBus Lines as of today
be deposited.
day. Oct. 19.
The soloist. Mrs. Paul \ anden was included in the decorations. man’s. Literary Club. Arrange- Vander Woude was hampered
will discontinueits routes for high
The wedding party assembledin Brink, sang "O Perfect Love.” | A tribute to Dan Williams, who
this season with a leg injury but
school students within the city
monts for every month of the
Two Brides-Elect Feted
a setting of palms, two bouquets
saw limited action. Coach Russ
school district,since a second
"Iche Liebe Diche" and "Wedding"88 ,n^l,e(* j8 '*,c len,ra* Same. year will be demonstrated.
of gladiolaand mums, spiral canDe Vette used Vander Woude at
. was given and letter award certifiAt Surprise Coffee
two-week trial period from Oct. 30
Other guild activity includes
delabra and kissing candles for 1
i cates were given to the players.
quarterback,halfback and fullback
to Nov 11 resulted in less than
A surprisecoffee was given Satthe 8 p m. rites.
Mrs. Vanden Brink, mother
ur Henry Bast gave the invoca- Christmasgreens by the Martha and as a linebacker on defense.
30 children using bus service and
urday morning by Mrs. Bud RobThe parents of the couple are the bride, wore a beige brocade tion and films of the Holland-Mus- Kollcn guild: candy, fruit cake, The 21-year-old senior from Rangrossing just over $65 for the perbert honoring Miss Maryann RobMr. and Mrs Raymond Vanden sheath dress with raspberry and kPji()n Orchard View reserve game etc., by the Junior Welfare League dolph. Wis., was an AU-MIAA seiod.
bert and Miss Jane Penna who
Brink of 134 Vander Veen AVe. black accessories. Her corsage was wore shown. Reserve team cheer- as well as the annual Candy Cane lectionlast season. He is an allSharky Vander Woude
Supt. Scott announcedtwo Conwill be married in December.
and Mr. and Mrs. Martin Groen- ol white mums with fruit clusters, (leadersserved the team table and Ball Dec. 16 in Civic Center; A student and plans tj attend the
. . . honored
Coi hearings on education Nov. 15
Coffee was served from a table
Christmas wrapping paper by the
heide of route 2. Hamilton.
The grooms mother chase a
.sophomore girls served the
University of Michigan medical
and Nov. 29. both to be held in
league's most valuable player lat- decorated with white and yellow
Margaret Hummer guild, and a
While the organist.Miss Marian green wool sheath dress with black parents.
school next year.
the main auditoriumat Kellogg
er this week.
bazaar of homemade gifts by the
mums. The morning was spent
Nienhuis, played traditionalwed- and mink brown accessories
Although Vander Woude punted
Center in East Lansing.
The players rate the MVP se- informally.Gifts were presented
North
Shore
Guild
in
December.
ding music, the bride, escorted
He also announceda meeting of
The board took action on pro- only one time in MIAA this sea- lections, one through five, and a to the guests of honor.
Holland Resident
by her father, approached the althe PTA Council Thursday at
viding 135 units of dry hot plates son. the boot covered 49 yards player can't vote for his school's
Guests included Mrs. Robert
tar attiredin an antique peau de
The church fellowshiproom was Dies in Muskeqon Home
and was the .ongest recorded in nominee. The winner receives the Rorst. Mrs. Jason Rypma, Mrs.
Cumerford’swith Dr. H. Griggs
for patients’ meals in the hospital.
soie gown which featured a Sabrina the scene of a reception following
of Western Michigan University
Mike Jipping, Mrs. Stacey Me
MUSKEGON —Mrs. Emerson These units involve a stainless league play. His play against Al- Bosch
neckline,a V-back. long, tapered the ceremony with about 140 inspeaking on "New Patterns in
Bosch. Holland industrialist,has Bride. Mrs. William De Long. Miss
Leddick,
87. died Saturday after steel ring, a heated palletteand bion. in which he injured his leg.
sleeves and a bodice trimmed with vited guests Mr. and Mrs. ClarElementaryEducation.”
a lingering illnessin a nursing a cover, designed to keep food hot was outstandingand he made the been presenting the gold-diamond' Linda Me Bride. Miss Martha
re embroideredAlencon lace, se- ence Groenheide were master and
Scott announced two airborne
for a rea>onably long period.The majority of tackles and led the studded footballfor the past 25 Penna and Miss Laurel Robbert.
quins and seed pearls. The grace- ! mistress of ceremonies At the home in Muskegon.
tv programs for tonight in the Holyears. The last Hope player to Also attending were the brideShe
was
a
life
member
of
both
units which may involve an ex- Flying Dutchmen on offense.
ful flounced skirt eased into a punch bowl were Mr. and Mrs. Jay
land High auditoriumFrom 7 to
All of the selectionsfor most win the award was Larry Ter; elects' mothers, Mrs. Chink Robthe
Holland
and
the Hol- penditure of $3,000 are financed
chapel-length train tied with a Dekkmga, while Mr. and Mrs.
ft
the program will he privaluable player will be announced Molen in 1958. Bosch also awards bert and Mrs. Ernest Penna.
large bow and sash and banded Norman Fynewever and Mr and land Chapter 40 OES. Her husband through profits of the coffee shop.
marily for tv installers and dealMrs
W.
A. Butler,chairman of today at the league meeting in a similar honor to the mast valu- . The hostess was assisted by her
taught
school
in Holland for many
with Mencon lace and sequins. A Mrs. Karl Van Oostenbruggearers associatedwith the educationthe coffee shop, reported on shop Olivet The footballcoaches will able basketball player in the, daughters,Misses Lucile and Paula
crown of sequins held her finger- ranged the gifts. Miss Bonnie Rig- years.
al programs. From 8 to 9:3ft p.m
Robbert.
Mrs. Leddick is survived by a finances. Mrs. Vernon
Ten have their teams vote for the
parents of children in tv classes
N French importedsilk lertnk and LarrS Kompkers at- son. Kenneth in Georgia: a daugh- Cate, chairman of gifLs. display....u
illusion She carried a cascade tended the guest book
will be invitedto view a presened many items available in the
bouquet of white pompon mums, I Other attendantswere Mrs.. ter-in-law,Mrs. Ralph Leddick: of
tation on the experimentalprofall-colored leaves and fern greens. Ernest Johnson who assisted the Montague, and five giandchiHnen shop for Christmas.

letter from Fris Rook Store
to Supt Scott, read earlier in the
evening, indicated that handling
text books for school childrenwas
not the ‘ gravy train" many per-
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The wedding party was made bade; the Misses Janice Yandenup of the following: Mrs. Ray Brink. Vivolyn Kamphuis. Lila

report

Harold Bottrell on

the

Nahcr. sister of the bride, matron Kempkers. Nancy De Prec. Alma
of honor: Miss Dawn GroenheideJean Gorenheide; Judy Hop. Elaine
held in Holland last summer, menand Miss Mary Groenheide. sis- 1 Jacobsen and Ruth Hulst, waittioning that the program in general
ters of the groom, and Mrs. Auh- , resses.
was well receivedand the achievetin Kalmmk. bridesmaids: M iss! For a wedding trip to the southments were noteworthy. It is exLinda Nahcr. niece of the bride, ern states, includingFlorida.Mrs.
pected a similar course for gradjunior bridesmaid:Miss Laurie Groenheide wore a beige wool
uate credit will be offered next
Naber. niece of the bride, flower jersey sheath, complementedwith

Zeeland Church Scene of Rites

Community Resources Workshop

summer

v

pt

p, f,nm

n
. e

i

v ho
nes w

groom; jjpsj

SERVICE DIRECTORY

;

a dark brown coat and brown and
pay Naber, j beige accessories. Accentingthe

a'r*: ^a*<‘ (»l'oenheide. brother

supervises a noon-hour Youth for
Christ meeting in Holland High
school asking that YFC continue
the program was referred to the
schools committee.
A letter from Raymond J. Lokers. superintendent of Hamilton
public schools.expre>sed appreciation for flowersthe Holland hoard
sent on the occasion of the dedication of the new high school.
The schools committee reported
on a meeting with Kenneth Heuvelman. coordinatorof special education in Ottawa county, and other

MIAA.

D

!’"

brother-in-law of the bride,

of

,

man; Dr. Paul Vanden Brink, bro- her bridal bouquet,
ther of the bride, and Delwin Both the newlyweds are graduKempkers, cousin of the groom, ales of Holland High School.Mrs.
Groenheide is employed as a payThe honor attendant wore a rust roll clerk at Baker Furniture.Inc.
faille taffeta sheath dress with a Her husband, a graduate of Lafull pleated overskirt and back mar Barber College in Detroit,
bow. A pill box held her circular works in Johnson's Barber Shop,
veil which was scatteredwith The couple residesat 394 West
leaves She carried a basket of 18th St.
button mums, fruit,colored leaves. The groom's parents entertainwheat and
ed at a rehearsal luncheon in
The other attendantswere dress- Cumcrfords Restaurant
ed similarly to the matron of Pre-nuptialshowers were given
persons interestedin maintaining
honor. Miss Dawn Groenheidein by Mi’s. M Groenheide. Dawn and
Prestatie Huis for mentally handiever green. Miss Mary Groenheide ! Mary: Mrs. R. Naber and Mrs.
capped children.The area of spein honey suckle. Mrs. Kalmmk in P. Vanden Brink: Mrs N Fynecial education will he discussed
gold and Miss Naber in dark vvever and Mrs A Kalmmk; the
further at an informal meeting of u"'.'
office girls at Baker Furniture.
the Board of Education next Mon- ; ______ 1
day at 7:3ft pm in Thomas
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Garden Therapy

ferson School with Carroll Norlin
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WELL
PUMP
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|

Group
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Reproductions
Of AnflfllJPS

The schools committeereported The garden therapy committee
that consideration is being given of the Holland Garden Chib help-.
on opening the new high school to ed children in The special edu-

,

IIlH^HTntmtL!ld,u!hat the,su' cal,on1 department at Jefferson | The Etta Fox Chapter of Questpenotendempresently is making School plant cuttings of coleus and '
, ,,
a survey to discoverthe extent | geranium slips Monday afternoon. *,S mel tMon(,ay evenmp al ,he
to which various high school
Each child also planted crocuses'110™''01 y*IS Maney
ond Mr$ Shcrwin Huist
partments might want to partici-m pots which were then planted Ed Brolin. curator of the
(Prince photo)
;n the garden at the school furniture museum presented an in- 1 Spiral candelabra, ferns, white orchid in a cluster of organza emSecretary James Hailan
Committee members working sinjctive pro-nam on furniture mums an<* sna^ra^ons ^ormc^ ^roidered with seed pearls,
nounced notice from the Ottawa with the children included Mrs.
'
setting for the fall wedding of Miss The honor attendant was attired
County Treasurer that $85.570 ! Leonard Dick. Mrs Arthur Peters. maKinc ai" ,l''s,sn'Hc displayed Barbara |>vnn Bloemsma and ! in an iridescent sea green taffeta
would be forthcomingin school Mrs. William Winslrom and Mrs two antiqueItalian chairs which he sherwin llulst in First Reformed sheath with panel overskirLs. A
aid
Robert Cooper. Other Garden Club liad secured during his travels in Church of Zeeland on Friday. Oct floral headpiece held her bouffant
President .tack Plewes an members helping were Mrs Robert Europe and then displayedtwo
veil. Her corsage consistedoj yelnounced that he and the superin- Gordon Mrs Ray Kuipers. Mrs teproductionsof these chairs made -pi,,, 8 0'c|0ck double ring cere- , low fuji mums on lemon leaves,
tendent and assistantsuperintendArthur Aalderink and Mrs Gerrit h-v ,h‘‘ Bal<er Eurniture Company. monv u;us performed by the Rev. (The bridesmaids were identically
Mr Brolin explained the process| v xewhoUM. Mis> Bloemsma is attired
I
em had attended a meeting of the Vander Hooding
0! making and finishing these
daughter ol Mrs. Bernard Mrs. Bloemsma. mother of the;
Lansing Board of Education In
productions.He showed samples of Bloemsma of 215 Lincoln St., bride, chose a beige wool sheath
meeting procedures, he said the
the wood used in making furniture Iceland, .and the late Mr. Bloenv dress with brown accessoriesand
Lansing board sends copies of
in the Holland lactory. The subject snla ^jr an(j yijx Ben Hulst ot a yellow fuji mum corsage. The
minutes to all members thereby
0! Mr. Brolin s' talk was Antiques rollli, .j /^land, are the parents groom's mother wore a magenta
eliminatingreading of minutes
which sometimes consumes 12 to
and Reproduct
ot the
silk dress with magenta and white
Ihe classification
of European \yhi|(.the organist. Elmer accessories Her corsage was of
25 minutes in a Holland meeting.;
antique is an article made during 1Pu.aH, p|ayed traditional wed-; white fuji mums
The board currently is studying]
ihe reign of that period as speci- j|in{, imLsU. {'h0 bride approached A total of 1.5ftfriends and relaprocedures of other «choo’ boards
tied. Ihe t. S. government
governmentdel in- (|u. a|ta*t 0>a)lle<j by her brother, lives gatheredin the church to
with a view to moie efficient orition of antique lurniture’
lurnitureis that L( lom Bloemsma. She was congratulate the newlyweds at a
gamzationa!methods Member
made prior h
Harvey Buter suggested considerm
^ »8'0' given in marriage by her mother, reception followingthe ceremony.
the beginning of the Machine Age
able time might be saveo. if all
...
Mrs. Roger Lee Yntema. sister Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Knsing were
committee reports were not lead.
oi the bride, attended as matron master and mistress ot ceremonGrace Church Women
Members usuallyreceive the.se re01 honor while Miss Carol De ic*'- Miss Sally Scheele and Miss
ports the previous Friday
i.longe was bridesmaid. Other at- Myrna Dykgraafattended the gift,
Present Thank Offering
A> members w ere presentat the
jtendants were Wayne and Leroy room. Presidingat the punch howl
meeting which lasted over three
Women and girls of Grace Hulst. brotherseff the groom, best were Miss Sandy Komojan and
hours. Vern Schipper gave the
Episcopal Church mad.’ their cor man and groomsman, respectively;Miss Betty Faber. Miss Joyce Borr
invocation.
por;.tecommunion and presented Jerry Bloemsma. brother of the and Miss Sandy W’abeke poured,
their United Thank Offeringat the bride, and Gene Morten, ushers Miss Norma De Jonge attended the
7:30 a m. -efvice
m,,s Bloemsma chose a gown guest book
Marriage Licenses
With the bride dre.'sed in a
Brea
kf ant was served to 7ft worn- of imported French chant illy lace
Ottawa County
on and girls in the parish hall after fashionedwith a Sabrjna neckline. loyal blue knit .suit with black
William Tamminga. 63. and
the service Mrs Donald Kingsley An insert of illusion topping the patent leather accessories and a
Jessie Schotanus. 53. both of Holshowed
slides of the general con skirt of lace and nylon
newly.
1 chiffon was while orchid corsage the
land; Theodore ( Van Bragt. 19
vent ion of the Episcopal Church >tyled in a Cinderella lesign Alter-. weds left on a wedding up to
Holland, and Linda Van Order. 17.
held in Detroit n September The nating panels of chantilly lace and northern Michigan
route 3. Fennviile .lame^ W.
Janice Fove Petroelje
Mr and Mrs Harry Petroelje commentary was read by Mrs nylon ehiiionlornted Ihe bouffant The hew Mrs Huist .>
Schutl. 22, Spring Law and Lor
«Kirt wnidt iprioindrtw1 m a sweep uate of Zeeland High Scwk>’ and
raine Urbanik 19 Muskegon: ! route 2. Ireland, have announc- Milton Johnston
This
semi
anni
tal
offering
of
the
trjuQ Lons Lilv mo**.es extended Tracy s Beauty Vcsdemy m Grand
1
the
engagement
of
their
daughFredrick J Caplield. 23, Grand
women of the c hurch is for mis- to point' over her wirist and her Rapid* 11*’! husband u emplo/cd
Marjorie M Ch.ttenGrand Haven. Frederic Vander hooi, son of Mr and Mi’s sinns abme arid beyond those Ciiniw icnutn, fiv11 from a al he Herman Miiic Fill mlm*
made possible through the general inaunini (4p oi m is oi 4an/a ( 0 in Zeeland
f.-'on M Sparta and James Vander kpoi of route 2
The newlywed
‘hurch budge of ihe E^piscopaitnmmec
Preston, 53. Conk-j West
cmrifcd a white lUbie wito a wnue 2ik% Ucu> 01 . A«i*iul
A Decemoei weacung is planned. CHuicn
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Our

Business

BUMP SHOP

ith

is

efficient, reliable

• BUMPING

ond dependable.

• REFINISHING
• BODY WORK

BARBER,

COMPLETE PLUMBING
and HEATING SERVICE

INC.

159 RIVER AVE.

PHONE

ethical

Plumber who

Quality Workmamhip

R. E.

dealing

an

EX 2-3195

Residential • Commercial

304 Lincoln Ph. EX 2-9647

ELECTRIC MOTOR
SERVICE INC.
8th

& WASHINGTON

HAROLD
Repairing

Rewinding

!

1

!l!l
.....

—
—

HAMILTON

1

|

—

Fairbanks Marie
Myere
Deming
Sro-Ri»#
Dayton
General Electric
A. O.
Smith — Franklin — Century
Delco & many othen.

i

re-

Engaged

PLUMBING & HEATING

you are

. Meinheksel.

1

"Dependable"

a?

SERVICE

F*'

Bert Reimink's

©

Bail

&

Sleev* Bearing*

Installation & Service

ON POWER EQUIPMENT
Distributors ter

WAGNER MOTORS
Cracker-Wheeler Motors
Gates V-Belts
Sheaves

—

PHONE

EX 4-4000

LANGEJANS
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
and

HOME BUILDER

• REMODELING
• STORE FRONTS
• CEMENT WORK
Commercial — Residential
Mo lob Too Largo or Too Small
38 W. 34th St. Ph. EX 4-8983

HEATING SYSTEMS

PEERBOLT
SHEET METAL CO.
19

E. 6th

St.

Ph. EX 2-9721

j

|

W&MATIC

CO*#*"

,

Sunday

1

SALES and SERVICE
*
M T»« ft

AUTOMATIC

M

.

.1

Haven,

Olive

,

*

.mm.

Auto Service

l

<

1

FENDT'S

Gas -Oil -Coal
Wf CLEAN

ond REPAIR

FURNACES
HOME HEATING COMPANY

OwUMer

Specialistsin

TRANSMISSIONS

\

SERVICE & REPAIR >
Serna

REBULIT UNITS
on hand hi all

nmiPAtttiNCAtfOPPM

.

Popular Mokti.

ALL MAKES OF

EASY TERMS AVAILABLE

w

Itth*. Ph.

M

